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AMPED DEALS | SALE ENDS MARCH 8th

SUPPLIER: ZZK RECORDS

https://webami.aent.com/amped-zzk/b248570
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AMPED DEALS
SUPPLIER: RESERVOIR MEDIA MANAGEMENT

SALE 
30% OFF SHOP NOW!

Dive into De La Soul's timeless beats on CD, LP, and cassette!
Enjoy a 30% discount for a limited time.

https://webami.aent.com/amped-de-la-soul/b248571
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AMPED DEALS
SUPPLIER: ORG MUSIC

https://webami.aent.com/amped-free-jazz-sale/b248612
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850055776111
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(CLICK HERE)
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.07.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: SUB POP/ADA

CD / LP        SP 1615    RELEASE DATE: APRIL 26, 2024      NON-EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE THE U.S.

GENRE: Alternative

IRON & WINE LIGHT VERSE

“All our dreamers lose to the light” - from “Angels Go Home”

When the pandemic began, and the world shut down, so did the process of 
creating for Iron & Wine’s Sam Beam. In its place was a domesticity that the 
singer hadn’t felt in a long time, and although it was filled with many rewards, 
making music was not one of them. Reflecting on that time, Beam notes:

“I feel blessed and grateful that I and most of my friends and family made it 
through the pandemic relatively unscathed compared to so many others, but 
it completely paralyzed the songwriter in me. The last thing I wanted to write 
about was COVID, and yet every moment I sat with my pen, it lingered around 
the edges and wouldn’t leave. This lasted for over two years.”

The journey back began with a recording session in Memphis to record a 
handful of Lori McKenna tracks for the EP Lori with friend and producer Matt 
Ross-Spang. The cathartic experience reconnected Beam with his love for 
making music, and soon enough the paralysis had passed, and he was 
finishing lyrics and booking studio time for what would become Light Verse.

Light Verse was recorded with engineer and mixer Dave Way at his studio 
Waystation high up in Laurel Canyon (with an additional session at Silent Zoo 
Studio with a 24-piece orchestra), with a host of talented musicians joining 
Beam: Tyler Chester, Sebastian Steinberg, David Garza, Gri�n Goldsmith, 
Beth Goodfellow, Kyle Crane, and Paul Cartwright. And, Fiona Apple joined 
Beam on vocals for the duet “All In Good Time.” 

Beam lyrically once again takes focus on a series of both fictional and 
personal insights, filled with desperate characters and wide-eyed optimists, 
o�ering promise and a dose of heartache, tears and laughter, life and love. 
Taking stock in the album’s title, he jokes, “Light verse is a form of poetry 
about playful themes that often uses nonsense and wordplay, and it’s my first 
o�cial Iron & Wine comedy album!…. Just kidding….”

While true this may be Iron & Wine’s most playful record, Beam says the title 
mostly reflects the way the songs were born with joy after the heaviness and 
anxiety of the pandemic. Where recent records like Beast Epic or Weed Garden 
gave air to the disquiet of middle-aged frailty and brokenness, these songs 
trade that for the focus acceptance can bring. Moment by moment, they 
delight in being pointed or silly (or both) and attempt beauty over prettiness.

Light Verse arrives April 26th, and it’s Iron & Wine’s seventh full-length overall 
and fifth for Sub Pop Records. Fashioned as an album that should be taken as 
a whole, it sounds lovingly handmade and self-assured as a secret handshake. 
Track by track, its equal parts elegy, kaleidoscope, truth, and dare.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

CD
CD Packaging: Gatefold altpack with
custom dust sleeve
Box Lot: 40

LP 
LP Packaging: Single-LP jacket
with custom dust sleeve
Limited Edition on clear w/ blue swirl vinyl
NON-RETURNABLE
Box Lot: 25

TRACKLISTING:
1. You Never Know
2. Anyone's Game
3. All in Good Time
4. Cutting It Close
5. Taken by Surprise
6. Yellow Jacket
7. Sweet Talk
8. Tears that Don't Matter
9. Bag of Cats
10. Angels Go Home

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): https://www.subpop.com/artists/iron_and_wine 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ironandwinetour/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/ironandwine 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ironandwine 
Website: http://ironandwine.com/  

HIGHLIGHTS:
• New studio album by indie-folk icon Iron & Wine.
• Features the Fiona Apple duet, “All In Good Time.” 
• Iron & Wine has over 2.7 million career sales, over 1.2 million of which are physical sales.
• On Spotify, Iron & Wine has over 4 million monthly listeners, and over a million followers.
• Extensive press and radio campaigns begin February 7, 2024.

SP630
Our Endless Numbered Days

CD / LP / CS

SP600
The Creek Drank the Cradle

CD / LP / CS

SP665
Woman King

CD / LP

SP619
The Sea and the Rhythm

CD / LP

SP1255
Weed Garden
CD / LP / CS

SP808
Around the Well

CD / LP

SP1170
Beast Epic

CD / LP / Dlx 2xLP / CS

SP710
The Shepherd’s Dog

CD / LP / CS

SP1288
Our Endless Numbered

Days (Deluxe)
CD / 2xLP

SP1601
Who Can See

Forever Soundtrack
CD / 2xLP

SP1404
Archive Series Vol. 5:

The Tallahassee Recordings
CD / 2xLP

098787161526

$13.98CD
098787161502

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/TuP0kgY2UfE?si=cqLoC7F-7pwNB28a
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4065629711351
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$26.98LP
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(CLICK HERE)
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3700477837884
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.08.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: POLYVINYL RECORDS/POLYVINYL FAMILY

Owen
The Falls of Sioux

1. A Reckoning
2. Beaucoup
3. Cursed Id
4. Hit and Run
5. Mount Cleverest
6. Penny
7. Qui Je Plaisante
8. Virtue Mispent
9. With You Without You

Polyvinyl Record Co.

• The project of Mike Kinsella, also of American Football, LIES, and
Cap’n Jazz

• Produced by S. Carey, Zach Hanson, and Mike Kinsella

• Features vocal contributions by Cacie Dalager of Now, Now
• National tour confirmed for the spring + summer

• Past press from Pitchfork, Rolling Stone, Under The Radar, The Line
of Best Fit, Exclaim!, UPROXX, and more

• Key radio support from SiriusXM, KEXP Seattle, WXPN Philadelphia,
and more

• Past press for American Football from Pitchfork (Best New Reissue),
NPR Music (Tiny Desk), Rolling Stone (40 Greatest Emo Albums
of All Time), NME (20 Emo Albums That Have Resolutely Stood
The Test Of Time)

• 50M+ catalog streams

• Combined social reach of over 500k

On the new Owen album, The Falls of Sioux, Mike Kinsella (American 
Football, LIES, Cap’n Jazz) returns with the followup to 2020’s critically 
acclaimed album, The Avalanche, and delivers the most ambitious and 
varied album of his career. Recorded at Hive Studios in Eau Claire, WI + 
SHIRK Studios in Chicago, IL and produced by S. Carey, Zach Hanson 
and Mike Kinsella, The Falls of Sioux finds Kinsella taking risks like never 
before, both lyrically and musically. Featuring lavish string arrangements, 
vocal contributions from Cacie Dalager (Now, Now), Kinsella’s iconic 
guitar & drumming styles, and even a spoken word vignette, the album is 
an exciting departure from Kinsella’s previous work, while still retaining what 
makes Owen albums so fascinating and replayable. 

Mike Kinsella’s work over the years with his various musical endeavors 
has been nothing short of foundational, from early days with Cap’n Jazz 
right up until recently with American Football’s unforeseen and excellent 
second act. His music has been heralded in outlets such as Rolling Stone, 
NPR, The NY Times, and Pitchfork, who called American Football’s debut 
album “the most influential album in the genre.” Catalog: PRC-490-1

SELLING POINTS

S. Carey, Bon Iver, Hop Along, Big Thief,
American Football, Julia Jacklin, Phoebe
Bridgers, Now, Now, Sufjan Stevens

LP

FOR FANS OF

ALSO AVAILABLE

6 4 4 1 1 0 0 4 9 0 1 8

ABOUT THE ALBUM

• The Avalanche (PRC-405) LP/CD/CS
• At Home With Owen (PRC-118) LP/CD
• Other People's Songs (PRC-287) LP/CD

STREET DATE: APRIL 26, 2024

Mineral Grey Vinyl w/ Download Card 
and 12”x12” Insert in Standard Jacket

List: $24.98    Boxlot: 30

Catalog: PRC-490-2

CD

6 4 4 1 1 0 0 4 9 0 2 5

List: $14.98     Boxlot: 30

LP IS NON-RETURNABLE

644110049018

$24.98LP
644110049025

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/z8RKUS5z9RU?si=1i-1VzM5A3ih1mxe
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LIMITED LOSER EDITION LP
Packaging: Standard jacket with custom dust sleeve
Limited Loser Edition on pink vinyl
NON-RETURNABLE
Box Lot: 25

CD
Packaging: Gatefold altpack
Box Lot: 40

CD / LP       SP 1587      RELEASE DATE: APRIL 26, 2024     NON-EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE OF THE U.S.

GENRE: Alternative Rock

CORRIDOR MIMI

You get older, you have a family, and you start to slow down—that’s how 
things are supposed to go, right? Not for Montreal band Corridor, who have 
returned on their fourth album, Mimi, with a sound and style that’s more 
widescreen and expansive than anything that’s preceded it. The follow-up to 
2019’s Junior is a huge step forward for the band, as the members 
themselves have undergone the type of personal changes that accompany 
the passage of time; even as these eight songs reflect a newfound and 
contemplative maturity, however, Corridor are branching out more than ever 
with richly detailed music, resulting in a record that feels like a fresh break for 
a band that’s already established themselves as forward-thinkers.

Mimi immediately recalls the best of the best when it comes to indie 
rock—Deerhunter’s silvery atmospherics immediately come to mind, as well 
as the spiky eervescence of classic post-punk—but despite these easy 
comparisons, Corridor remain impossible to pin down from song to song, 
which makes Mimi all the more thrilling as a listen. 

“The goal was to work dierently, which is the goal we have every time we 
work on a new album—to build something in a new way,” Robert explains. 
“This time, we took our time.” And so in the summer of 2020, Corridor’s 
members—Robert, vocalist/bassist Dominic Berthiaume, drummer Julien 
Bakvis, and multi-instrumentalist Samuel Gougoux—holed away in a cottage 
to engage in the sort of creative experimentation that would lead to Mimi’s 
ultimate creation.

Corridor tinkered with the songs’ raw parts digitally and remotely over the 
next few years, with co-producer Joojoo Ashworth (Dummy, Automatic) 
lending their own specific talents in the theoretical booth. The process was a 
byproduct of not having access to their rehearsal space due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, but also a result of the four-piece leaning harder into 
incorporating electronic textures than on previous records. 

“For a long time, we identified as a guitar-oriented band, and the goal of 
making this whole record was trying to get away from that,” Berthiaume states. 
Berthiaume also describes Mimi as a record about “getting older” and 
“figuring out new parts of life”—but despite any claims of transitional growing 
pains from the band, Mimi is a record bursting with new energy and life, a 
vibrance that’s owed in no small part to Gougoux joining the band full-time 
after pitching in on live performances in the past. 

“I come more from a background of electronic music, so it was nice to involve 
that with the band more,” he explains, and Mimi contains a distinct rhythmic 
pulse reminiscent of classic era-post-punk’s own melding of dance and rock 
textures. Over bright, chiming guitars and ascending synths, Robert 
addresses his looming mortality on “Mourir Demain”: “I wrote it when my 
girlfriend and I were shopping for life insurance,” he laughs. With our little 
daughter growing up, we also considered making our will. I said to myself, 
‘Oh shit, from now on I’m slowly starting to plan my death.” 

Don’t mistake this as music about dead ends, though, as Mimi embraces and 
champions unfettered creativity while paving a way for Corridor’s own bright 
future. “We just focused on making a record that sounded the way we 
wanted,” Gougoux exclaims while discussing the band’s aims. “There were no 
limitations when it came to what was possible.”

TRACKLISTING:

1. Phase IV

2. Mon Argent

3. Jump Cut

4. Caméra

5. Chenil

6. Porte Ouverte

7. Mourir Demain

8. Pellicule

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): https://www.subpop.com/artists/corridor  
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/corridormtl  
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/corridormtl
Twitter: https://twitter.com/corridormtl 

HIGHLIGHTS:
• New album by Montreal band Corridor builds on the indie/post-punk of their 2019 Sub Pop debut, 

Junior, by adding exciting electronic and dance elements to the band’s sound.
• RIYL Deerhunter, classic post-punk. 
• Co-produced by JooJoo Ashworth (Dummy, Automatic) and Corridor.
• On Spotify, Corridor has 8k monthly listeners and 13k followers. 
• Press and radio album campaigns begin January 23, 2024.
• Hometown: Montreal, Quebec

ALSO AVAILABLE:

SP1327
Junior

CD / LP / CS

098787158724

$13.98CD
098787158700

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/w9027B3wNDg?si=SS4hJ8rV6YfPZjSt
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14o GrAm ColOr Vinyl with
printed innerslEEve and

markEting stickEr

lImited to
250 copies

- PrEss by Maddie Corbin at Lucky Bird Media
- produced by Sam Doores (The Deslondes) and

Ross Farbe (Videoage)
- Recent tours with HIss Golden Messenger,

M. Ward, and Nick Shoulders
- Upcoming East and west coast tour

announcements

Format: 12” LP
UPC: 762183941227
Label: Gar HolE Records
Cat Number: GHR-021
FilE Under: Americana, Indie, Alt-COUNTRY
Top Markets: Denver, CO, New OrlEans, La, 
SeattlE, WA, Los AngelES, CA

7. Southwest Texas
8. No Mama BlUes
9. Eye for an Eye
10. FrAnkie & Eva
11. Last Night

1. A Tear
2. FulL Moon Nights
3. Neon Lights
4. After Party
5.  Come Back to My Airs
6. PlAying the Fool

Although recorded in the band's hometown of New Orleans, Meet The Lostines — the full-length debut from song-
writers Casey Jane Reece-Kaigler and Camille Wind Weatherford — is an album that charts its own geography. This 
is where the swampland meets the sock hop. Where golden-age rock & roll crosses paths with old-school country. 

Where timeless American roots music drops its anchor and climbs skyward, finding some balance between the 
earthy and the otherworldly

. 
At the center of that sound are the entwined voices of Casey Jane and Camille, two longtime friends whose songs 
explore the uncharted territory between genres. There's rarely a melody on Meet The Lostines that the two don't 

sing together, stacking their lush harmonies against a backdrop of baritone guitar, spring reverb, orchestral strings, 
Cajun fiddle, upright piano, and Theremin. It's an immersive sound that bridges the gaps between genres, created 

by two songwriters (along with a revolving door of collaborators, co-conspirators, and fellow Big Easy residents) 
who're happy to build their own world.

the debut album frOm the Lostines
out April 26th

INDIE EXCLuSIVE
COLoR VINYL

www.garholerecords.com762183941227

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/a_1MGE0l_fY?si=boiC6_yMtOCnrFVA
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LABEL/SUPPLIER: GAR HOLE RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

14o GrAm BlACK Vinyl with
printed innerslEEve

- PrEss by Maddie Corbin at Lucky Bird Media
- prOduced by Sam Doores (The Deslondes) and

Ross Farbe (Videoage)
- Recent tours with HIss Golden Messenger,

M. Ward, and Nick Shoulders
- Upcoming East and west coast tour

announcements

Format: 12” LP
UPC: 762183942026
Label: Gar HolE Records
Cat Number: GHR-021
FilE Under: Americana, Indie, Alt-COUNTRY
Top Markets: Denver, CO, New OrlEans, La, 
SeattlE, WA, Los AngelES, CA

7. Southwest Texas
8. No Mama BlUes
9. Eye for an Eye
10. FrAnkie & Eva
11. Last Night

1. A Tear
2. FulL Moon Nights
3. Neon Lights
4. After Party
5.  Come Back to My Airs
6. PlAying the Fool

Although recorded in the band's hometown of New Orleans, Meet The Lostines — the full-length debut from song-
writers Casey Jane Reece-Kaigler and Camille Wind Weatherford — is an album that charts its own geography. This 
is where the swampland meets the sock hop. Where golden-age rock & roll crosses paths with old-school country. 

Where timeless American roots music drops its anchor and climbs skyward, finding some balance between the 
earthy and the otherworldly

. 
At the center of that sound are the entwined voices of Casey Jane and Camille, two longtime friends whose songs 
explore the uncharted territory between genres. There's rarely a melody on Meet The Lostines that the two don't 

sing together, stacking their lush harmonies against a backdrop of baritone guitar, spring reverb, orchestral strings, 
Cajun fiddle, upright piano, and Theremin. It's an immersive sound that bridges the gaps between genres, created 

by two songwriters (along with a revolving door of collaborators, co-conspirators, and fellow Big Easy residents) 
who're happy to build their own world.

the debut album frOm the Lostines
out April 26th

www.garholerecords.com762183942026

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/a_1MGE0l_fY?si=boiC6_yMtOCnrFVA


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 21

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: GAR HOLE RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

4-panel digipack
with one disc

- PrEss by Maddie Corbin at Lucky Bird Media
- prOduced by Sam Doores (The Deslondes) and

Ross Farbe (Videoage)
- Recent tours with HIss Golden Messenger,

M. Ward, and Nick Shoulders
- Upcoming East and west coast tour

announcements

Format: CD
UPC: 762183943221
Label: Gar HolE Records
Cat Number: GHR-021
FilE Under: Americana, Indie, Alt-COUNTRY
Top Markets: Denver, CO, New OrlEans, La, 
SeattlE, WA, Los AngelES, CA

7. Southwest Texas
8. No Mama BlUes
9. Eye for an Eye
10. FrAnkie & Eva
11. Last Night

1. A Tear
2. FulL Moon Nights
3. Neon Lights
4. After Party
5. Come Back to My Airs
6. PlAying the Fool

Although recorded in the band's hometown of New Orleans, Meet The Lostines — the full-length debut from song-
writers Casey Jane Reece-Kaigler and Camille Wind Weatherford — is an album that charts its own geography. This 
is where the swampland meets the sock hop. Where golden-age rock & roll crosses paths with old-school country. 

Where timeless American roots music drops its anchor and climbs skyward, finding some balance between the 
earthy and the otherworldly

. 
At the center of that sound are the entwined voices of Casey Jane and Camille, two longtime friends whose songs 
explore the uncharted territory between genres. There's rarely a melody on Meet The Lostines that the two don't 

sing together, stacking their lush harmonies against a backdrop of baritone guitar, spring reverb, orchestral strings, 
Cajun fiddle, upright piano, and Theremin. It's an immersive sound that bridges the gaps between genres, created 

by two songwriters (along with a revolving door of collaborators, co-conspirators, and fellow Big Easy residents) 
who're happy to build their own world.

the debut album frOm the Lostines
out April 26th

www.garholerecords.com

762183943221

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/a_1MGE0l_fY?si=boiC6_yMtOCnrFVA


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737322

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.02.16 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: D SAVAGE ENT./EMPIRE DISTRIBUTION

197342506779

$24.98LP

197342508018

$13.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/tZmKz_RuPVM?si=zM9QWThYKNWZodv9


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 23

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.01.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NUCLEAR BLAST/NUCLEAR BLAST

4065629721879

$35.98LP

4065629633745

$12.98CS

4065629633721

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/JzILGd0NAfM?si=WlTeaYpdDe8k0IS3


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737324

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PURPLE PYRAMID/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY DUKES
Title: TOOTH, FANG & CLAW
Label: PURPLE PYRAMID
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• Reissue of the vicious 1974 album from superstar guitarist Ted 

Nugent and his razor-sharp backing band, the Amboy Dukes!

• Nugent has never sounded as off-the-leash as he does here, 

releasing fiery riffs and solos that would pave the way for his me-

teoric solo career that would be launching just a few years later!

• Includes exclusive, detailed liner notes from celebrated rock 

journalist Dave Thompson!

TRACK LIST:
1. LADY LUCK
2. LIVING IN THE WOODS
3. HIBERNATION
4. FREE FLIGHT
5. MAYBELLINE
6. THE GREAT WHITE BUFFALO
7. SASHA
8. NO HOLDS BARRED

CD
Selection #: CLO5372
MSRP: $15.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

CT
Selection #: CLO5372
MSRP: $12.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

889466537226

$15.98CD
889466537240

$12.98CS

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/KU0D_22QZws?si=jfJmy1MpkAI2w3d7


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 25

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: PAT TRAVERS
Title: LIVE AT THE BAMBOO ROOM
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• Get down and dirty with a true blues rock legend Pat 
Travers on this epic live concert presented here on both 
CD and DVD as well as on vinyl for the first time ever!

• Includes performances of Travers best known tunes 
including “Boom Boom Out Go The Lights, “Snortin’ Whis-
key,” “Crash And Burn” and lost more!

• Special guest performance by Pete “Mars” Cowling who 
played on the original recording of “Boom Boom!”

• The DVD features an exclusive interview with Travers!

TRACK LIST:
1. LIFE IN LONDON
2. CRASH AND BURN
3. HEAT IN THE STREET
4. I’VE GOT NEWS FOR YOU
5. BLACK BETTY
6. JOSEPHINE
7. ASK ME BABY
8. BLACK DOG BLUES
9. STEVIE
10. RED HOUSE [DVD ONLY]
11. DEATH LETTER
12. IF I HAD POSSESSION OVER JUDGEMENT DAY
13. SNORTIN’ WHISKEY, DRINKIN’ COCAINE
14. BOOM BOOM, OUT GO THE LIGHTS
15. ROCK ‘N’ ROLL SUSIE [CD ONLY]
16. STATESBORO BLUES [CD ONLY]

CD
Selection #: CLO3279
MSRP: $16.98
File Under: Rock / Classic Rock
Box Lot: 30

LP [PINK]
Selection #: CLO3279
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Rock / Classic Rock
Box Lot: 30

889466327926

$16.98CD
889466327919

$27.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737326

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: DESCARTES A KANT
Title: VICTIMS OF LOVE PROPAGANDA - DELUXE EDITION
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• Deluxe reissue of the third studio album from Mexico’s 
superb noise rock cabaret troop, Descartes A Kant!

• This was the band’s debut release on a U.S. label and 
brought the band attention from a whole new audience1

• Bonus tracks included here from the group’s tribute to Lou 
Reed as well as stellar versions of “My Favorite Things” and 
“Carol Of The Bells” that have never before appeared on 
physical media!

• DAK are currently on tour promoting their newest studio 
album After Destruction!

CD
Selection #: CLO5355
MSRP: $14.98
File Under: Rock / Alternative
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:
1. YOU ASSFUCKED MY HEART
2. MOTION PICTURE DREAM BOY
3. UNTIL THE DAY WE DIE
4. SUPPERTIME RULES
5. SÉROTONINE
6. LOVELY LIPS
7. CRIME SCENE
8. ALL MONSTERS ARE HUMAN
9. APRICOT DREAMS
10. THE SCIENCE OF BREAK-UP
BONUS TRACKS
11. FEMME FATALE
12. AFTER HOURS
13. NEW YORK TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
14. PERFECT DAY
15. MY FAVORITE THINGS
16. CAROL OF THE BELLS

889466535529

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Er9PC3L2w1w?si=dXxbONUPXbe_pPj7


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 27

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: DEAD BOYS
Title: RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD BOYS - 
HALLOWEEN NIGHT 1986 [ORANGE]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• The reunion concert that brought New York to its knees in 
1986 - the original Dead Boys, Stiv Bators, Cheetah Chrome, 
Jimmy Zero, Jeff Magnum and Johnny Blitz on stage at the 
Ritz!

• The band got together for one more show in thir old stomp-
ing ground, starting wih an introduction from long-time 
supporter, Joey Ramone, to the power riff of “Sonic Reducer” 
(played twice!) to an unreal cover of The Stooges’ “Search & 
Destroy!”

TRACK LIST:
SIDE A
1. SONIC REDUCER 
2. ALL THIS AND MORE 
3. CAUGHT WITH THE MEAT IN YOUR MOUTH 
4. CALLING ON YOU
5. I WON’T LOOK BACK 
6. WHAT LOVE IS 
7. I NEED LUNCH 
8. AIN’T NOTHING TO DO 
9. DOWN IN FLAMES 

SIDE B
1. SON OF SAM 
2. DETENTION HOME 
3. 3RD GENERATION NATION 
4. TELL ME 
5. SEARCH AND DESTROY 
6. FLAMETHROWER LOVE 
7. HIGH TENSION WIRE 

LP
Selection #: CLO5152
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Punk / Punk Rock
Box Lot: 30

889466515217

$27.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737328

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DEADLINE/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: ENUFF Z’NUFF
Title: ?
Label: DEADLINE
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• Revamped and remastered reissue of the 2004 
studio album from melodic rock masters, Enuff 
Z’nuff

• Features all new artwork and rare photos from 
photographer Paul Natkin - and available on vinyl 
for the very first time!

• It’s no mystery why this album is one of the most 
popular in EZ’s catalog - it’s jam packed with Beat-
les-esque melodies, memorable guitar riffs and 
finely crafted songs!

CD
Selection #: CLO2176
MSRP: $14.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

LP [BLUE]
Selection #: CLO2176
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:
1. GORGEOUS
2. HOME TONIGHT
3. HELP…
4. NO PLACE LIKE HOME
5. HARLEYA
6. HANG ON FOR LIFE
7. MAN WITH A WOMAN
8. HOW ARE YOU?
9. JONI WONI (LIKE TO RIDE THE PONY)
10. THIS GUY
11. STONE COLD CRAZY

889466217623

$14.98CD
889466217616

$27.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 29

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DEADLINE/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: BLACK OAK ARKANSAS
Title: THE WILD BUNCH
Label: DEADLINE
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• The wild boys of Southern Rock keep the party going 
on this rowdy & raucous collection of old favorites and 
newer rock anthems!

• Originally released in 1999, this album kept the BOA 
flame burning as James “Jim Dandy” Mangrum entered 
the 21st century and mounted a spectacular comeback!

• All new artowrk with orignal illustration of the band’s 
vintage southern rock look!

• Previously available as CLO2811

LP
Selection #: CLO5527
MSRP: $29.98
File Under: Rock / Southern 
Rock

TRACK LIST:
LP1 SIDE A
1. FORGIVE AND FORGET
2. POST TOASTEE
3. DARK PURPLE BLUES
4. SHAKE THE DEVIL

LP1 SIDE B
1. JIM DANDY TO THE RESCUE ‘99
2. TRUTH BE KNOWN
3. MUTANTS OF THE MONSTER ‘99
4. THIS IS OUR TIME

LP2 SIDE A
1. HOT ROD ‘99
2. NO TIME
3. HAPPY HOOKER ‘99
4. TOP HEAVY DALLAS

LP2 SIDE B
1. HOT ‘N’ NASTY ‘99
2. THE WILD BUNCH
3. TALK TO THE HAND
4. LA GRANGE
5. WHAT’S YOUR NAME?

889466552717

$29.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737330

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DEADLINE/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: VARIOUS ARTISTS
Title: THE ULTIMATE LED ZEPPELIN TRIBUTE 
Label: DEADLINE
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• An epic gathering of rock and metal icons pay 
tribute to the monolithic Led Zeppelin!

• Featuring members of Blue Öyster Cult, Thin 
Lizzy, Jethro Tull, Deep Purple, King Crimson, 
Great White, Nazareth, Toto, ELP, Yes, and more!

• Previously available as CLO3225

TRACK LIST:
LP1 SIDE A
1. GOOD TIMES, BAD TIMES
ERIC BLOOM (BLUE ÖYSTER CULT), BRIAN ROBERTSON (MOTÖRHEAD/THIN LIZZY), TONY 
FRANKLIN (THE FIRM), DOANE PERRY (JETHRO TULL) 
2. HOUSES OF THE HOLY - PAT TRAVERS 
3. BABE I’M GONNA LEAVE YOU
JOE LYNN TURNER (RAINBOW), JEFF “SKUNK” BAXTER (THE DOOBIE BROTHERS), TONY FRANK-
LIN (THE FIRM), DOANE PERRY (JETHRO TULL) 
4. WHEN THE LEVEE BREAKS
ARTIMUS PYLE (LYNYRD SKYNYRD ALUMNI), JIMMY HALL (WET WILLIE)

LP1 SIDE B
1. DAZED & CONFUSED
JACK RUSSELL (GREAT WHITE), BRUCE KULICK (EX-KISS), TONY FRANKLIN (THE FIRM), DOANE 
PERRY (JETHRO TULL)
2. WHOLE LOTTA LOVE - PAT TRAVERS
3. YOU SHOOK ME
ARTIMUS PYLE (LYNYRD SKYNYRD ALUMNI), JIMMY HALL (WET WILLIE) 
4. RAMBLE ON - RICK DERRINGER

LP2 SIDE A
1. ROCK AND ROLL - STEVE LUKATHER (TOTO) 
2. STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN - DWEEZIL ZAPPA 
3. FOOL IN THE RAIN - RICK WAKEMAN (YES)
4. DANCING DAYS - JOHN WETTON (KING CRIMSON),
GEOFF DOWNES (ASIA/YES)

LP2 SIDE B
1. HEARTBREAKER - STEVE MORSE (DEEP PURPLE) 
2. BLACK DOG - KEITH EMERSON (ELP)
3. ALL MY LOVE - BILLY SHERWOOD, TONY KAYE, ALAN WHITE (OF YES)
4. KASHMIR - PAUL DIANNO (EX-IRON MAIDEN) 

LP
Selection #: CLO55278
MSRP: $29.98
File Under: Rock / Classic Rock
Box Lot: 25

889466552816

$29.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 31

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DEADLINE/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: VARIOUS ARTISTS
Title: ANOTHER HAIR OF THE DOG - A TRIBUTE TO NAZARETH
Label: DEADLINE
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• A rousing tribute to the internationally popular 
hard rock band, Nazareth!

• Features members of Black Sabbath, Bad Com-
pany, Whitesnake, Foreigner, Motorhead, Ozzy 
Osborne, Deep Purple and many, many more!

• Includes the band’s hit singles “Love Hurts,” “Bro-
ken Down Angel” and “Bad Bad Boy” along with fan 
favorites “Piece Of My Heart,” “Hair Of The Dog” and 
“Razamanaz!”

• Previously available as CLO3208

LP
Selection #: CLO5532
MSRP: $19.98
File Under: Rock / Classic Rock
Box Lot: 30

SIDE A
1. PIECE OF MY HEART - GLENN HUGHES (DEEP PURPLE)
2. SHANGHAI-D IN SHANGHAI - STEVE OVERLAND (FM)
3. HAIR OF THE DOG - PAUL DIANNO (EX-IRON MAIDEN)
4. LOVE HURTS - DOOGIE WHITE (RAINBOW)
5. LET ME BE YOUR DOG - NICKY MOORE (SAMSON)
6. THIS FLIGHT TONIGHT - DOOGIE WHITE (RAINBOW)

SIDE B
1. BROKEN DOWN ANGEL - PAUL DIANNO (EX-IRON MAIDEN)
2. BAD BAD BOY - STEVE GRIMMETT (GRIM REAPER)
3. MAY THE SUNSHINE - STEVE OVERLAND (FM)
4. MY WHITE BICYCLE - STEVE GRIMMETT (GRIM REAPER)
5. RAZAMANAZ - DOOGIE WHITE (RAINBOW)
6. RUBY TUESDAY - CHRIS THOMPSON (MANFRED MANN’S EARTHBAND)

889466553219

$19.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737332

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MAGNA CARTA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: STEVE MORSE
Title: MAJOR IMPACTS 
Label: MAGNA CARTA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• The powerful solo album from Deep Purple/Dixie Dregs/Kansas 
guitar master, Steve Morse!

• Originally released in 2000 this unique, all-instrumental album 
finds Morse exploring some of the artists who influenced him the 
most, from Cream to Jimi Hendrix to The Stones, The Beatles and 
more!

• Includes detailed liner notes written by Morse!

• Previously available as CLO3046

TRACK LIST:
1. DERAILLEUR GEARS
2. WELL I HAVE
3. TRUTH OLA
4. MIGRATION
5. LED ON
6. THE WHITE LIGHT
7. HOW DOES IT FEEL
8. BRING IT TO ME
9. SOMETHING GENTLY WEEPS [CD ONLY]
10. FREE IN THE PARK
11. PROGNOSIS

CD
Selection #: CLO5531
MSRP: $10.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

LP
Selection #: CLO5531
MSRP: $21.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

889466553127

$10.98CD
889466553110

$21.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 33

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DEADLINE/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: LOVE/HATE
Title: BEST OF - RE-CUT
Label: DEADLINE
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• A Los Angeles hard rock institution, Jizzy Pearl’s Love/Hate, 
revisit their late ‘80s, early ‘90s heyday on this killer studio 
collection!

• Includes electrifying re-cut versions of the band’s biggest, 
best loved songs including “Blackout In The Red Room,” “Why 
Do You Think They Call It Dope,” “She’s An Angel” and more!

• Jizzy Pearl is such a powerhouse vocalist that he not only 
sang in Love/Hate but also L.A. Guns, Ratt, Quiet Riot, and 
others!

• Previously available as CLO3142

LP
Selection #: CLO5530
MSRP: $21.98
File Under: Rock / Hard Rock
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:
SIDE A
1. THE BOOZER
2. YUCCA MAN
3. TUMBLEWEED
4. FUEL TO RUN
5. SPINNING WHEEL
6. SUPERFRAGILISTIC
7. SHE’S AN ANGEL

SIDE B
1. WHY DO YOU THINK THEY CALL IT DOPE?
2. WASTED IN AMERICA
3. BLACKOUT IN THE RED ROOM
4. DRIVER
5. WALK ON
6. WISH I HAD MORE TIME

889466553011

$21.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737334

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: WILDFLOWER/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: JUDY COLLINS
Title: STRANGERS AGAIN [BLUE]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• A unique and extraordinary duets album featuring the unmistak-
able voice of folk music icon Judy Collins and an all-star assembly of 
her superbly talented friends performing an extremely moving set 
of songs!

• Guests include country legend Willie Nelson, Jackson Browne, Jeff 
Bridges, Glen Hansard (of The Swell Season), Jimmy Buffett, Michael 
McDonald, Don McLean and more!

LP
Selection #: CLO4922
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Folk / Contemporary 
Folk
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:
SIDE A
1. STRANGERS AGAIN FEAT. ARI HEST
2. MIRACLE RIVER FEAT. MICHAEL MCDONALD
3. BELFAST TO BOSTON FEAT. MARC COHN
4. WHEN I GO FEAT. WILLIE NELSON
5. MAKE OUR GARDEN GROW FEAT. JEFF BRIDGES
6. FEELS LIKE HOME FEAT. JACKSON BROWNE

SIDE B
1. FROM GRACE FEAT. THOMAS DYBDAHL
2. HALLELUJAH FEAT. BHI BHIMAN
3. SOMEDAY SOON FEAT. JIMMY BUFFETT
4. STARS IN MY EYES FEAT. ALED JONES
5. SEND IN THE CLOWNS FEAT. DON MCLEAN
6. RACES FEAT. GLEN HANSARD

889466492211

$27.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/JfnqZoxm0_E?si=4sUE6kp2eUL-3RGS


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 35

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: THEE IMAGE
Title: THEE IMAGE [PURPLE MARBLE]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• A gem of the classic AOR rock era - the 1975 debut 
album from the band formed by Iron Butterfly/Alice 
Cooper/Blues Image guitarist Mike Pinera!

• This album has not been reissued on vinyl since it’s 
original release, so demand is at an all-time for this 
release!

LP
Selection #: CLO5176
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Rock / Classic Rock
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:

SIDE A

1. GOOD THINGS 

2. FOR ANOTHER DAY 

3. DRIFT OFF ENDLESSLY 

4. LOVE IS HERE 

5. SO HARD TO SAY 

SIDE B

1. IT HAPPENS ALL THE TIME 

2. COME TO YOU 

3. TEMPTATION 

4. SHOW YOUR LOVE 

889466517617

$27.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737336

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.19.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MASSACRE/GOODTOGO GMBH

4028466913708

$18.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 37

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.19.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MASSACRE/GOODTOGO GMBH

4028466923707

$26.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737338

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: EASY STREET RECORDS/RESERVOIR MEDIA MANAGEMENT

016998263112

$32.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 39

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: THE NEWLYDEADS
Title: DEAD END
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• Vinyl reissue of the 2001 album by the goth-

ic-shock-rock-industrial-sleaze masters, the New-

lydeads, founded by Faster Pussycat frontman Taime 

Downe!

• Includes a truly sick twist on the Missing Person’s 

classic hit “Mental Hopscotch” plus a killer version of 

The Damned’s “Anything!”

LP
Selection #: CLO5142
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Rock / Goth
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:
SIDE A
1. SIP DOMNIAC
2. LIPSTICK
3. SLEEPING PILL
4. NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD
5. DIE
6. SEVERED 

SIDE B
1. SIX FEET DEEP
2. POOR LITTLE BABY
3. HOT PINK HOT ROD
4. MENTAL HOPSCOTCH
5. ANYTHING

889466514210

$27.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737340

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.15.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: LAST GANG RECORDS/MNRK MUSIC GROUP

634164406622

$32.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/X-7stOrQ6Yk?si=bVcgBk7-Inm7J9la


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 41

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: THIRD WORLD
Title: UNDER THE MAGIC SUN [COKE BOTTLE GREEN]
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26,  2024

• One of the biggest crossover successes in reggae music 
celebrate the hits of our time on this superb studio album! 

• The album bursts with exquisite four-part harmonies 
and reggae grooves on such classic songs as Bread’s 
“Everything I Own,” REO Speedwagon’s “I Can’t Fight This 
Feeling Anymore,” CCR’s “Have You Ever Seen The Rain,” 
and revisitation to the band’s own hit “1865 (96 Degrees In 
The Shade)!”

LP
Selection #: CLO3725
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Reggae / Contempo-
rary Reggae
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:
SIDE A
1. PUT A LITTLE LOVE IN YOUR HEART
2. I CAN’T FIGHT THIS FEELING
3. MY LOVE
4. I GO CRAZY
5. HAVE YOU EVER SEEN THE RAIN
6. BEST OF MY LOVE
7. EVERYTHING I OWN

SIDE B
1. INTO THE NIGHT
2. INNER CITY BLUES
3. WALKING IN RHYTHM
4. LIVICATION TO BUNNY RUGS
5. 1865 (96 DEGREES IN THE SHADE)
6. NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE

889466372513

$27.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737342

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.05.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CLEOPATRA/CLEOPATRA RECORDS

Artist: VARIOUS ARTISTS
Title: PSYCHOBILLY GOES POP (PURPLE MARBLE)
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• New vinyl pressing of this monster compilation featuring 

some of the biggest names in psychobilly demolishing mod-

ern pop and rock songs!

• Features hits by Lady Gaga, Hall & Oats, Duran Duran, 

Metallica and more performed by Nekromantix, The Meteors, 

The Coffin Caddies, The Van Orsdels and more

LP
Selection #: CLO5234
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Rock / Psychobilly
Box Lot: 30

SIDE A
1. ENTER SANDMAN - COLD BLUE REBELS
2. PLANET EARTH - THE QUAKES
3. KIDS - THE COFFIN CADDIES
4. NEVER GONNA GIVE YOU UP - THE TRIGGERS
5. UNCONTROLLABLE URGE - THE ROCKETZ
6. BAD ROMANCE - IGOR & THE RED ELVISES
7. THESE BOOTS WERE MADE FOR WALKIN’ - THE METEORS

SIDE B
1. I KISSED A GHOUL - NEKROMANTIX
2. MANEATER - THE KOFFIN KATS
3. SHUT UP AND DRIVE - THE SILVER SHINE
4. GRENADE - THE VAN ORSDELS
5. ROUND & ROUND - THE YOUNG WEREWOLVES
6. KING LEER - LONESOME BATZ
7. DROP IT LIKE IT’S HOT - WHITE COFFIN

889466523410

$27.98LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 43

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 12.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: LISTENABLE RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

3760053847430

$29.98LP

3760053847423

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/y5MrHUWz-ng?si=TAQ_etdumtrwseG5


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737344

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 12.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: LISTENABLE RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

3760053847409

$39.98LP

3760053847393

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/CbsamvUQ_50?si=Ih0YhPRbhKWR-PHe


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 45

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.15.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PLAY IT AGAIN SAM/HARMONIA MUNDI USA

Porij have endured the sharp pains of self-discovery. 
Every raw nerve, bloody scrape and sprain, have been 
necessary for that unavoidable thing we must grit our 
teeth and bare: growing up. Their debut album Teething 
is both a coming-of-age story and a bottling of the 
particular magic that is unmistakably – and definitively 
– Porij. Since the beginning, they have self-produced,
self-mixed and entirely self-made their music. This
record was incubated in their bedrooms and flats where
they would sit together for hours giving color, shape
and texture to this new world. It was only then that
they enlisted legendary producer David Wrench, famed
for his work with era-defining artists including Frank
Ocean, FKA Twigs and The XX. His mentorship allowed
Teething to transform their music from a live-angled
proposition to something folded in the arms of pop. It’s
between the contradictions and the truths that co-exist
rather than cancel each other out, that Porij have found
a home. Teething proves that change can cut deep, but
the propulsion to keep moving is what saves you.

Porij
Teething

APR 26

CD
PIASR1474CD

$14.98

LP
PIASR1474LP

$27.98

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM

5400863151409

5400863151393

5400863151409

$14.98CD

5400863151393

$27.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/bbhsXCyXaR4?si=y0Lva9l_FzuSsBqc


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737346

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.22.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RENAISSANCE/RENAISSANCE DIGITAL ENT GROUP

Side One
1. I Heard It Through The

Grapevine
2. Come Get To This

3. Let’s Get It On
4. God Is My Friend
5. What’s Goin’ On

Side Two
6. Inner City Blues
7. Joy
8. Medley - Ain’t Nothing Like The Real Thing,
Heaven Must Have Sent You, Let’s Be Friends,
If This World Were Mine,
If I Could Build This Whole World
Around You

Side Three
9. Rockin’ After Midnight

10. Distant Lover

Side Four
11. Sexual Healing
12. Got To Give It Up, Pts. I & II

This album features a culmination of hits, 
showcasing an impressive array of musical 
accomplishments. Recorded in 1983, months 
prior to his death, it serves as a poignant 
testament to the artist's talent and marks a 
significant chapter in their illustrious career. 
As it nears the end of the artist's musical 
journey, the collection becomes a 
retrospective exploration of their legacy, 
loaded with chart-topping tracks that 
encapsulate the essence of their artistic 
evolution.

Marvin Gaye
Alive In America

KEEPING CLASSIC MUSIC  ALIVE ON 
COMPACT DISC & DELUXE LONG

PLAYING VINYL SINCE 1993

Renaissance Records US www.renaissancerecordsus.com

630428074910

$27.99LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/PjBO_oOt41s?si=fahArF4Z_cLAhf37


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 47

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.22.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RENAISSANCE/RENAISSANCE DIGITAL ENT GROUP

Freddie King
Alive In America

Side A
1. I’m Ready

2. No Sunshine
3. Ghetto Woman

Side B
4. Come On (Let The Good

Times Roll)
5. Pack It Up

Side C
6. Have You Ever Loved A

Woman
7. #4

Side D
8. TV Mama
9. Goin’ Down
Side
10. Wee Baby Blues
11. Freddie’s Blues
12. That’s Alright
Side F
13. Big Legged Woman
14. Sweet Home Chicago

KEEPING CLASSIC MUSIC  ALIVE ON 
COMPACT DISC & DELUXE LONG

PLAYING VINYL SINCE 1993

Renaissance Records US www.renaissancerecordsus.com

Freddie King was an American blues 
guitarist, singer and songwriter. He 
is considered one of the "Three Kings 
of the Blues Guitar". Mostly known 
for his soulful and powerful voice 
and distinctive guitar playing, King 
had a major influence on electric 
blues music and on many later blues 
guitarists.This album features a 
performance by Freddie King 
recorded Live in Denver on May 
27th, 1974, at Ebbets Field.

630428079212

$35.99LP



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737348

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.22.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RENAISSANCE/RENAISSANCE DIGITAL ENT GROUP

Side One
1. Maulana 9:38

2. Mr. Lucky (Rock Your Soul) 6:37
3. Kamili 5:42

Side Two
4. Dunia 8:22
5. Hot Piano 7:22
6. Live & Awake 3:53

Side Three
7. Jammin’ with Herbie 6:35

8. Cat Call 9:43
9. Daydream (Soul Power) 4:53

Side Four
10. Herbie’s Blues 5:55
11. Hot And Heavy 3:02
12. Far Out 2:32
13. Scoochie 5:12

Herbie Hancock
Jammin' With Herbie

KEEPING CLASSIC MUSIC  ALIVE ON 
COMPACT DISC & DELUXE LONG

PLAYING VINYL SINCE 1993

Renaissance Records US www.renaissancerecordsus.com

This album features Herbie Hancock's 
more contemporary beginning sounds. 
His groundbreaking career commenced 
with Donald Byrd's group, followed by a 
transformative period with the Miles 
Davis Quintet in 1963. Renowned for 
reshaping jazz rhythm sections, 
Hancock's post-bop contributions were 
pivotal.

630428068810

$27.99LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/VPeqnEN8Y14?si=yyA5kdy8wp4p-_1k


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373 49

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MORIBUND RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

Format: Cassette
List Price: $$$...
Catalog #: Mrokk.kkkCS
UPC:  k. .k.kkk .

Format: LP (black) Lim. Ed.  kk
List Price: $$....
Catalog #: Mrokk.kkkLP
UPC:  k. .k.kkk$.
* Non-Returnable *

Artist: Ferrett
Title: Glamdemic
Street:  k /$k/$k$ 
Genre: Rock / Glam / Heavy Metal
Explicit: Yes
Format: CD
List Price: $$ ...
Catalog #: Mrokk.kkk
UPC:  k. .k.kkk$ 

Also Available on Moribund Records by FERRETT:
<<<% Deal on Catalog through < .<....>
MROKk.kk$ FERRETT "In Though the Out Door" Enhanced CD/LP 
 k. .k.kk$$k/ $.$kk$ $  k.
MROKk.kk  FerreTT “Snow On FerreTT Mountain”   k. .k.kk $.

KEY MARKETS:
New York, LA, Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia, San Diego, Dallas, Jacksonville, 
San Francisco, Seattle, Denver, Portland, Boston, Atlanta

TRACK LISTING
$. Let it All Hang Out (on A Saturday Night)
$. Don’t Tell Jen
 . Glamdemic
 . Hat Trick
 . It’s Not Hard to Let Go
k. Drinking Beers
 . Amateur Night
.. Amber Alert
.. Farmer Vincent’s Fritters
$k. House of the Holy (Food for the Gods)

MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
* The highly anticipated  rd album from NY’s Sleaze Rock Metal Gods!
* On March $ th the album announcement for “Glamdemic” will be 
released along with the $st “teaser” video “Drinking Beers”.
* $nd Music Video & $st Single “Don't Tell Jen” and exclusive track 
premieres at top magazines will be released on March $.th.
*  rd Music Video +$nd Single “Glamdemic” will be released on April $$th
* Adding at Radio on April $ th.
*  th Music Video “Farmer Vincent's Fritters” will be released on April $kth.
* Full page print advertising in Decibel, Outburn, New Noise, Legacy 
Highwire Daze and other hard music mags. Banner advertising at hard 
music and lifestyle sites like Blabbermouth, Metal Injection and others.

PRESS:
“These guys can rock.” -Metal Nexus

 “Ferrett deserve some serious consideration if you're looking for some hyper-charged, ballsy, gritty, arousing power Rock 'n' 
Roll.” -Fireworks Magazine

“This band knows how to rock! Old-fashioned sleaze metal! Turn the volume on $k!!” -Heavy Paradise
“The band are fun, fun, fun!” - metallivillezine

OVERVIEW
Drugs, sex, and rock ’n’ roll- but don’t tell Jen! Get the 
Heavy Metal Party Started – FERRETT are back!!!
   FerreTT is High Energy, Mammoth-Fun, Sex-Fueled Hard Rock-n-
Roll !!! Exuding prowess in song writing, expect nothing less than 
sleazy classics comparable to .k’s metal masterpieces such as 
Guns’n’Roses “You’re crazy” or Dokken’s “Bullets to Spare”. Don’t 
allow a ‘glam’ tag to deter listening- FerreTT delivers True Rock and 
Rolling Heavy Metal ala L.A.’s Decade of Decadence with a New 
York twist.
   Whether taking down Seattle grunge and commanding Heavy 
Metal until you die, or Thrashing their Horror-Movie based 
standards FerreTT deliver an album filled with anthemic hit after 
Mega-hit! FerreTT sharks their way further into the upper echelons 
of hard rock and heavy metal!
   Glamdemic is an album chocked-full of fist banging, sex-and-drug 
fueled hard-rocking anthemic Heavy Metal Hits!
Pounding beers, Smoking grass, Blasting lines & Getting ass!

768586900625

$14.98CD

768586900618

$29.98LP

768586900649

$12.98CS

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/2xL9dT-bOak?si=SvnOZMmWXe5S4qaC


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.7373

To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
AMPEDTM Distribution | Sunrise, FL 800.329.7664 | Irvine, CA 866.666.1170 | Woodland, CA 866.778.737350

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PROPHECY/SPKR MEDIA

ARÐ
“Untouched by Fire”

Genre: Doom Metal  •  Explicit: No

Configuration:

Label: Prophecy Productions

CD
PRO 388 884388876774

RELEASE DATE: APRIL 26TH, 2024

GATEFOLD LP (BLACK)
PRO 388 LP 884388876781

Arð are of Northumbria. With their eagerly awaited sophomore album 
“Untouched by Fire”, the inventors of monastic doom present another 
stunning milestone on their fast rising trajectory. Both musically and 
lyrically, mastermind Mark Deeks has climbed to new heights. Arð continue 
on their mission to explore the culture, heritage, and identity of the Northern 
English lands of Northumbria.

Musically, Arð stay broadly true to their original doom course. The signature 
‘monkish’ choirs also remain prominently present as is to be expected 
from a musician who works as a choir arranger and conductor among other 
occupations such as bestselling author, teaching the piano, and playing 
keyboards in leading UK black metal act WINTERFYLLETH. Yet Deeks has also 
added new elements for example well-placed sprinkles of prog throughout 
the album. The compositions on “Untouched by Fire” reflect the gained 
experience and confidence of their mastermind in the sonic mirror of a more 
focused songwriting and stronger dynamics. This evolution is aided by the 
powerful and organic production courtesy of Markus Stock (EMPYRIUM, THE 
VISION BLEAK) as Arð recorded the album at Klangschmiede Studio E.

When Deeks started Arð in the year 2019, the composer did not dare to hope 
for what was to happen the coming years even in his wildest dreams. His 
demos soon gained him a label and the first print run of the debut album 
“Take Up My Bones” (2022) sold out before the album even hit the stores. 
Several print runs followed and limited editions went quickly as well. The 
first shows of the band for example at Prophecy Fest in Balve, Germany 
spread an excellent reputation of Arð as a live act by word of mouth like a 
wildfire. The band was not only featured in the global metal and music press, 
but also got interviewed for German state television, renowned UK newspaper 
The Guardian and mentioned by BBC as well as other British media outlets for 
their special Organic Doom Show for which Deeks had rearranged tracks from 
“Take Up My Bones” to be performed by band and a real organ in Huddersfield. 
The full concert is included in the limited artbook edition on CD and DVD.

With the sophomore album “Untouched by Fire”, Arð have raised their own 
bar by several notches. Perfectly arranged monastic doom songs with high 
dynamics and pristine songwriting have found their match in a massive 
production.

GATEFOLD LP (MARBLE)
PRO 388 LPC-1 884388876798

2CD+DVD BOOK
PRO 388 LU 884388876804

884388876774

$13.98CD
884388876781

$33.98LP

884388876804

$46.98CD
884388876798

$37.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/d_QU-c_uqpA?si=nln7nvvPfMjAHPjH
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 12.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: OMAC RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

676519000406

$29.98LP
676519000413

$15.98CD

https://youtu.be/rlmDcVZV7zo?si=y1u4cxo9a_uygWOi
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 12.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: CUNEIFORM/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

LABEL: Cuneiform
STREET: April 26, 2024
FILE UNDER: Jazz
$16.98 CD

Vinyl pressing is a limited edition 
of only 300! 

$29.98 LP

0 45775 05252 6

CUNEIFORM
R E C O R D STOMEKA REID QUARTET

3+3

Much has happened to Tomeka Reid, who was already one 
of jazz’s definitive figures in the 21st century, in the 4½ years 
since her last album by this all-star quintet. 

Most notably, she was awarded a MacArthur Fellowship in 
2022, one of the most prestigious awards in the creative arts 
field in the USA. The same year, she also won the DownBeat 
Critics Poll for miscellaneous instrument [despite many 
deserving talents emerging on the instrument, the jazz polls 
don’t have cello as a category for recognition].

She has also performed and recorded with a large number of 
musicians including The Art Ensemble of Chicago, The Fire 
and Water Quintet and Tomas Fujiwara’s 7 Poets Trio. 

The group’s previous album, Old New, was a huge seller for 
us and topped many ‘Year’s Best’ lists and this new release 
has long been awaited.

Tomeka Reid – cello
Mary Halvorson – guitar
Jason Roebke – bass
Tomas Fujiwara  – drums

0 45775 05251 9

045775052519

$29.98LP

045775052526

$16.98CD
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4018939544515

$14.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.08.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HOUND GAWD! RECORDS/GOODTOGO GMBH

4018939544492

$18.98LP
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.28.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NUMERO/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

825764130417

$24.98LP
825764130431

$26.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/yZP86DHUK3I?si=v92ka_Pd4WlQ6Y45
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 01.31.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: SECRETLY CANADIAN/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

656605048413

$24.98LP

656605048420

$14.98CD

656605048437

$25.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/vJVXWUeUHT8?si=3TRe23u0CcJbSU9v
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 01.31.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: GHOSTLY INT’L/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

804297842936

$27.98LP

804297842929

$14.98CD

804297842912

$26.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/qcPRuhUI4Po?si=m7inXRTPny0eC4J-
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.08.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PURPLE HEART REC CO/SYMPHONIC DISTRIBUTION

198342075395

$24.98LP

195269264284

$13.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Nmen_kNVVHM?si=3w5-malkH4CNbdNK
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DIGGERS FACTORY/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

3760396020972

$29.98LP
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DIGGERS FACTORY/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

3760396021016

$29.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Bk1oDFoNfx4?si=pCp2XRrlXDAl68zv
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.01.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RUBELLAN REMASTERS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

783970001795

$17.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.01.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RUBELLAN REMASTERS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

699838917224

$17.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.12.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267717422

$25.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.12.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267717446

$48.98LP
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 12.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DIXIEFROG/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

7421095119676

$15.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/JgKr5_8HBIk?si=N73oFT35Jgq7SsY3
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 12.13.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DIXIEFROG/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

7421095119645

$29.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/JgKr5_8HBIk?si=N73oFT35Jgq7SsY3
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.12.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267717415

$21.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/PrcCIZKY-iA?si=L-cCxdWTiyODCPSS
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.12.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HIGH ROLLER/GOODTOGO GMBH

4251267717453

$25.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DIGGERS FACTORY/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

3760370267935

$33.98LP
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 11.07.23 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: PSYCHIC HOTLINE/SECRETLY DISTRIBUTION

850056058094

$27.98LP

850056058117

$12.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/gDpaUi0gq0I?si=HyWku8fcX8x_aXU8
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RUBY STAR/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

667811868429

$15.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.01.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: HYPNOTE RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

5063292173345

$13.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: KIVEL RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

Zo2, the electrifying trio celebrated for their dynamic live performances and acclaimed TV 
show “Z Rock,” is making a triumphant return with their latest release, “Begin Again,” proudly 
presented by Kivel Records in 2023. Breaking free from the shadows of silence, Zo2 emerges 
into the spotlight with a powerful two-CD set that not only marks their resurgence but also 
signifies a new era for the band under the banner of Kivel Records. “Begin Again” isn’t just a 
title; it’s a proclamation of Zo2’s musical rebirth. This expansive 27-song album introduces 
fresh tracks that showcase the band’s evolution, alongside unreleased gems that offer a nostalgic 
voyage through their musical odyssey. A special live bonus track adds a captivating dimension 
to this musical anthology, creating the perfect blend for both the dedicated fan base and those 
discovering Zo2 for the first time. The album’s title is more than symbolic; it’s a testament to 
Zo2’s commitment to turning the page on the past while paying homage to the enduring legacy 
forged by the late David Z, their brother and bandmate. The album is a celebration of a new 
beginning, a heartfelt tribute, and a continuation of the musical legacy they collectively built.
Released on December 5th, 2023 “Begin Again” promises an unparalleled sonic experience. 
With a diverse mix of styles that showcases Zo2’s versatility and musical prowess, the album is a 
testament to the band’s unwavering commitment to artistic innovation. Joey Cassata expresses 
his excitement about the collaboration with Kivel Records, stating, “We’re thrilled to partner 
with Kivel Records for this new chapter in our musical journey. This album represents a fresh 
start for us, and we can’t wait for our fans to join us as we ‘Begin Again.’”
Kivel Records, renowned for its dedication to supporting artists in their creative ventures, is 
equally enthusiastic about this collaboration. John Kivel, the label’s president, affirms, “Zo2 
brings a unique energy to Kivel Records’ stable of artists. ‘Begin Again’ is evidence of their 
artistry and resilience, and we’re honored to be part of this exciting new chapter.” “Begin Again” 
is not just an album; it’s a musical expedition, 
a testament to resilience, and an invitation to 
embark on a new journey with Zo2.
TRACKS: 
Disc 1: Begin Again / Temptation  / Living 
Now / Dirty Water / Radio / Fly on your 
Wings / Isolate / She Believes / If You See 
Kay / Ain’t it Beautiful / Comin Home / 
Everywhere / Get Up Now / Painted Lady / 
Show Me / No Way Out / Infinity Rising
Disc 2: Z Rock / A Million Pieces / I Will be 
Alright / Heart of Confusion / Thats Whats 
Up / All Hell’s Breakin Loose / Complicated
One Love / Live Today / Waiting for the Bus/
Jesus Just Left Chicago (LIVE)

SELLING POINTS
• For fans of Extreme, Van Halen,
Tesla, Poison, and Cinderella!

• 27 Tracks, 2-CD Set / Jewel Case

• Deluxe 16-page with large
write-up and and many amazing
band pics

• Three previous CD releases

• ZO2 landed its first national
tour in 2004, playing 40 dates on
the VH1 Rock the Nation tour
as the opening act for KISS and
Poison.

• The band has also performed
with Stone Temple Pilots, Alice
Cooper, Twisted Sister, Scorpions,
Sammy Hagar, Dream Theater,
King’s X and more.

• O2 became the subject of a
television series created by the
Independent Film Channel, called
“Z Rock,” which originally aired
on August 24, 2008. The series
was a fictionalized, semi-scripted
series based on the real lives of
the members of ZO2, leading a
double-life by on the one hand,
playing birthday parties for the
children of Manhattan’s elite by
day and on the other hand, living
the life of real rock stars trying to
make money, get a record deal,
and partying by night.

• CD UPC: 798576288396

Zo2
Begin Again
2x CD

Rock

798576288396

$24.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/VPw3FnHm12Q?si=cmTWrY6CEUF5QHuI


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: LPO/HARMONIA MUNDI USA

This recording concludes a highly-rated three-
volume Stravinsky series recorded by the London 
Philharmonic Orchestra with then Principal Conductor 
(now Conductor Emeritus) Vladimir Jurowski. This 
series documents Jurowski’s year-long Stravinsky 
festival with the LPO in 2018, ‘Changing Faces’. The 
festival surveyed Stravinsky’s works, programed 
chronologically alongside his influences and those he 
influenced. Vladimir Jurowski is one of today’s most 
sought-after conductors. His LPO performances from 
Stravinsky’s catalog covered his 20-year association 
with the Orchestra. The first volume of the series was  a 
Gramophone Editor’s Choice. Stravinsky’s music in the 
hands of Jurowski delivers live in concert a focus and 
clarity that is beautifully preserved and realised on these 
recordings.

London Philharmonic Orchestra
& Vladimir Jurowski
Jurowski conducts Stravinsky Vol. 3

APR 26

CD
LPO0127

$16.98

LPO

50600967603995060096760399

$16.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NEXT RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

805554200520

$16.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/B315KguH2ic?si=-xWcrR98ZljnRjq2


To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
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Asgard, previously known as Osgood Place, the street where Blue Cheer had their offices, was a psychedelic, progressive 
Hard rock band from the Bay Area. It featured ace guitar player Bob Hardy and electric violin player/vocalist Jake “Gelon” 
Lau (later of funk-rock band Tribe) .In 1972 they recorded a full album at 
Roy Chen Recorders that never saw the light of day…
Until now!!

The tracks are:

1) Carmen
2) For Asgard
3) Vespucci (The Dutiful)
4) Fool
5) So Let Go

6) If I Had Anything To Say
7) You Raise My Body Temperature

Gear Fab Records
Presents Asgard- For 
Asgard

Tracks 01-10 recorded January-March 1972 at Roy Chen Recording in San Francisco. Previously unreleased. Tracks 11-13 
recorded are live rehearsals, recorded July 1972

8) Center of the Sky
9) Re�ections
10) Your Mouth Tastes Like You Just Woke Up
11) Cradle of Love/2000
12) For Asgard
13) Re�ections

.

STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.07.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: GEAR FAB RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

645270031028

$17.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ROPEADOPE/SYMPHONIC DISTRIBUTION

198342130612

$14.98CD



To place an order please contact your AMPEDTM Sales Representative
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MORIBUND RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

Artist: Deathwytch
Title: Death Wytch
Street:    ///// / 
Genre: Avant Garde / Metal / Black Metal
Explicit: Yes
Format: CD
List Price: $$ ...
Catalog #: Deadd/$
UPC:  /. ./ d/$/.

KEY MARKETS:
New York, LA, Chicago, Houston, Philadelphia, San Diego, Dallas, Jacksonville, 
San Francisco, Seattle, Denver, Portland, Boston, Atlanta

TRACK LISTING
$. Plague of Hope (Plage Der Hoffnung) (.: .)
/. Das Erwachen (The Awakening) ( :$ )
d. The Wytch is Free (Die Hexe ist Frei) (/:d.)
 . Dein Opfer (Your Sacrifice) ( :/ )
 . Der Zauber (The Allurement) ( :$/)
/. Kalter Fluch (Cold Curse) (/:/ )
 . Todeshexe (DeathWytch) (/:/ )
.. Die Jagerib (The Huntress) ( :  )
.. Winds of Death (Winds des Todes) ( : /)

MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
* The unique debut album from Avant-Garde Black Metal / 
Experimental / Jazz / Lounge band DEATHWYTCH!
* On March $ th the album announcement for “Death Wytch” will 
be released along with the $st “teaser” video.
* /nd Music Video “Todeshexe (DeathWytch)” and exclusive track 
premieres at top magazines will be released on March /.th.
* Adding at Radio on April $ th.
* drd Music Video “The Wytch is Free (Die Hexe ist Frei)” will be 
released on April $/th
* Full page print advertising in Decibel, Outburn, New Noise, 
Legacy Highwire Daze and other hard music mags. Banner 
advertising at hard music and lifestyle sites like Blabbermouth, 
Metal Injection and others.

KEY SALES POINTS
* The unique debut album from Avant-Garde Black Metal / 
Experimental / Jazz / Lounge band DEATHWYTCH!
* Violin center Avant-garde Halloween-Jazz & Black Metal-lounge!
* Product Highlight Sticker with sales points!
* Avant-Garde production by Orpheus at Wood Rot Studios (Sartoraaus).
* Features current members of Sartoraaus and former members of 
Projectionist, Black Sorcery.
* Mandatory for fans Ved Buens Ende,Xasthur, Korova Kill, Draugar.

OVERVIEW
Primitive, Barbaric Black Metal Meets Avant-Garde Violin 
centered abstract concertos!
   The name DeathWytch is a character name from Orpheus’ Saga, 
brought to life by Sartoraaus.
   Musically, DEATHWYTCH made a cautious effort to create an 
unholy alliance between oddly coupled genres of beloved music: 
Black Metal-Lounge meets Halloween Jazz. Using traditional black 
metal instruments, but, replacing the lead guitarist with a violinist. 
A tasteful splash of traditional black metal blast beats were infused 
to interrupt groovy rhythms.
   The lyrical theme is a fantastical impression to the mundanes, 
while also being a memorialization of Dragana’s Shamanka rituals; 
a deposition of the observer to her panic within the womb of this 
world as she reckons with the inevitable binding to death, whether 
it be eternal nightmare or blissful dream.
Germanic incantations with ethereal violin over 
Halloween-Jazz & Black Metal-lounge. The Witch is Free!

768586032128

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/An0YYay_3oc?si=KuPl5w7znDl2QCQQ
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12” UPC

Tracklist

Catalog Number:
Formats:
Release Date:
UPC:
SRP:

Territory Restrictions:
Genre:
RIYL

Fernando Pulichino’s slinky, syrupy dance 
floor records - all of which sit in a triple frontier 
death zone between rock, funk, and electronic 
sounds - have been cycling through DFA DJ 
bags for years, so it was only a matter of time 
until he made an official appearance on company 
letterhead.

The original version of “I Got, She’s Got,” which 
appears here on B2, is a romping, scuzzed-out, 
howl-at-the-moon burner, but it’s the remix (a little 
more clarity of purpose, a lot more arpeggios) that 
really goes and notched the A1 placement cut at 
45RPM. Sandwiched between the two is another 
innocuous bomb, “She’s Playing With Fire.” Three 
tracks, all weapons, trust us.

Written, produced, and performed by Fernando 
Pulichino in Buenos Aires. Saxophone on “She’s 
Playing With Fire” by Gustavo Buchiniz. Mastered 
and cut by Bob Weston at Chicago Mastering 
Service. Pressed by Furnace Record Pressing in 
Alexandria, VA.

DFA2710
12” Single
April 26, 2024
829732000412
$15.98
Vinyl is non-returnable
Global
Dance, Disco, Rock
Idjut Boys, John Talabot, Tornado Wallace

A1 I Got, She’s Got (Remix)
B1 She’s Playing With Fire (feat. Piscis)
B2 I Got, She’s Got

Fernando
I Got, She’s Got

829732000412

$15.9812”
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7” UPC

Tracklist

Catalog Number:
Formats:
Release Date:
UPC:
SRP
Territory Restrictions:
Genre:
RIYL

James Murphy calls LCD Soundsystem drummer 
Pat Mahoney the best lyricist in the group, though 
it’s in Museum Of Love - Pat’s band with Dennis 
McNany - where he actually steps out in front. 
This 7” is the MOLove’s first material on DFA 
since their debut album in 2014. 

“After Us” is a simple, buyoant pop song heavily 
tempered by warnings of a bleak future. The old 
sugar with the medicine approach.

“Look Of Disgust” is its perfect foil, a notty, almost 
industrial sounding wind up that ends just like a 
slap in the face.

DFA2711
7”
April 26, 2024
829732000399
$14.98
Global
Indie, Rock, Post Punk
A.R. Kane, LCD Soundsystem, Bunny-
drums

A1 After Us
B1 Look Of Disgust

Museum Of Love
After Us / Look Of Disgust

792105762791

$14.987”
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SELLING POINTS
• Officially licensed from Metal Blade
Records! 

• Limited to just 500 Box Sets

• Remastered by Rob Colwell (Coroner, 
King’s X, Nevermore, Brother Cane)

• Machine Fish + Feel the Rage come as a 
2-CD Set

• Also includes The Horse That Bud Bought, 
At the End of the Day, and Let It Go

• Box artwork by Galactic Cowboys bassist, 
Monty Colvin

• Cover songs by KISS & Wings

• Drums on “Let it Go” by Jerry Gaskill 
(King’s X)

• UPC: 637405148596

Prepare to immerse yourself in the legendary musical journey of the Galactic Cowboys as Brutal 
Planet Records proudly presents The Box That Bud Bought. Following two exceptional albums under 
Geffen Records, the band ventured into uncharted territories with Metal Blade Records, crafting four 
full-length albums and an evocative 7-track EP. This box set encapsulates the band’s sonic evolution, 
with all five albums presented in their entirety, including the previously unreleased gem, “Red Son,” 
originally intended for “Space In Your Face.” The visionary drummer and producer, Alan Doss, adds 
his signature touch to this collection.
But that’s not all! Dive deeper into the Galactic Cowboys’ rich history with a revealing 7-track set that 
sheds light on the band’s enduring and troubling journey, delving into untold stories (what was his 
name???!!!). Alongside these treasures, you’ll discover an album where the rhythmic pulse is driven 
by none other than Jerry Gaskill from King’s X. Plus, indulge in the band’s unique take on cover 
songs by KISS and Paul McCartney’s WINGS, showcasing their genre-defying versatility.
And there’s a true-life tale woven into the fabric of “Oregon,” inspired by bassist Monty Colvin and 
his family’s extraordinary decision to relinquish their worldly possessions and join a mountain-
dwelling commune in Oregon. Believe it or not, this story is true! The Galactic Cowboys stand as the 
most enigmatic and captivating force in the rock/metal universe, seamlessly blending entertainment 
with musical virtuosity. With the expert remastering touch of Rob Colwell (known for his work with 
Nevermore, Believer, Flotsam & Jetsam, Coroner, In This Moment, King’s X), these albums have 
reached new heights in sonic clarity.
The artistic vision behind the box set’s stunning artwork? None other than Galactic 
Cowboys’ bassist himself, Monty Colvin. Each CD comes packaged in a meticulous 
6-panel wallet, with the bonus of a 2-CD set featuring “Machine Fish” and “Feel the 
Rage.” Included in this limited-edition release are “The Horse That Bud Bought,” “At 
the End of the Day,” and “Let It Go.” Act fast, as only 500 of these exclusive Box Sets 
are available. Secure yours now and embark on an unforgettable journey through 
the musical cosmos with the Galactic Cowboys.
TRACKS: 
DISC 1: Feel The Rage/The Struggle/Fear Not/Stress/Psychotic Companion/In This 
Life/Easy To Love/Red Sun/Idle Minds/The Lens/Pattin’ Yourself On The Back/In A 
Lonely Room/9th Of June/Arrow
DISC 2: Feel The Rage/Paradigm Shift/I Want You/Junior’s Farm/Idle Minds 
(Live)/9th Of June (Live)/Grandmother’s Coffin
DISC 3: Tilt-A-Whirl/Evil Twin/Oregon/The Buzz/Tomorrow/Ribbon/Breakthrough/
Bound/Media Slant/Mona Lisa/I Can’t Wait/Trip On Love/You’re Changed/My Life
DISC 4: Nothing To Say/Ants/Just Like Me/Where Do I Sign?/Bright Horizons/
Puppet Show/Mr. Magnet/Never Understand/Ranch On Mars Pt. 2 (Set Me Free)/
How Does It Feel/Young Man’s Dream/Shine/The Shape/It’s Not Over/Through/
At The End Of The Day
DISC 5: Introduction/T.I.M./A Different Way/Life And Times/Flag/Disney’s 
Spinnin/Hey Mr/Another Hill/Dirty Hands/Boom!/Ordinary/Internalize/
Swimming In December/Song For Sybo/Future/Bucket Of Chicken - A Live 
Improvisational Jazz Odyssey (Honey)/The Record Ends

GALACTIC
COWBOYS
The Box That Bud Bought: 
The Metal Blade Years
5-CD Box Set
BPCD1653  

Metal / Rock

637405148596

$64.98CD
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647581408049
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A complete re-recording of the Snakes In the Playground album by brothers 
Dale & Troy Thompson and company. Released December 2023 by the band on 
their own Father of the Bride label. It comes in a four-panel digipak featuring 
17 amazing Bride tracks, including 4 bonus songs. Limited number of units 
pressed, so grab it while you can!

TRACKS: 
Rattlesnake/Would You Dies For Me/Psychedelic Super Jesus/Fallout/Dust 
Through A Fan/I Miss The Rain/Don’t Use Me/Picture Perfect/Love Money/
Some Things Never Change/Goodbye/Hollywood/Too Late For Me/God Is 
Calling/I Miss The Rain (Bridge)/King Of Kings/Picture Perfect

SELLING POINTS

• 2023 acoustic versions of Bride’s
most revered album from 1992

• Executive-Producer, Guitar,
Bass, Violin, Viola, Cello, Piano,
Mandolin, Mixed By,
Mastered By – Troy Thompson

• 30th Anniversary Edition
Backing Vocals – Michelle
Thompson (Troy Thompsons’s
wife)

• 4-panel digipak

• 4 bonus tracks / 17 total songs

• CD UPC: 755491290408

BRIDE
Snakes In The  
Playground (Acoustic)
CD
BPCD1645 

Metal / Thrash

755491290408

$15.98CD
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The Dudok Quartet Amsterdam embark on a traversal 
of the three string quartets of Tchaikovsky. This first 
volume contains Nos.1 and 2. No.1 has one of the most 
famous movements in chamber music; the beautiful 
Andante cantabile slow movement. The second quartet, 
though less popular, is a step forward for the composer. 
He said that it "was my best work, no other piece has 
poured forth from me so simply and easily. I wrote it 
in almost one sitting." The album concludes with the 
much loved Lensky’s Aria from Eugene Onegin in a new 
arrangement for string quartet by David Faber, cellist of 
the Dudok Quartet. 

Dudok Quartet of Amsterdam
Tchaikovsky: Volume 1
String Quartets Nos. 1 & 2

APR 26

CD
RCD1103

$21.98

RUBICON CLASSICS

565002228659565002228659

$21.98CD
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792105762791

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/uw6M5uzlX2A?si=z4SDeX6XCtqh8EoV
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Fenella Humphrey’s new album is a characteristically 
searching and original one. "This album grew out of 
a longing to keep performing music that I was gifted, 
arranged or first discovered during the spring of 2020." 
An album conceived during the uncertain months of 
the first lockdown, it is a portrait of an artist alone, with 
music for inspiration, sustenance and company. As with 
her previous Rubicon albums, the virtuosity on display 
is stunning.

Fenella Humphreys
Prism

APR 26

CD
RCD1127

$21.98

RUBICON CLASSICS

565002228635565002228635

$21.98CD
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UPC: 801817018017

Genre: Jazz 
Label: Rabadash Records

Stories Lost and Found 
Nora Wixted

The album, Stories Lost and Found, by 

Nora Wixted, is comprised of marvelous

melodies with genres ranging from Jazz

to RnB/soul.  Nora’s timeless vocals

decorate tasteful accompaniments,

resulting in an immersive listening

experience. 

The songs were recorded in the 1980’s

when Rabadash Records was initially

founded, and were presumed to be lost

until the tapes were discovered in 2023.

Produced by Tim Ernest and engineered

by Stephen Boye, this 40 year project

has finally come to fruition, and the

results speak for themselves! 

Backstreet Boogie

Caught Up On You

 The Blues Lose

 Bad Luck Run

Moon in Scorpio

 Ain't Got No Room For the Blues

 Waiting Games

He Only Comes Here When He Needs Me

Ramblin Woman

Joe's Blues

How Could I Know (Shika-Chicka-Cha)  

Track List 

Front Cover

801817018017

$14.99CD
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BILL WITHERS & 
STUDIO RIO 
LOVELY DAY 

RELEASE DATE 
26th APRIL 2024 

ANNOUNCE DATE 
28th FEBRUARY 2023 

FORMAT 
7” VINYL 

FILE UNDER 
SOUL 
BRAZIL 
BOSSA NOVA 

LABEL 
MR BONGO 

TERRITORIES 
WORLD 

TRACKLISTING : 

A. Bill Withers & Studio Rio -
Lovely Day (Studio Rio Version)

B. Bill Withers & Studio Rio -
Lovely Day (Studio Rio
Instrumental Version)

As mood changers go, this track is up there with the best. Last year whilst DJing with miche at 
Shapes festival in the snow-capped mountains of Switzerland, a breathtaking yet ominous Alpine sky 
suddenly became a picture postcard moment. The clouds parted and a double rainbow formed, as 
miche dropped Studio Rio's bossa nova remake of Bill Withers’ all-time classic 'Lovely Day'. From 
there, the dancefloor shifted gears and morphed into full-swing feel-good vibes, in a beautiful, 
spontaneous moment nobody could have planned for. 

Mr Bongo now proudly presents a reissue of this brilliant, bossa-channelling Bill Withers 
reinterpretation from Studio Rio’s 2014 release ‘The Brazil Connection’. Masterminded by the 
German Grammy award-winning Berman Brothers, the project was born out of their deep love of 
Brazilian music. “Our goal was to bring the Brazilian joie de vivre to iconic performances by well-
known artists. What would these classic songs sound like had they been recorded in the studios of 
Rio de Janeiro in the first place, with the best Brazilian musicians and arrangers?” the brothers 
reflect. 

Capturing the life force of Brazil, the beating heart that is its music, they set out to find the musicians 
who would fit best with their concept. Landing in Rio in 2013 a series of coincidences led to them 
being introduced to their idols Marcos Valle and Roberto Menescal, who both agreed to come on 
board. The Berman Brothers also wanted to find some of the musicians who recorded with one of 
Brazil’s most influential composers Tom Jobim. “Fifty years after Jobim made the music that really 
defines bossa nova, we found that many of his sidemen were still active, including Paulo Braga of 
Jobim’s famed rhythm section. It was magic; everything just fell into place.” 

There's no question that the original of ‘Lovely Day’ is up there as one of the most feel-good, spirit-
lifting anthems of all time. Here the brothers, with the help of a whole host of Brazil’s finest 
musicians, rework Bill’s soul-fuelled groove into a bossa nova slice of sunshine. With the blessing of 
Bill and Sony, they were given access to the original multitracks so they could incorporate Bill’s 
vocals perfectly into the new arrangement. 

Joy-injected horns and bouncing double bass blend with the smile-inducing samba flavour of 
Pretinho da Serrinha’s cavaquinho playing. Tying it all together Torcuato Marinao who worked 
with the likes of Gal Costa, Gilberto Gil and Caetano Veloso, completes the line-up as arranger of the 
songs. 

The perfect end-of-the-night track, mood lifter or soul warmer, remakes don’t get much better 
than this. 

• A feel-good Brazilian bossa nova reinterpretation
of Bill Withers' classic soul anthem.

• Utilising the original multitrack recording of Bill’s
vocal.

• Masterminded by the German Grammy award-
winning Berman Brothers, featuring Pretinho da
Serrinha on cavaquinho and arrangement by
Torcuato Marinao. MRB7222 

7119691294575 

List : $20.98 

7119691294575

$20.987”

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/vHLmx2Psrws?si=moHkuMXLQkd6MhDP
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Artist: 45 GRAVE
Title: A DEVIL’S POSSESSIONS - DEMOS & LIVE 1980-1983

Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• A ghoulish collection from famed death rockers 45 Grave, 
featuring the band’s best songs!

• Includes the underground hit “Party Time” (best known as 
the song from “Return Of The Living Dead”), “Procession,” 
“Evil” and more!

• Packaged with liner notes written by drummer Don 
Bolles!

• Previously available as CLO3289

LP
Selection #: CLO5529
MSRP: $23.98
File Under: Rock / Goth
Box Lot: 30

TRACK LIST:
SIDE A
1. INTRODUCTION
2. PROCESSION
3. VIOLENT WORLD
4. AKU AKU
5. PARTY TIME

SIDE B
1. SURF BAT
2. WAX
3. F#*KED BY THE DEVIL
4. SLEEP IN SAFETY
5. BLACK CROSS

889466552915

$23.98LP
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Artist: UK SUBS
Title: FEAR TO GO! RARITIES 1988-2000
Label: CLEOPATRA
Street Date: April 26, 2024

• The legends of British punk dig deep into 

their vault for this rich and varied compilation 

of rare gems and little heard classics from 

throughout the band’s storied career!

• Includes tracks that have previously ap-

peared only on vinyl singles, one-off compila-

tions, and tribute album, compiled together 

for the first time with rare photos of the band!

TRACK LIST:
1. SABRE DANCE
2. MOTIVATOR (ALTERNATE TAKE)
3. NO HEART
4. FEAR TO GO
5. NICO (INSTRUMENTAL)
6. POSTCARD FROM L.A.
7. BETRAYAL
8. NOBODY MOVE
9. BEER POLICE
10. STAY AWAY
11. TERORISTOS
12. PHILLIPS ENVIRONMENTAL
13. PRODUCT SUPPLY
14. RARE DISEASE
15. EMBRYO
16. TOMORROW’S GIRLS
17. NEW RED ARCHIVES JINGLE

CD
Selection #: CLO4958
MSRP: $14.98
File Under: Punk / Brit Punk
Box Lot: 30

LP [PINK]
Selection #: CLO4958
MSRP: $27.98
File Under: Punk / Brit Punk
Box Lot: 30

889466495823

$14.98CD
889466495816

$27.98LP
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: GAR HOLE RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

Chris Acker’s sophomore album, Good Kid, is everything a country 
singer-songwriter album should be. It’s lively, honest, and catchy as 
hell. Acker’s songs deliver heartbreaking punchlines with cheeky 

pleasantries; a nod at the kind of old country humor found in staples 
such as Loretta Lynn’s “Fist City” and storytelling and disposition of a 

young John Prine. While there are traces of these predecessors, the 
songs remain authentically Acker. It’s clear he has a good time song 

writing, yet glimpses of darker, more poignant themes emerge in “Aloe 
Vera” and “Orion’s Gut.” Good Kid is a rousing album with a well-bal-

anced dose of pedal steel, bright organ, and infectious rhythm. Ross 
Farbe (Video Age) recorded most of the solo songs in the studio, while 

Du�f Thompson (Mashed Potato Records) took on the full-band 
numbers in live recordings. Originally released on March 5th, 2020, 

days before the COVID lockdown began in New Orleans and the rest 
of the country, ‘Good Kid’ is both a record that was swallowed by the 

world and one that ��rmly established Acker’s essential role in the 
country music landscape. 

In advance of new music from Chris coming out later this year, Gar 
Hole Records is proud to present this ��rst pressing of ‘Good Kid’, an 

essential release for fans of modern alt-country and Americana.

STREET DATE: 4/26/2024

Format: 12” LP
LP List Price: 24.98
UPC: 762183782127
Label: Gar Hole Records
Cat Number: GHR-005
File Under: Alt-Country / Americana
Top Markets: Seattle, Denver, New Orleans,
Austin

140g Black Vinyl
w / lyric page insert & marketing sticker

Chris Acker - ‘Good Kid’
available now for the first time on Vinyl

1. Good Kid
2. Gran Turismo
3. Someday Lovers
4. Aloe Vera
5. Two Arms

6. Pez Dispenser
7 .   The Joke (Taco Bowl
8. Orion’s Gut
9. Toast First
10. OK Do Stuff

TRACKLIST

www.garholerecords.com

762183782127

$24.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/ds3_5yr9OkQ?si=BlDy6Puz9DRpmmzY
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.01.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: BOMBWORKS RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

“As Hell Retreats” is making a triumphant return with the reissue of their renowned album 
VOLITION in 2024, via Bombworks Records. This release is not just any reissue; it comes on 
stunning new yellow vinyl, adding a vibrant visual element to complement the band’s ferocious 
sound. Originally unleashed on the metal scene, VOLITION remains a quintessential record 
in the world of Christian metalcore. With relentless riffs, bone-crushing breakdowns, and 
thought-provoking lyrics, the album captures the band’s unapologetic and visceral approach 
to their craft. Fans of heavy music will undoubtedly appreciate this vinyl reissue, allowing 
them to experience the raw intensity of VOLITION in a new and collectible format.
This reissue serves as a testament to the enduring influence 
of “As Hell Retreats” and their dedication to delivering a 
powerful message through their music. With its striking 
yellow vinyl edition, it not only provides a nostalgic trip 
for longtime fans but also offers a fresh opportunity for 
new listeners to discover the band’s impactful discography. 
“VOLITION” on vinyl is more than just a physical format; 
it’s a statement of the band’s legacy, reminding us of their 
unrelenting passion for blending faith, aggression, and 
musical excellence in the world of heavy music. Whether 
you’re a longtime fan or new to the band’s work, this reissue 
is a must-have addition to any collection of heavy music 
vinyl records. Comes with a 12x12 full color lyrics insert. 
Mastered for vinyl by Rob Colwell (Iwrestledabearonce, In 
This Moment, Sleeping Giant, Blessed By A Broken Heart)

TRACKS: Young Heretic/The Loss/Matriarch/Shun/Heaven’s 
Bane/Misanthropist/A Beggar.../...And His Faith/Transgress/
Desperation/Creator(s)/Only Hope

SELLING POINTS
• Officially licensed from Century
Media Records

• Originally released 2011 on Ain’t
No Grave Records

• Limited vinyl pressing of just 300
units world-wide

• First time ever on vinyl

• Mastered for vinyl by Rob Colwell
(Sleeping Giant/Iwrestedabearonce/
Blessed By A Broken Heart)

• Produced by Brian Hood
(original drummer of Solid
State Records band MyChildren
MyBride. He has worked with
a number of prominent bands,
most notably Memphis May Fire,
Sworn In, Crystal Lake, A Plea for
Purging, Invent Animate, Being as
an Ocean, The Crimson Armada,
and Gideon)

• Transparent Yellow Vinyl comes
with 12x12 full color lyrics insert

• 4 star review from Jesus Freak
Hideout (It surpasses the debut)

• 4.5 star review from The New
Review, “Volition is not a joyous
listening experience. Volition is
a musically varied album that
stretches straight for the heart,
praising and damning the privilege
of decision making.”

• Creative hardcore/metalcore for
fans of Fit For A King, Norma Jean,
For Today, August Burns Red
• UPC: 637405148756

AS HELL  
RETREATS 
Volition
VINYL 
BWR1435  

Hardcore 

A s  H e l l  R e t r e a t s

637405143546

$36.98LP
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.20.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ICTUS RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

TR ACK LISTING:

1. The Silence of The Temple Bell
2. Space Diving
3. Another Missing Piece
4. Indian Summer suite #1
5. Indian Summer suite #2
6. Indian Summer suite #3

C ATA LOG#:  206 

Genre: Jazz

Street Date: 4/26/24

Available Formats: CD

UPC : 8033481639881

Andrea Centazzo
Indian Summer

A thrilling sextet recorded in Italy in the 
same studio used by ECM. The music rang-
es between ethereal compositions and bold 
improvised exploration with some of the best 
musicians of the contemporary scene led by 
Andrea Centazzo.

8033481639881

$17.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.17.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: DIXIEFROG/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

7421095119270

$18.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS/MANY HATS ENDEAVORS

061297791972

$23.98LP

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/oXMEefd9g94?si=cX1V9FGJx0x5US6f
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.14.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: ERATO/WARNER RECORDS

www.warnerclassics.com 

Release Information: 

Premiered at New York’s Metropolitan Opera in 2022 – with Joyce DiDonato,  Renée Fleming and Kelli 
O’Hara as its stars – Kevin Puts’s The Hours  was praised by The New York Times as “sincere and persuasive 
… fervent … and soaringly lyrical”.  The opera returns to the Met’s schedule in May 2024. Based on both the 
award-winning 2002 film directed by Stephen Daldry and the original novel by Michael Cunningham, The 
Hours interweaves characters and events from three different periods of the 20th century. Joyce DiDonato, 
who takes the pivotal role of writer Virginia Woolf, says that: “Even though it deals with death head-on, the 
piece is life-affirming and tells a timeless story. The characters’ struggles are shared universally, and by 
highlighting them through the different personalities and periods, hopefully everybody can find a part of 
themselves in the story.”  

This audio recording showcases the opera The Hours, by the Pulitzer Prize–winning composer Kevin Puts, 
which played to sold-out audiences at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York City during its world-
premiere staged production last season. Featuring a libretto by Greg Pierce, adapted from Michael 
Cunningham’s acclaimed novel and inspired by Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, the powerful story 
concerns three women from different eras who each grapple with their inner demons and roles in society. 
Joyce DiDonato (interpreting the role of Virginia Woolf) is joined by Renée Fleming as Clarissa Vaughan 
and Kelli O’Hara as Laura Brown, among others in this superstar cast, conducted by Yannick Nezet-Séguin. 

Puts: The Hours 
Renée Fleming, Kelli 
O’Hara, Joyce 
DiDonato, 
Metropolitan Opera 

Packaging: 2CD Brilliant 
Box 

Release Date: April 26, 2024 

Price: $19.98 
Catalogue Number: 791052 
UPC: 5054197910524 

5054197910524

$19.98CD
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.01.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: RETROACTIVE RECORDS/AMPLIFIED MEDIA SERVICES

    
    

FLOOD is a Metal band comprised of accomplished artists innovating 
forward thinking compositions with calculated, symphonic precision. Their 
melodically powerful music and vivid lyrics span the dystopian, apocalyptic, 
and socially relevant mindscape. Guy Ritter (vocals) and Gary Lenaire 
(guitars / vocals) are co-founders of the bands Tourniquet and Echo Hollow. 
They are joined by Erik Mendez (guitars), Anna Sentina (bass) and David 
Husvik (drums).

Compact Disc featuring 8-panel color digipak with lyrics and band photos

WHAT OTHERS HAVE TO SAY:
“If you love God and heavy melodic metal, then check FLOOD out!”
-MICHAEL SWEET (Stryper)

“It’s hard to imagine Guy, Gary, and Erik exceeding the artistic pedigree 
from their legendary work with Tourniquet. But one listen to FLOOD’s epic 
metal album, POLARIZED and I knew definitively that they had achieved 
next level greatness. The tightness, the progressive elements, and the 
blending of melody with perfectly aggressive heavy metal made the hair on 
my back stand straight up. It could easily be the best album of 2022!”
-MATTHEW HUNT (Retroactive & Bombworks Records)

TRACKS: Design/War In The Sky/The Four Seasons/Darfur/Polarized/
Biotech Babylon/In Remission/My Last Ride/Freeloading Larceny/The 
Order Of Melchizedek/Stop The Bleeding

SELLING POINTS 
• Featuring the co-founders of
TOURNIQUET who helped create
the magical first three albums -
STOP THE BLEEDING +
PSYCHO SURGERY +
PATHOGENIC OCULAR
DISSONANCE

• Mastered by Bill Metoyer
(Metal Blade Records - including
early Deliverance)

• 8-panel color digipak with lyrics
and band photos

• Featuring Youtube sensation and
world-renowned bassist, Anna
Sentina

• Featuring David Husvik of the
influential thrash/metal band,
EXTOL on drums.

• David is also the drummer for
AZUSA (epic extreme metal).

• Also order EXTOL - SYNERGY
(*NEW-GOLD DISC CD, 2022,
Bombworks) Elite Speed/Thrash
Metal

• UPC: 793447428024

FLOOD 
Polarized
CD

Heavy Metal 

FLOOD

793447428024

$17.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/Vv1SvLDfKr8?si=iYW1tkv3L2Wh2Ept
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 02.15.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: TRISOL/GOODTOGO GMBH

4260063948145

$19.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/zjHZQoOOLaA?si=DBgv_VZNYWvyCzzQ
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STREET DATE: 04.26.24 | ANNOUNCE DATE: 03.03.24 | ORDERS DUE: 03.29.24
LABEL/SUPPLIER: NUCLEAR BLAST/NUCLEAR BLAST

4065629643010

$29.98LP

4065629683627

$14.98CD

(CLICK HERE)

https://youtu.be/nxwv8-oAasI?si=Mipt6jcJZz30k4S7
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LABEL/SUPPLIER: ORIGIN RECORDS/CITY HALL RECORDS

805558289125

$16.98CD
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LABEL/SUPPLIER: ALTO/MUSICAL CONCEPTS

5055354431425

$44.98LP
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LABEL/SUPPLIER: LAST GANG RECORDS/MNRK MUSIC GROUP

634164405762

$32.98LP
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Tim Burgess
Listening Party
Various Artists
4CD Set
740155737535
$35.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Edsel

Paul Young
No Parlez
2CD Set
740155737238
$22.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Edsel

Axe
O� ering
2CD Set
5056321670168
$11.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Rock Candy

Four CD set. Demon presents the � rst 
of� cial compilation from Tim Burgess 
celebrating Tim's Listening Party. "I'd 
done Charlatans listening parties and 
some solo album listening parties, and 
as the Twitter followers grew, I'd repeat it 
and do it again and again. It was maybe 
about a week before being told that we 
were going to go into a lockdown before 
we actually did something. I saw all the 
TV stuff, all the kind of crazy things that 
were happening and thought if there's 
going to be a lockdown, there's going to 
be something that I can do." As well Tim's 
Twitter Listening Party, Tim's Listening 
Party is also a six-part radio and podcast 
series airing on Sunday nights on Absolute 
Radio. Available as a 62 track 4CD Deluxe 
Gatefold set, this brings together 62 
highlights from the 1,278 Listening Parties 
that took place. The parties themselves 
were an eclectic mix of genres and 
eras, and the compilation re� ects that 
with Suede, New Order, The Chemical 
Brothers, Sparks, The Breeders, The 
Lovely Eggs, John Grant, Joan As Police 
Woman and The Charlatans. Within the 
top 100 listening parties, artists re� ected 
on the compilation include Iron Maiden, 
Liam Gallagher, Paul McCartney, John 
Lennon, The Libertines, MGMT, Dexys 
Midnight Runners, The Specials and Belle 
& Sebastian. The booklet also includes 
an interview conducted by Danielle Perry 
with Tim Burgess, detailing the cultural 

Two CDs. One of the groundbreaking 
albums of 1983, was Paul Young's debut 
solo album No Parlez, which reached 
Number 1 in the UK Albums Chart in 
September. The album has a current 
tally of 119 weeks on the Chart and a 4x 
Platinum BPI Certi� cation. The album 
featured three Top 5 singles and charted 
in the � nal week of the 3-week run of 
'Wherever I Lay My Hat (That's My Home)', 
a cover of the Marvin Gaye classic, being 
the UK's #1 Single. The follow-up single, 
'Come Back And Stay', one of three Jack 
Lee-penned songs, reached No. 4, whilst 
the re-worked 'Love Of The Common 
People' spent three weeks at No. 2 in 
December 1983. This new edition is 
packaged as a 2CD In Seven-Inch Deluxe 
Gatefold Packaging with 8-page booklet, 
features the original UK LP version, which 
is released on CD in it's entirety for the 
� rst time, as extended mixes and extra
tracks gave the original Cassette and CD
format releases an alternate feel. CD Two
features the key 7" Versions and Extended
Mixes, as well as three further tracks,
two of which did not appear on the 1983
album and one was added to the Cassette
and CD formats.

Digitally remastered edition. Includes 
12 page full-color booklet, 3,000 word 
essay & enhanced artwork The name 
Axe probably conjures up visions of a 
seething and full-on heavy metal band 
and, although there's nothing wrong with 
that, this band are far more nuanced. In 
fact, the band's music, whilst de� nitely 
hard rock, is imbued with accessible 
elements of melody and precision. The 
songs are well written and produced, with 
the apparent acknowledgement of a need 
to advance their craft towards a classy, 
perhaps more commercial, focal point. 
Guitarist and vocalist Bobby Bath formed 
the band in Gainsville, Florida during the 
late seventies. Initially named Babyface, 
they mutated into Axe after a couple 
of years and signed to MCA, issuing 
two reasonably well received albums 
of pomp/melodic rock before switching 
record label to Atco records and releasing 
'Offerring' in 1982. Produced by manager 
Al Nalli (well known for his association 
with Blackfoot), the record gave the band 
a new lease of life and attracted praise 
for it's direct approach and concise song 
writing. It was also a record that found 
the band playing to bigger audiences 
in the USA, supporting the Scorpions, 
KISS and Judas Priest, whilst attracting 
unexpected airplay with songs such 
as 'Rock 'N' Roll Party In The Streets' 
and 'Now Or Never'. It also includes a 
superlative cover of the Montrose classic 
'I Got The Fire', which manages to burn 
as brightly as the original. Dipping back 
into their more complex previous music, 
the six minute long 'Silent Soldiers' 
showcases the band in full-on pomp rock 

glory but with a much heavier edge than 
they had before. 

importance of the Listening Party during 
lockdown.

Also Available: 
Tim Burgess Listening Party - Various 
2LP (Green) - 5014797910775 $34.99 

Niney The 
Observer Presents
Dreadlocks Coming...
2CD Set
5013929283749
$14.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Reggae
Dr Bird

Cock Robin
Precious Dreams: 
Complete CBS...
3CD Set
5013929447608
$21.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Cherry Pop

Strider
Exposed
CD
5056321670014
$11.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Reggae
Rock Candy

Peter & The Test 
Tube Babies
Complete Singles
2CD Set
5013929610101
$14.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Captain Oi!

Two CDs. Having enjoyed his �rst major 
Jamaican hit in 1971 with the ground-
breaking single 'Blood And Fire', Winston 
Holness aka Niney 'The Observer' set 
about establishing a reputation as one 
of the island's most accomplished and 
innovative record producers. Within two 
years of his breakthrough hit, he had built 
a strong fan-base both within the land 
of his birth and in the UK, having issued 
a series of popular singles featuring 
himself and a small but impressive 
roster of local artists that included Big 
Youth, Max Romeo, Delroy Wilson 
and U Roy. 'Guess Who's Coming To 
Dinner' comprises the very best of these 
works, commencing with Ken Boothe's 
hugely popular 1973 Jamaican chart-
topping version of 'Silver Words'. Other 
highlights include Delroy Wilson's popular 
interpretations of 'Halfway Up The Stairs' 
and 'I Can't Help Myself' while there are 
also numerous early roots classics, most 
notably the title track, 'Rasta No Born 
Ya', 'Nice And Easy', 'Every Natty Want 
To Go Home'. Including 15 tracks that 
have remained unavailable on any format 
since their original release in the 70s, this 
2CD collection demonstrates why Niney 
deserves to be ranked among the �nest 
music makers to have �rst made their 
mark on the Jamaican music scene during 
the most creative period in the long and 
illustrious history of reggae music.

Three CDs Featuring 47 tracks including 
the band's three studio albums recorded 
between 1985 and 1990 - Cock Robin
(1985), After Here Through Midland (1987), 
and the ripe for rediscovery, First Love 
/ Last Rites (1989). Also includes single 
B-sides and 12" remixes. Cock Robin's 
self-titled debut album achieved multi-
platinum success across Europe in 1985. 
It included the hits 'The Promise You 
Made', 'Thought You Were On My Side', 
and 'When Your Heart Is Weak.' The 
success of the singles propelled the album 
into the top 10. Their second album, 'After 
Here Through Midland', followed in 1987 
and was another huge success across 
Europe. It included the hit 'Just Around 
The Corner.' Europe's love affair with the 
band propelled the album into the top 10 
(Netherlands #6, Belgium #3, Germany 
#6, France #4) and it went platinum in 
France. Third album, 'First Love / Last 
Rites' produced by Rhett Davies, who 
worked with Roxy Music, was released in 
1989. Despite it's high quality the album 
fared less well except in France where it 
reached #11 and went 2 x gold. In the US 
and Japan the album was issued in 1990 
with their cover of Conway Twitty's 'It's 
Only Make Believe' added as track six and 
that's been included here.

Digitally remastered and expanded edition 
featuring three bonus tracks. Including 16 
page full-color booklet, 4,500 word essay 
with new interviews & enhanced artwork. 
British Rock during the early '70s was, 
it's fair to say, exploding with bright new 
talent. Strider were a great example of 
this ascendance, and crafted tough hip 
thrusting riffs and chest beating hooks 
in a style that was rapidly becoming the 
calling card of the era. Bands such as 
Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin and Free were 
dominating the charts but others including 
Strider weren't very far behind. It was a 
golden era for rock, and everything was to 
play for. Formed in 1971 under the handle 
of Rowan Oak, the band solidi�ed their 
line-up, changed their name and enlisted 
the help and assistance of Marquee club 
booker Jack Barrie who guided them 
into the arms of other industry illuminati 
including Babe Ruth's svengali Martin 
Saville and the newly formed GM records, 
a label run by Faces manager Billy Gaff. It 
was this cabal of heavy weight talent that 
steered the band in an upward direction 
including lengthy European tours with Rory 
Gallagher and Status Quo. Produced by 
Jimmy Horowitz (who was married to GM 
artist Leslie Duncan) 'Exposed' showcases 
a con�dant and highly potent rock band 

Two CD set. 40-track release features 
every physical A and B side issued by 
Punk Rock legends Peter & the Test Tube 
Babies over their 45-year career. Includes 

the Independent Chart hits 'Banned 
From The Pubs' (No. 10), 'Run Like Hell' 
(No. 2), 'Zombie Creeping Flesh' (No. 2), 
'Blown Out Again' (No. 40), 'Rotting In 
The Fart Sack' (No. 3), 'Wimpeez' (No. 
8) and 'Key To The City' (No. 19). Also 
features later 45s including 'Supermodels', 
'Smiling Through The Tears' (featuring 
Die Toten Hosen vocalist Campino), 'I'm 
Getting Pissed For Xmas' (a 'duet' with 
G. B. H. !) and 'Crap Californian Punk 
Band' (featuring Lars Frederiksen from 
Rancid). The booklet contains images 
of each release, many of them now rare 
and expensive for Punk collectors, plus a 
detailed narrative on each release.

with the emphasis on muscle and energy. 
Released in 1973 to much praise and 
excitement, the album is a revered part 
of the time when British hard rock was 
dominating the music world. Check out 
tracks such as 'Esther's Place', 'Ain't Got 
No Love', 'Get Ready' and 'Straddle' for 
three prime examples of a powerful and 
impressive band who could and should 
have gone on to bigger and better success.

Also Available: 
Strider - Misunderstood 
CD - 5056321670021 $11.99
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Niney The 
Observer Presents
Dreadlocks Coming...
2CD Set
5013929283749
$14.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Reggae
Dr Bird

Cock Robin
Precious Dreams: 
Complete CBS...
3CD Set
5013929447608
$21.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Cherry Pop

Strider
Exposed
CD
5056321670014
$11.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Reggae
Rock Candy

Peter & The Test 
Tube Babies
Complete Singles
2CD Set
5013929610101
$14.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Captain Oi!

Two CDs. Having enjoyed his � rst major 
Jamaican hit in 1971 with the ground-
breaking single 'Blood And Fire', Winston 
Holness aka Niney 'The Observer' set 
about establishing a reputation as one 
of the island's most accomplished and 
innovative record producers. Within two 
years of his breakthrough hit, he had built 
a strong fan-base both within the land 
of his birth and in the UK, having issued 
a series of popular singles featuring 
himself and a small but impressive 
roster of local artists that included Big 
Youth, Max Romeo, Delroy Wilson 
and U Roy. 'Guess Who's Coming To 
Dinner' comprises the very best of these 
works, commencing with Ken Boothe's 
hugely popular 1973 Jamaican chart-
topping version of 'Silver Words'. Other 
highlights include Delroy Wilson's popular 
interpretations of 'Halfway Up The Stairs' 
and 'I Can't Help Myself' while there are 
also numerous early roots classics, most 
notably the title track, 'Rasta No Born 
Ya', 'Nice And Easy', 'Every Natty Want 
To Go Home'. Including 15 tracks that 
have remained unavailable on any format 
since their original release in the 70s, this 
2CD collection demonstrates why Niney 
deserves to be ranked among the � nest 
music makers to have � rst made their 
mark on the Jamaican music scene during 
the most creative period in the long and 
illustrious history of reggae music. 

Three CDs Featuring 47 tracks including 
the band's three studio albums recorded 
between 1985 and 1990 - Cock Robin 
(1985), After Here Through Midland (1987), 
and the ripe for rediscovery, First Love 
/ Last Rites (1989). Also includes single 
B-sides and 12" remixes. Cock Robin's
self-titled debut album achieved multi-
platinum success across Europe in 1985.
It included the hits 'The Promise You
Made', 'Thought You Were On My Side',
and 'When Your Heart Is Weak.' The
success of the singles propelled the album
into the top 10. Their second album, 'After
Here Through Midland', followed in 1987
and was another huge success across
Europe. It included the hit 'Just Around
The Corner.' Europe's love affair with the
band propelled the album into the top 10
(Netherlands #6, Belgium #3, Germany
#6, France #4) and it went platinum in
France. Third album, 'First Love / Last
Rites' produced by Rhett Davies, who
worked with Roxy Music, was released in
1989. Despite it's high quality the album
fared less well except in France where it
reached #11 and went 2 x gold. In the US
and Japan the album was issued in 1990
with their cover of Conway Twitty's 'It's
Only Make Believe' added as track six and
that's been included here.

Digitally remastered and expanded edition 
featuring three bonus tracks. Including 16 
page full-color booklet, 4,500 word essay 
with new interviews & enhanced artwork. 
British Rock during the early '70s was, 
it's fair to say, exploding with bright new 
talent. Strider were a great example of 
this ascendance, and crafted tough hip 
thrusting riffs and chest beating hooks 
in a style that was rapidly becoming the 
calling card of the era. Bands such as 
Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin and Free were 
dominating the charts but others including 
Strider weren't very far behind. It was a 
golden era for rock, and everything was to 
play for. Formed in 1971 under the handle 
of Rowan Oak, the band solidi� ed their 
line-up, changed their name and enlisted 
the help and assistance of Marquee club 
booker Jack Barrie who guided them 
into the arms of other industry illuminati 
including Babe Ruth's svengali Martin 
Saville and the newly formed GM records, 
a label run by Faces manager Billy Gaff. It 
was this cabal of heavy weight talent that 
steered the band in an upward direction 
including lengthy European tours with Rory 
Gallagher and Status Quo. Produced by 
Jimmy Horowitz (who was married to GM 
artist Leslie Duncan) 'Exposed' showcases 
a con� dant and highly potent rock band 

Two CD set. 40-track release features 
every physical A and B side issued by 
Punk Rock legends Peter & the Test Tube 
Babies over their 45-year career. Includes 

the Independent Chart hits 'Banned 
From The Pubs' (No. 10), 'Run Like Hell' 
(No. 2), 'Zombie Creeping Flesh' (No. 2), 
'Blown Out Again' (No. 40), 'Rotting In 
The Fart Sack' (No. 3), 'Wimpeez' (No. 
8) and 'Key To The City' (No. 19). Also
features later 45s including 'Supermodels',
'Smiling Through The Tears' (featuring
Die Toten Hosen vocalist Campino), 'I'm
Getting Pissed For Xmas' (a 'duet' with
G. B. H. !) and 'Crap Californian Punk
Band' (featuring Lars Frederiksen from
Rancid). The booklet contains images
of each release, many of them now rare
and expensive for Punk collectors, plus a
detailed narrative on each release.

with the emphasis on muscle and energy. 
Released in 1973 to much praise and 
excitement, the album is a revered part 
of the time when British hard rock was 
dominating the music world. Check out 
tracks such as 'Esther's Place', 'Ain't Got 
No Love', 'Get Ready' and 'Straddle' for 
three prime examples of a powerful and 
impressive band who could and should 
have gone on to bigger and better success.

Also Available: 
Strider - Misunderstood 
CD - 5056321670021 $11.99 
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Vicious Rumors
Welcome To The 
Ball
CD
5056321670182
$11.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Rock Candy

Spooky Tooth
You Broke My Hearts 
So I Busted Your Jaw 
CD
5017261215161
$10.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Beat Goes OnThe Ladder

The Ladder
CD
5056321670175
$11.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Rock Candy

Dadawah
Peace & Love
2CD Set
5013929283541
$14.99
Street Date: 3/15/24
Rock
Dr Bird

Digitally remastered edition. Including 
16 page full-color booklet, 4,500 word 
essay with new interviews & enhanced 
artwork. The mid to late '80s gave us a 
number of � ne heavy metal bands, most 
of them echoing the thrash metal scene 
spearheaded by Metallica, Exodus, 
Death Angel and Megadeth. Vicious 
Rumors, in the scene from the start, 
were an act who gave the full-on thrash 
style a neat makeover, lacing the riffs 
with razor sharp emphasis and maximum 
melody. Vocalist Carl Albert was uniquely 
placed to exert a powerful in� uence 
on the band's sophistication, with a 
voice that could easily push the band 
to new heights and help them achieve 
more commercial success. Formed in 
the San Franciso Bay area in 1979 and 
producing two independent records (on 
the Shrapnel label) and one for Atlantic 
Records (also reissued on Rock Candy) 
the band's chief protagonists by this point 
in their career were twin lead guitarists 
Geoff Thorpe (group founder) and Mark 
McGee; two players very much in sync 
with each other and their musical goals. 
Perfectly complimentary, their interlocking 
sound moved the music into areas 
not normally afforded such precision 
in this genre. They had, unknowingly, 
occupied an area of power metal, with 
a technique that provided a stepping 
stone for other bands who wanted to 
push the genre's limits. Originally issued 
in 1991 on Atlantic Records 'Welcome To 
The Ball', their fourth album, included a 
collection of superlative tracks, featuring 
such heavy hitters as 'Abandoned', 
'Children', 'Mastermind' and 'When Love 
Comes Down'. Music � lled with angst 
and a resolute determination to take no 
prisoners. Recorded in San Francisco, 
kudos must be given to co-producer 
Michael Rosen for his clear and concise 
work, allowing every instrument to 
resonate with enough clarity to provide 
maximum damage. 

Digitally remastered. Two Spooky Tooth 
albums dating from 1973 and released 
on Island Records and both making the 
US Top 100. 'You Broke My Heart... ' 
featured a new lineup with guitarist Mick 
Jones replacing Luther Grosvenor but 
still with Mike Harrison and Gary Wright. 
On 'Witness,' Mike Patto replaced 
Harrison and original drummer Mike 
Kellie returned; however, the album's 
commercial failure led to Gary Wright 
leaving for a successful solo career and 
the band dissolving. 

Digitally remastered edition. Includes full 
color booklet, 3,000 word essay with new 
in-depth interview. Sometimes A Record 
appears out of nowhere which literally 
takes your breath away. So it is with The 
Ladder, a sensational � ve piece with 
virtually no pedigree to speak of, yet fully 

Two CDs. One of the most acclaimed 
albums in Jamaican music history. 
Features rare dub cuts of some of the 
biggest reggae hits of the mid-70s. Most 
readily identi� ed for his superior soulful 
reggae works, Lloyd Charmers was in 
fact one of Jamaica's most bold and 
resourceful record producers, never averse 
to taking on new challenges and testing 
his musical talent to the limit. The most 
apparent evidence of his innovative and 
imaginative approach to music-making is 
'Peace And Love', an album comprising 
four Rasta � avored extended mixes that 
beautifully mix the nyabinghi drumming 
and chanting of The Sons of Negus' 
legend, Ras Michael with the sophisticated 
yet sympathetic musicianship of some of 
Jamaica's most accomplished session-
players, led by Charmers himself and 
guitar maestro, Willie Lindo. Originally 
released in both Jamaica and the UK 
in 1974, this sublime, mesmeric and at 
times semi-psychedelic collection is 
today widely regarded as one of the most 
signi� cant and accomplished albums to 
see issue during reggae's golden age. 
It's long overdue re-issue on CD here is 
further enhanced by a second disc that 
collects the best of Lloyd Charmers's dub 
output from the mid-70s. 

loaded with talent and a raging desire to 
make as big an impression as humanly 
possible. The fact that their sole album 
failed to make a commercial impact 
is neither here nor there but nearly 35 
years after it's release we are still talking 
about it's enduring and timeless quality. 
Originating from Philadelphia, the band 
was formed from an ad hoc musical 
collective that had been involved with 
a number of different mostly non rock 
projects. The only member with a history 
was drummer Joe Franco formerly of 
the Good Rats and later to perform with 
Twisted Sister. At the centre of this cabal 
were brother's Lou and Joe Parente, both 
men responsible for most of the song 
writing. Leading the charge however 
was previously unknown vocalist Frank 
Mancano whose style and timbre was 
immediately compared to the likes of 
Lou Gramm, Joe Lynn Turner and Steve 
Perry. Signed to ATCO, the sister label of 
Atlantic Records, the album was issued 
in October 1986 and failed to cause even 
the smallest ripple of interest except - as 
we've learnt from other similar acts - small 
pockets of support in the European press. 
With strong songs such as 'Time Soldier', 
'Breakdown', 'Standin' and the knock-out 
punch of 'Double Shot Of Love' the album 
is now considered one of the greatest lost 
treasures of the late eighties. 
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CASSETTE NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
D Awol__Tear ‘Em To Bits Flatspot Records 843563173763 $15.98 Rock
CASSETTE. 2024 release. It’s not hard to listen to Tear ‘Em To Bits and feel like you’re going to get ripped apart. The nine tracks are monstrous, filled with gruff vocals, groove-driven riffs, and meaty 
breakdowns. Awol draws from bands like Madball and Biohazard, but also fit right along modern-day acts like King Nine and God’s Hate. 

E Ferrett__Glamdemic Moribund Records 768586900649 $12.98 5 Rock
Drugs, sex, and rock ‘n’ roll- but don’t tell Jen! Get the Heavy Metal Party Started - Ferrett are back!!! Ferrett is High Energy, Mammoth-Fun, Sex-Fueled Hard Rock-n-Roll !!! Exuding prowess in song 
writing, expect nothing less than sleazy classics comparable to 80’s metal masterpieces such as Guns’n’roses You’re crazy or Dokken’s Bullets to Spare. Don’t allow a ‘glam’ tag to deter listening- 
Ferrett delivers True Rock and Rolling Heavy Metal ala L.A.’s Decade of Decadence with a New York twist. Whether taking down Seattle grunge and commanding Heavy Metal until you die, or 
Thrashing their Horror-Movie based standards Ferrett deliver an album filled with anthemic hit after Mega-hit! Ferrett sharks their way further into the upper echelons of hard rock and heavy metal! 
With Hard-Rocking Hits like Don’t Tell Jen to the anthemic title track Glamdemic and Let It All Hang Out, the classic Metal banger’s House of the Holy and Drinking Beers or the Horror-Movie themed 
monster Farmer Vincent’s Fritters, Glamdemic plays the field, leaving no women untouched and no 80’s Hard Rock cliché intact! And don’t forget the awesome 80’s Glam tinged radio ballad It’s Not 
Hard to Let Go which will flash you back to your favorite 1980’s strip club and MTV Headbanger’s Ball video! Glamdemic is an album chocked-full of fist banging, sex-and-drug fueled hard-rocking 
anthemic Heavy Metal Hits!Pounding beers, Smoking grass, Blasting lines & Getting ass! 

E Nugent,Ted / Amboy Dukes__Tooth Fang Claw Cleopatra 889466537240 $12.98 100 Rock
Reissue of the vicious 1974 album from superstar guitarist Ted Nugent and his razor-sharp backing band, the Amboy Dukes! Nugent has never sounded as off-the-leash as he does here, releasing 
fiery riffs and solos that would pave the way for his meteoric solo career that would be launching just a few years later! Includes exclusive, detailed liner notes from celebrated rock journalist Dave 
Thompson!

E Testament__Legacy - Purple Nuclear Blast 4065629711351 $12.98 100 Rock
The debut record from Testament, reissued on Nuclear Blast in 2024. Purple Cass 

E Testament__New Order - Light Blue Nuclear Blast 4065629711450 $12.98 100 Rock
The sophomore record from Testament, reissued on Nuclear Blast in 2024, blue cass 

CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
D Aaron,Lee__Tattoo Me Metalville 4250444192397 $16.98 210 Rock
2024 release from the veteran Canadian vocalist. 18 Albums into her career, Aaron has written, recorded and produced music achieving gold and multi-platinum sales. Recognized as one of Canada’s 
top rock vocalists she’s also made forays into jazz, blues, and even opera, receiving numerous awards and accolades and most recently, a 2023 induction into Canada’s Walk of Fame. Taking a 
nostalgic journey, Tattoo Me pays homage to musical trailblazers who helped shape her own artistic path. As a reflection of her eclectic taste, yet in keeping with a profound respect for the greats, 
these 11 tracks are a unique tapestry of influences tending to transcend era and genre. 

E Air Raid__Across The Line High Roller 4251267717415 $21.98 50 Rock
High Roller Records, slipcase 1. Hold the Flame 2. Line of Danger 3. Aiming for the Sky 4. Cold as Ice 5. Entering the Zone Zero 6. Hell and Back 7. Northern Light 8. Raid or Die 9. Black Dawn 

E Allgood, Alyssa__From Here Next Records 805554200520 $16.98 30 Jazz
When we learn to love ourselves, trust our voice, and claim our space as women, anything we dream is possible. Described by Downbeat Magazine as assured and daring, Chicago jazz vocalist and 
composer Alyssa Allgood stakes her claim amongst the most compelling singers in the modern jazz landscape with her exhilarating fourth album, ‘From Here’, her first recording on Next Records. 
Featuring some of music’s most lionized artists: GRAMMY winners John Patitucci and Geoffrey Keezer, dynamic drummer Kendrick Scott, saxophonist Greg Ward, and produced by acclaimed jazz 
vocalist Jeff Baker, ‘From Here’ finds Alyssa Allgood reaching a new pinnacle of personal expression, emotional observation, and artistic achievement. Staying true to her jazz roots, Allgood goes 
where few singers dare with an album featuring 10 original songs, boldly celebrating the traditions of soulful storytelling, spontaneity, and improvisation. 

E Ard__Untouched By Fire Prophecy 884388876774 $13.98 100 Rock
With their eagerly awaited sophomore album Untouched by Fire, Arð - the inventors of monastic doom - present another stunning milestone on their fast-rising trajectory. Both musically and lyrically, 
mastermind Mark Deeks has climbed to new heights. Arð continue on their mission to explore the culture, heritage, and identity of the Northern English lands of Northumbria. Musically, Arð stay 
broadly true to their original doom course. The signature ‘monkish’ choirs remain prominently present as is to be expected from a musician who works as a choir arranger and conductor among other 
occupations such as bestselling author, teaching the piano, and playing keyboards in leading UK black metal act WINTERFYLLETH. Yet Deeks has also added new elements for example well-placed 
sprinkles of prog throughout the album. The compositions on Untouched by Fire reflect the gained experience and confidence of their mastermind in the sonic mirror of a more focused songwriting 
and stronger dynamics. 

E Ard__Untouched By Fire Prophecy 884388876804 $46.98 30 Rock
2CD+DVD BOOK. With their eagerly awaited sophomore album Untouched by Fire, Arð - the inventors of monastic doom - present another stunning milestone on their fast-rising trajectory. Both 
musically and lyrically, mastermind Mark Deeks has climbed to new heights. Arð continue on their mission to explore the culture, heritage, and identity of the Northern English lands of Northumbria. 
Musically, Arð stay broadly true to their original doom course. The signature ‘monkish’ choirs remain prominently present as is to be expected from a musician who works as a choir arranger and 
conductor among other occupations such as bestselling author, teaching the piano, and playing keyboards in leading UK black metal act WINTERFYLLETH. Yet Deeks has also added new elements 
for example well-placed sprinkles of prog throughout the album. The compositions on Untouched by Fire reflect the gained experience and confidence of their mastermind in the sonic mirror of a 
more focused songwriting and stronger dynamics. 

E Asgard__For Asgard Gear Fab Records 645270031028 $17.98 30 Rock
Asgard, previously known as Osgood Place, the street where Blue Cheer had their offices, was a psychedeli, progressive Hard rock band from the Bay Area. It featured ace guitar player Bob Hardy 
and electric violin player/vocalist Jake Gelon Lau (later of funk-rock band Tribe). In 1972 they recorded a full album at Roy Chen Recorders that never saw the light of day. Until now!! Tracks 1-10 
recorded January-March 1972 at Roy Chen Recording in San Francisco. Previously unreleased. Tracks 11-13 live rehearsals recorded July 1972.  

D Awol__Tear ‘Em To Bits Flatspot Records 843563173770 $15.98  Rock
2024 release. It’s not hard to listen to Tear ‘Em To Bits and feel like you’re going to get ripped apart. The nine tracks are monstrous, filled with gruff vocals, groove-driven riffs, and meaty breakdowns. 
Awol draws from bands like Madball and Biohazard, but also fit right along modern-day acts like King Nine and God’s Hate.  

E Blood Feast__Chopping Block Blues High Roller 4251267717453 $25.98 50 Rock
High Roller Records, slipcase, 8 pages booklet 1. The Last Remains 2. Hunted, Stalked and Slain 3. Chopping Block Blues 4. Hitler Painted Roses (Mighty Sphincter cover) 5. Dropping like Flies 6. 
Born Innocent 7. Turn to Dust 8. The Chemically Imbalanced 9. Spasmodic 10. Remnants
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E Bride__Snakes In The Playground (Acoustic) Retroactive Records 755491290408 $15.98 15 Rock
A complete re-recording of the Snakes In the Playground album by brothers Dale & Troy Thompson and company. Released December 2023 by the band on their own Father of The Bride label. It 
comes in a four-panel digipak featuring 17 amazing Bride tracks, including 4 bonus songs. Limited number of units pressed, so grab it while you can!     
 
E Bullion__Affection Ghostly Int’l 804297842929 $14.98 30 Rock
Bullion is Nathan Jenkins, an enduring cult figure of electronic music. A producer and songwriter quietly to be found connecting artists, genre and UK subculture. His credits range from Carly Rae 
Jepsen, Ben Howard, Nilüfer Yanya and Avalon Emerson’s breakout album & The Charm to records for Westerman and Joviale. Bullion’s celebrated solo releases, meanwhile, have run parallel on 
Young, The Trilogy Tapes, Jagjaguwar and his own DEEK Recordings. It’s a creative red-thread Bullion ties together on his surprise new album, Affection - a warm, occasionally off-kilter and beautifully 
realised pop record that’s bold enough to step from behind-the-scenes and show affection in public. Affection started life upon Nathan’s move back to London from Lisbon, where he relocated in 
2018. Back then, the comfort of the crowd suited him: self-confessedly passive and faltering by nature, the opportunity to exist somewhere without any personal history proved liberating. Returning 
home, Nathan increasingly found himself reflecting on his place in the world, seeking affection in place of cynicism. Bullion’s music has always been difficult to pin down, but entirely distinctive - and 
on Affection, it’s rich pleasures are in hearing how this uncompromising approach is strengthened, in part, by softening. The album wonders-aloud about the meaning of intimacy, in relationship to 
others and the self. Masculinity and other contemporary concerns are punctuated by old-world charms, found in the ‘hat stands and watches’ of World_train. Influences stretch from morning swims to 
adolescent fears and a book of poems his Dad wrote as a young man, in songs that are tender if not always true of Nathan himself. Affection ultimately asks how we understand people, but in being 
more vulnerable at least attempts to care a little less about what they think, too. Taking your own advice is integral to Bullion’s latest album, where Nathan applies what he’s encouraged fellow artists 
to do in the studio for years: be open to adventure. Affection steps into a more emotionally-present, often playful space, with collaborators Carly Rae Jepsen and Charlotte Adigéry gracing songs that 
prioritise feeling over fixed meaning. Rare, for instance, emerged during sessions for Jepsen’s recent album in Toronto: high energy turning coy to express some- thing ‘deep in the heart’. World_train, 
meanwhile, is an eccentric and brilliantly odd angle on Bullion’s love of pop, it’s locomotive power summoning a lost past amidst the uncertainties of the everyday. ‘I can hardly understand what it 
takes to be a real man’, Bullion sings. ‘... and nobody can’, Adigéry confirms. Still, connections - missed, imagined, or still possible - cocoon much of Affection, with Panda Bear actually met. For Bullion, 
the willingness to allow others into his songwriting process is as much about opening up the world of the album as it is about bettering the work and the person. In blurring the observational with the 
introspective, Affection’s avant-pop touch abandons categorisation. The albums lyrics are as unguarded and devotional as they are inquisitive of alternative ways of being, signing off with ‘being still 
is hard to do’. Nathan has mastered his sound, but life - in it’s expectations, contradictions, impulses and desires - remains impossible to control. Affection is an unassumingly powerful pursuit of a 
more compassionate form of confidence, in which Bullion cements his place in the present-day by entirely surrendering to the future.     
 
E Calvaire,Obed__150 Million Gold Francs Ropeadope 198342130612 $14.98 30 Jazz
150 Million Gold Francs is an elegy for Haiti’s dire past as well as a hopeful vision for the country’s future, and an homage to it’s unstoppably optimistic people. Oben Calvaire is one of the finest 
drummers of his generation, whose current credits include Wynton Marsalis’ Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra, Dave Holland, Sean Jones and other luminaries. Joining Calvaire on his journey is a 
unique assemblage of mostly Haitian and Haitian-American musicians.      

D Centazzo,Andrea__Indian Summer Ictus Records 8033481639881 $17.98 30 Jazz
A thrilling sextet recorded in Italy in the same studio used by ECM. The music ranges between ethereal compositions and bold improvised exploration with some of the best musicians of the 
contemporary scene led by Andrea Centazzo.      

D Colspan__Diary Playwright 4988044098558 $32.98  Jazz
The second album by Colspan, an emotional instrumental band from Kyoto that intersects jazz and rock, piano and guitar, is now available!The emotional instrumental band ‘Colspan’ from Kyoto, 
Japan, creates a sound that transcends genres, incorporating elements of jazz, rock, neo-soul, hip-hop, and many other genres with thrilling song development that overlaps catchy riffs and 
danceable rhythms.This album features guest appearances by Cana sotte bosse, vocalist of i-dep, and Zenden Lavon, a rapper based in Los Angeles.A secret memoir of music, a piece of melody 
and emotion.      

E Corridor__Mimi Sub Pop 098787158724 $13.98 150 Rock
Montreal band Corridor have returned on their fourth album, Mimi, with a sound and style that’s more widescreen and expansive than anything that’s preceded it. The follow-up to 2019’s Junior is a 
huge step forward for the band, as the members themselves have undergone the type of personal changes that accompany the passage of time; even as these eight songs reflect a newfound and 
contemplative maturity, however, Corridor are branching out more than ever with richly detailed music, resulting in a record that feels like a fresh break for a band that’s already established themselves 
as forward-thinkers. Mimi builds on the indie/post-punk of their 2019 Sub Pop debut, Junior, by adding exciting electronic and dance elements to the band’s sound.     
 
E D. Savage__Mafia Musik D Savage Ent. 197342508018 $13.98 300 Rap & Hip-Hop
Digipak. Mafia Musik is the fourth studio album from mercurial Los Angeles rapper, D. Savage. Initially breaking out in the SoundCloud rap scene in 2016 with the track, 30 Round Clip, D. Savage 
has blossomed from underground icon to full-fledged star, with Mafia Musik serving as his magnum opus. At 13 tracks, D. Savage relentlessly keeps his foot on the gas for the entire duration of the 
album, with scorching hits such as Kome On, Dirty Dan, & JOKER, Pt. 2. One of the leading artists in the plugg sub-genre, his delivery and style is melodic and airy, yet far from soft. It’s clear the 
future is bright for D. Savage, and Mafia Musik serves as a great foundation for what is to come for him.      

E Darkness__Blood On Canvas Massacre 4028466913708 $18.98 200 Rock
Blood On Canvas is the most ferocious album to date from the thrashers DARKNESS from Essen, Germany. The songs are more aggressive and heavier than anything else in The Darkness 
discography to date. Although it is not a concept album, Blood On Canvas is not a mere collection of nine songs created in one period, but a multi-faceted sound painting, painted with the colors of 
wrath. Musically, DARKNESS deliver the uncompromising and fast thrash metal they have been known for since their debut album Death Squad (1987). However, the compositions on this album 
are more complex and detailed than usual, without losing any of the aggression, heaviness and authenticity. The lyrics are no longer just a description of the madness that determines the course of 
this world, but get to the heart of the matter in a straightforward and uncompromising manner.      

E Deathwytch__Death Wytch Moribund Records 768586032128 $14.98 30 Rock
Primitive, Barbaric Black Metal Meets Avant-Garde Violin centered abstract concertos! The name Deathwytch is a character name from Orpheus’ Saga, brought to life by Sartoraaus. Musically, 
Deathwytch made a cautious effort to create an unholy alliance between oddly coupled genres of beloved music: Black Metal-Lounge meets Halloween Jazz. Using traditional black metal instruments, 
but, replacing the lead guitarist with a violinist. A tasteful splash of traditional black metal blast beats were infused to interrupt groovy rhythms. The lyrical theme is a fantastical impression to the 
mundanes, while also being a memorialization of Dragana’s Shamanka rituals; a deposition of the observer to her panic within the womb of this world as she reckons with the inevitable binding to 
death, whether it be eternal nightmare or blissful dream.Germanic incantations with ethereal violin over Halloween-Jazz & Black Metal-lounge. The Witch is Free!     
 
E Descartes A Kant__Victims Of Love Propaganda Cleopatra 889466535529 $14.98 800 Rock
Deluxe reissue of the third studio album from Mexico’s superb noise rock cabaret troop, Descartes A Kant! This was the band’s debut release on a U.S. label and brought the band attention from a 
whole new audience1 Bonus tracks included here from the group’s tribute to Lou Reed as well as stellar versions of My Favorite Things and Carol Of The Bells that have never before appeared on 
physical media! DAK are currently on tour promoting their newest studio album After Destruction!      

E Disbelief__Killing Karma Listenable Records 3760053847423 $14.98 150 Rock
Disbelief’s new album’ Killing Karma’ once again underlines the band’s singularity and their persistence to follow an unconventional way for more than 30 years against all resistance. Disbelief have 
grown into a very experienced band that has always kept an open minded spirit, yet remote from any mainstream connection, in order to further sharpen their Death Metal style with implacable 
conviction and dedication. A colossal, destroying, atmospheric, yet subtle wall of sound was conceived with this new album.The band invited two of the most unique singers in the German Metal 
scene on ‘Killing Karma’ : Michelle Darkness (End of green) and Joschi Baschin (Undertow). They perform on some of the album songs : ‘the Scream that slowly disappeared’, ‘Flash of inspiration’ 
and the epic ‘reborn’.Disbelief captivates the listener further with a special rendition of Killing Joke classic ‘millenium’, shaping it into a very memorable remake which will surprise a lot of fans out 
there.Lyric wise, Disbelief vocalist Karsten ‘Jagger’ comments : ‘Killing Karma’ is a declaration of war to desperation, grief and helplessness, an unbelievable musical journey through the human soul 
threatening to break under the weight of life.Disbelief ‘s new album ‘Killing Karma’ is a diversified, captivating, strength giving, crushing Death Metal monster !Disbelief : ‘Killing Karma’ was produced 
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and mastered by Kai Stahlenberg at Kohlekeller Studios.Artwork by Stefan Todor of Khaos Diktator design.Photos by Axel Jusseit.     
 
E Dudok Quartet Of Amsterdam__Tchaikovsky: Volume 1 - String Quartets Nos. 1 & 2 Rubicon 565002228659 $21.98 15 Orchestral & Symphonic
The Dudok Quartet Amsterdam embark on a traversal of the three string quartets of Tchaikovsky. This first volume contains Nos.1 & 2. No.1 has one of the most famous movements in chamber 
music; the beautiful Andante cantabile slow movement. The second quartet, though less popular, is a step forward for the composer. He said that it was my best work, no other piece has poured forth 
from me so simply and easily. I wrote it in almost one sitting. The album concludes with the much loved Lensky’s Aria from Eugene Onegin in a new arrangement for string quartet by David Faber, 
cellist of the Dudok Quartet. The album concludes with the much loved Lensky’s Aria from Eugene Onegin in a new arrangement for string quartet by David Faber, cellist of the Dudok Quartet.  
    
D Ensemble Gilles Binchois__Timor Mortis Evidence Classics 5051083198417 $21.98 10 Chamber Music & Recitals
This program focuses on the Missa pro defunctis by the composer Charles d’Argentil. Recorded for the first time here, it is one of only a dozen musical settings of the liturgy of the dead written 
before 1550 to have survived to this day. Little-known today, Charles d’Argentil, who worked in the prestigious Papal Chapel in Rome, was a key figure in the French Renaissance, as well as in the 
establishment of musical settings of the Requiem for papal ceremonies. His setting sits alongside the three Lamentations du samedi saint by Claudin de Sermisy, composer to the French royal chapel 
under François I, and Jehan Barra’s Salve Regina. The Gilles Binchois ensemble here sheds light on an all-too-often overlooked part of musical history, through the generation that directly followed 
Josquin des Prés. The art of these three composers bears witness to the high level of mastery attained by that productive and talented generation.     
 
E Enuff Z’Nuff__? Deadline Music 889466217623 $14.98 400 Rock
Revamped and remastered reissue of the 2004 studio album from melodic rock masters, Enuff Z’nuff Features all new artwork and rare photos from photographer Paul Natkin - and available on vinyl 
for the very first time! It’s no mystery why this album is one of the most popular in EZ’s catalog - it’s jam packed with Beatles-esque melodies, memorable guitar riffs and finely crafted songs!  
    
E Eyeless In Gaza__Back From The Rains (2024 Remastered & Expanded) Rubellan Remasters 783970001795 $17.98 50 Rock
Back From The Rains, the 1986 album from Eyeless in Gaza, shows the band making a conscious effort at accessibility. This, the final album for Cherry Red and the last before disbanding for 
several years, takes on a full band approach by adding a drummer and polishing up the production for a more radio friendly sound. The first sample of this new direction was the single Welcome 
Now. Producer John Brand helped give the band an upbeat, hook-filled shine. The album wanders between a couple of acappella tracks to several pop-oriented tunes of varying tempos with an 
overall feel of a spring afternoon. This newly remastered CD edition has been expanded to include six bonus track, four worthy album outtakes along with a couple of single B sides. Presented in an 
eco-wallet gatefold sleeve with 12-page booklet.      

E Eyeless In Gaza__Rust Red September (2024 Remastered & Expanded) Rubellan Remasters 699838917224 $17.98 50 Rock
The 1983 album Rust Red September by Eyeless in Gaza saw the duo of Martyn Bates and Peter Becker in transition. Gone were the growls and shouts that defined their earlier albums, replaced 
with a more melodic style at no loss of the excitement of their earlier work. The single New Risen retained an unorthodox tempo and instrumentation, and with a catchy hook that resulted in improved 
radio play. The experimental side is fully intact with the soaring Pearl And Pale and the thrilling September Hills, while the minimalistic side is present on the delicate Only Whispers and Stealing 
Autumn. This newly remastered CD reissue includes eight bonus tracks and a 12-page booklet in an eco-wallet gatefold sleeve.     
 
E Ferrett__Glamdemic Moribund Records 768586900625 $14.98 120 Rock
Drugs, sex, and rock ‘n’ roll- but don’t tell Jen! Get the Heavy Metal Party Started - Ferrett are back!!! Ferrett is High Energy, Mammoth-Fun, Sex-Fueled Hard Rock-n-Roll !!! Exuding prowess in song 
writing, expect nothing less than sleazy classics comparable to 80’s metal masterpieces such as Guns’n’roses You’re crazy or Dokken’s Bullets to Spare. Don’t allow a ‘glam’ tag to deter listening- 
Ferrett delivers True Rock and Rolling Heavy Metal ala L.A.’s Decade of Decadence with a New York twist. Whether taking down Seattle grunge and commanding Heavy Metal until you die, or 
Thrashing their Horror-Movie based standards Ferrett deliver an album filled with anthemic hit after Mega-hit! Ferrett sharks their way further into the upper echelons of hard rock and heavy metal! 
With Hard-Rocking Hits like Don’t Tell Jen to the anthemic title track Glamdemic and Let It All Hang Out, the classic Metal banger’s House of the Holy and Drinking Beers or the Horror-Movie themed 
monster Farmer Vincent’s Fritters, Glamdemic plays the field, leaving no women untouched and no 80’s Hard Rock cliché intact! And don’t forget the awesome 80’s Glam tinged radio ballad It’s Not 
Hard to Let Go which will flash you back to your favorite 1980’s strip club and MTV Headbanger’s Ball video! Glamdemic is an album chocked-full of fist banging, sex-and-drug fueled hard-rocking 
anthemic Heavy Metal Hits!Pounding beers, Smoking grass, Blasting lines & Getting ass!      

E Fleming,Renee__Puts: The Hours Erato 5054197910524 $19.98 250 Orchestral & Symphonic
Premiered at New York’s Metropolitan Opera in 2022 - with Joyce DiDonato, Renée Fleming and Kelli O’Hara as it’s stars - Kevin Puts’s The Hours was praised by The New York Times as sincere 
and persuasive... fervent... and soaringly lyrical. The opera returns to the Met’s schedule in May 2024. Based on both the award-winning 2002 film directed by Stephen Daldry and the original novel 
by Michael Cunningham, The Hours interweaves characters and events from three different periods of the 20th century. Joyce DiDonato, who takes the pivotal role of writer Virginia Woolf, says 
that: Even though it deals with death head-on, the piece is life-affirming and tells a timeless story. The characters’ struggles are shared universally, and by highlighting them through the different 
personalities and periods, hopefully everybody can find a part of themselves in the story. This audio recording showcases the opera The Hours, by the Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Kevin Puts, 
which played to sold-out audiences at the Metropolitan Opera House in New York City during it’s world-premiere staged production last season. Featuring a libretto by Greg Pierce, adapted from 
Michael Cunningham’s acclaimed novel and inspired by Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, the powerful story concerns three women from different eras who each grapple with their inner demons and 
roles in society. Joyce DiDonato (interpreting the role of Virginia Woolf) is joined by Renée Fleming as Clarissa Vaughan and Kelli O’Hara as Laura Brown, among others in this superstar cast, 
conducted by Yannick Nezet-Séguin.      

E Flood__Polarized Retroactive Records 793447428024 $17.98 20 Rock
FLOOD is a Metal band comprised of accomplished artists innovating forward thinking compositions with calculated, symphonic precision. Their melodically powerful music and vivid lyrics span the 
dystopian, apocalyptic, and socially relevant mindscape. Guy Ritter (vocals) and Gary Lenaire (guitars / vocals) are co-founders of the bands Tourniquet and Echo Hollow. They are joined by Erik 
Mendez (guitars), Anna Sentina (bass) and David Husvik (drums).Compact Disc featuring 8-panel color digipak with lyrics and band photos     
 
E Freitas,Amaro__Yy Psychic Hotline 850056058117 $12.98 50 Jazz
With his new album Y’Y (pronounced eey-eh, eey-eh), Amaro Freitas steps into a new realm of musical creation. A realm rooted in magic and possibility, and tempered by a sense of stewardship 
for the earth’s bounties. Side A serves as an expression of connection to the earth and to the ancestors, paying homage to the forest and the rivers of Northern Brazil with both the music and the 
album title, Y’Y, a word written in the Sateré Mawé dialect, an ancestral indigenous code that means water or river. And by bringing to life lessons he learned in the Amazon about the incandescent 
power of enchanted spirits who intervene on behalf of the community in times of struggle. On Side B, Y’Y shows the connections between the global Black avant-jazz community. Bringing together 
multi-instrumentalist Shabaka Hutchings, harpist Brandee Younger, bassist Aniel Someillan, guitarist Jeff Parker and drummer Hamid Drake, the music creates an artful conversation by weaving 
together jazz traditions from across the world, while staying rooted in the unique sounds and rituals found in Afro-Brazilian and Indigenous cultures. Freitas continues to intwine ancestral knowledge 
into music on Y’Y by bringing his fresh, decolonized interpretation of Brazilian jazz and sharing music that may well shatter our preconceived notions of what jazz can be.    
  
E Galactic Cowboys__Box That Bud Bought - Metal Blade Years Brutal Planet 637405148596 $64.98 20 Rock
Prepare to immerse yourself in the legendary musical journey of the Galactic Cowboys as Brutal Planet Records proudly presents The Box That Bud Bought. Following two exceptional albums 
under Geffen Records, the band ventured into uncharted territories with Metal Blade Records, crafting four full-length albums and an evocative 7-track EP. This box set encapsulates the band’s sonic 
evolution, with all five albums presented in their entirety, including the previously unreleased gem, Red Son, originally intended for Space In Your Face. The visionary drummer and producer, Alan 
Doss, adds his signature touch to this collection.But that’s not all! Dive deeper into the Galactic Cowboys’ rich history with a revealing 7-track set that sheds light on the band’s enduring and troubling 
journey, delving into untold stories (what was his name?!!!). Alongside these treasures, you’ll discover an album where the rhythmic pulse is driven by none other than Jerry Gaskill from King’s X. 
Plus, indulge in the band’s unique take on cover songs by KISS and Paul McCartney’s WINGS, showcasing their genre-defying versatility.And there’s a true-life tale woven into the fabric of Oregon, 
inspired by bassist Monty Colvin and his family’s extraordinary decision to relinquish their worldly possessions and join a mountain-dwelling commune in Oregon. Believe it or not, this story is true! 
The Galactic Cowboys stand as the most enigmatic and captivating force in the rock/metal universe, seamlessly blending entertainment with musical virtuosity. With the expert remastering touch of 
Rob Colwell (known for his work with Nevermore, Believer, Flotsam & Jetsam, Coroner, In This Moment, King’s X), these albums have reached new heights in sonic clarity.The artistic vision behind 
the box set’s stunning artwork? None other than Galactic Cowboys’ bassist himself, Monty Colvin. Each CD comes packaged in a meticulous 6-panel wallet, with the bonus of a 2-CD set featuring 
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Machine Fish and Feel the Rage. Included in this limited-edition release are The Horse That Bud Bought, At the End of the Day, and Let It Go. Act fast, as only 500 of these exclusive Box Sets are 
available. Secure yours now and embark on an unforgettable journey through the musical cosmos with the Galactic Cowboys.     
 
E Giffoni,Carlos__Dream Walker Ideologic Organ 647581408049 $15.98 15 Rock
Carlos Giffoni is the creator of the No Fun label and festival in NYC, which originally released Oneotrix Point Never, Emeralds, Wolf Eyes and was a significant foundational supporter of the new wave 
modular and synth renaissance emerging from the US noise and experimental underground in the early 2000s. Carlos here offers his first new album in several years, a beautiful tract and journey 
and synthesis touching on elements of the previously mentioned musical community, and harking to the essence of electronic music revolutionaries of the Editions Mego, and Mego communities of 
the 90s-teens. Vast saturated and melodic emotive themes and spaces of electronics bear sharp and rusty teeth at times, and succumb to a dream at others; Carlos’s poetic discourse and intention 
bring this beautiful work into an artistic sphere, a place where inflexion is not directed or projected, but the implication encourages our spirits to fly and question the mysteries. With pleasure... always 
with a lot of pleasure. -Stephen O’malley, January 2023::::::Dream Walker is an album intended for late nights. For those moments when you are ready to let go of your physical self and transcend 
momentarily into another world. Dream Walker is also an album about someone who can walk between dreams. One who can surpass the boundaries of reality and slip into unseen worlds. A visitor 
who is writing a sonic story with every step he takes. Dream Walker is also a love letter to all the music I love. I set out to make something that sounded good to my ears with no preconceptions or 
limitations, so it wears it’s influences on it’s sleeve. When you listen, if you start to feel like you know, then you know. Every sound was made with hardware, mostly synthesizers, in 2023. It is also 
true that it was made by attempting to enter a trance state while recording each of these tracks and letting the subconscious take control to put a touch of otherness in the mix.And that is that. I 
hope you enjoy this record. It was always intended to end in this form and to find a way into your ears. Believe Walker, believe. -Carlos Giofonni, December 2023::::::About 20 years ago, Carlos 
Giffoni quickly made a name for himself both as a noise guitarist and a laptop noisician upon arriving in New York (via Florida and Venezuela). His expertly curated annual No Fun Festival, as well 
as his No Fun label, further solidified him as a key figure in the international noise scene. The festival’s success proved the formula for experimental and improvised music fests could work with the 
noise underground as well, but it also capitalized on the faster rate of connections being made between geographically disparate artists as a result of the (still relatively nascent) internet. Back then 
Carlos would play his laptop like a pinball machine, in contrast to the static stage presence of most laptop performers, and his solo music, like many others’ at that time, expressed a less dark and 
dour vision of the implications of harsh noise. By the close of the 2000s, he had stopped doing the festival, switched gears musically to playing the lighter No Fun Acid sets, and moved to LA.Now 
he has re-emerged in a big way with Dream Walker, his first full-length since 2018’s Vain (and only his second since 2010). Inspired by the masterful performances and diffusions he heard at the 
February 2023 GRM electronic music festival in Paris, particularly sets by old friends Lasse Marhaug, Jim O’rourke, and Eiko Ishibashi, he began conceptualizing new music of his own in response, 
turning to synthesizers and other hardware to produce a work more firmly in the tradition of European electronic music than anything else he’s done. Intended as a late night listen that evokes the 
edge of consciousness, with Carlos getting as close as possible to a trance state during the actual recording and mixing, each of the eleven tracks transition into one another rather than being 
standalone discrete pieces, forming two side-long suites that proceed like stages of a dream.Unabashedly tonal and repetitive, the glistening opener Now Dream, the droning Sleep Walker, and the 
closing triptych of Lost in Descanso, Sunrise, and The Hidden Path occupy a power electronics-ambient nexus that feels spiritually close to the Mego label. Elsewhere, Ticking Clock is reminiscent 
of Stereolab’s non-easy listening vintage electronic side, while the two-part arpeggiated Euphoria recalls early Oneohtrix Point Never (which Carlos released on No Fun). The contrast between One 
Breath’s crackling opening and it’s remarkably fluid and soaring sustained synthesized chords is a distillation of the album’s lingering tension between electronics’ ability to project mechanical rupture 
as well as the organic and the infinite -or walking between dreams, as Carlos himself puts it.Produced by Lasse Marhaug (who also mastered Carlos’ first solo album, Welcome Home, back in 2005), 
released by Stephen O’malley (who I remember DJing at the No Fun fest), with cover art and photos by personal friends, Carlos considers the album a family affair. But Dream Walker most of all 
heralds a maturation of the artist, and stands as a record that exists out of pure desire, rather than obligation or force of habit; a statement of reconnecting with music not by merely revisiting it, but 
by building on what’s come before, both in his own work and in the music he loves.-Alan Licht, New York, December 2023      

E Gypsy Pistoleros__Duende A Go Go Loco Criminal Records UK 660111187238 $16.98 10 Rock
Duende A Go Go Loco the new album by Gypsy Pistoleros - hailed as the band’s masterpiece; an album that brings together all facets of this unique mongrel offspring of fiery flamenco passion and 
gritty gutter glam Punk. The Gypsy Pistoleros defy the rules, born roaming somewhere between Zaragoza and Worcester, brought into the world to a soundtrack stack-heeled anthems of sleazy ‘70s 
Glam. The songs span madly in the best rock ‘n’ roll tradition with big hooks, attitude, and sleaze. Yet those flamenco breaks got into your head and refused to leave - this hybrid rocks.   
   
E Hacavitz__Muerte Moribund Records 768586032227 $15.98 60 Rock
The triumphant return of the #1 Hispanic Black / Death Metal band!!! Hacavitz, the Mexican raptors of unlight return with their highly anticipated and tremendously powerful new album Muerte, 
reinforcing a career that spans 20 years. Emerging from a 7 years Hiatus, Hacavitz 6th album abundantly compensates for the band’s absence. Muerte delivers darkened fury with a striped down, 
straight forward and lethal sound that will rapt your essence to the core. Hacavitz unleash this new offspring of wrath and despair, which redefines their own sound, in a devastating attack of pure 
Black Death Metal in a 43 minute long journey of darkness. Hacavitz have mastered their own sound and capture the aura of the Night with this ultimate Offering of Darkness.The perfect mix of 
Morbid Angel, Immortal and Dissection!!!      

E Humphreys,Fenella__Prism Rubicon 565002228635 $21.98 15 Chamber Music & Recitals
Fenella Humphrey’s new album is a characteristically searching and original one. This album grew out of a longing to keep performing music that I was gifted, arranged or first discovered during 
the spring of 2020. An album conceived during the uncertain months of the first lockdown, it is a portrait of an artist alone, with music for inspiration, sustenance and company. As with her previous 
Rubicon albums, the virtuosity on display is stunning.      

E Intranced__Intranced High Roller 4251267717422 $25.98 50 Rock
Comprised of musicians from the latest wave of classic heavy metal rising on the US East Coast (Fortress and Poisoned Chalice, amongst others) and graced with the pipes of James-Paul Luna 
(formerly of Holy Grail and White Wizzard), Intranced have become a hot commodity within the scene with only one EP and single. And you clearly understand why once you’ve heard the L. A. 
quartet’s six-track debut tape Intranced (2022) and succeeding two-track cassette/12-inch Rogue Warrior (2023), which marry sparkling musicianship with pristine songwriting that basically makes 
their music incorruptible from the get-go. I thought it would be a blast to start an old-school metal project that still had a rock feel behind it, singer Luna explains. That period where hard rock started 
to become metal, yet still had that groove, funk, and boogie to it.  Whether it’s traditional US power metal spiced up with rock’n’roll swagger as in ‘Upside Down’, the punk attitude of the otherwise 
wistful epic ‘Dream Lover’, or the fast-paced band anthem ‘Intranced’ - Intranced set the bar incredibly high with their first eight songs. Crowned by a cover from legendary artist Michael Whelan, the 
EP is now available on vinyl for the very first time, including Rogue Warrior as a bonus to shorten the time until the release of Intranced’s first album later in 2024. 1. Angeles Nocturnos 2. Upside 
Down 3. Dream Lover 4. El Gran Deseo 5. Intranced 6. Danza Macabra 7. Rogue Warrior 8. Fuerza Negra      

E Iron & Wine__Light Verse Sub Pop 098787161526 $13.98 1500 Rock
Light Verse arrives April 26th, and it’s Iron & Wine’s seventh full-length overall and fifth for Sub Pop Records. Fashioned as an album that should be taken as a whole, it sounds lovingly handmade 
and self-assured as a secret handshake. Track by track, it’s equal parts elegy, kaleidoscope, truth, and dare. Light Verse was recorded with engineer and mixer Dave Way at his studio Waystation 
high up in Laurel Canyon (with an additional session at Silent Zoo Studio with a 24-piece orchestra), with a host of talented musicians joining Beam: Tyler Chester, Sebastian Steinberg, David Garza, 
Griffin Goldsmith, Beth Goodfellow, Kyle Crane, and Paul Cartwright. And, Fiona Apple joined Beam on vocals for the duet All In Good Time. Packaging: Gatefold altpack with custom dust sleeve.  
    
E Karl-Martin Almqvist Ababhemu Quartet__Travelers Ropeadope 197999756886 $14.98 30 Jazz
The Karl-Martin Almqvist Ababhemu Quartet premiered at the Ystad International Jazz Festival in August 2022. The days after the concert, the quartet recorded their debut album The Travelers. This 
quartet puts forward the message of brotherhood across colored lines, and across geography. Featuring pianist Nduduzo Makhathini, drummer Ayanda Sikade and bassist Magne Thormodsæter.  
    
E Kid Colling Cartel__Living On The Wild Side Dixiefrog 7421095119676 $15.98 50 Blues
An orphan born in Bogota (Colombia) and adopted by a Luxembourg family, Kid Colling, a singer-songwriter and modern blues-rock guitarist, grew up in Europe and developed a fascination for 
the magical sounds of blues, rock ‘n roll and big band rhythm from an early age. In 2009, he decided to change his life and move to Paris to study music at the American School of Modern Music 
and L’IMEP, where he discovered jazz under the tutelage of such musical luminaries as Peter Giron, Rick Margitza, Manuel Rocheman and Christopher Culpo. It was also during his studies that 
he recruited three fellow musicians to form his own group, which he named Cartel in reference to his Colombian origins. Taking his first musical steps from 2012, he released a debut EP entitled 
Tomorrow’s Far Away in 2014, followed by his debut album In the devil’s court in 2017, which was a hit with critics and audiences alike.     
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E Kramer,Loren__Glovemaker Secretly Canadian 656605048420 $14.98 50 Rock
If the Chateau Marmont could sing. This would be it. Loren Kramar’svoice vibrates with the shameless hum of a room after a celebrity exits.Ecstatic aspiration. Doubt. Proximity. Desire. The album 
Glovemaker isabout the skins we craft to be seen by the world, and Loren reminds usthat we are all in drag. All exposed. No matter what gloves we slip on.I’m a slut for all my dreams, Loren Kramar 
sings with Patti Smithbrashness, I’m a whore for them, I’ve got more of them. Loren’s lyricsmove like tinsel, shimmering bravely, then just as quickly, curling, fragileunder the spotlight. Loren has always 
been obsessed with fame. Notwith famous people, but with the electricity that perverts attention - thecrushing desire to be truly seen. And all of Loren, and this obsession, isin this album. He grew up 
in the Valley, forced to hide his Barbies fromhis father, so the closet was a gorgeous Spanish ranch house on agilded cul-de-sac crawling with celebrities. Naturally this gay boy wantedto be a child 
star so his mother secretly shuttled him to tap and jazzand figure skating lessons. I’ve got hands and feet to put in theconcrete, Loren croons, in Hollywood Blvd, a song which clangs withbrawny 
bravado. But Gay Angels reminds us that Loren’s infatuationwith stardom is inextricably linked with his queerness and his owndesire to live outside of fear. To be famous is to be out. To be known.To 
be himself.Glovemaker has become a kind of code for art making itself. A gloveas a covering or mask that follows the contours of the life beneath it.As a song and a symbol, this is an album about 
studying and tracing alife - and then sharing what’s there, Loren says. And his desire to sharetruth feels urgent. To listen to Loren is to understand there is no choice;the songs must tear through the 
air right now. This very second. I seemyself tearing and splitting and becoming a trampoline, he belts in NoMan, breaking our hearts right alongside his. Part poet, part theatricaldiva, Loren loops 
together the tragedy of breathing on this planet,because like Eartha Kitt or Cat Stevens, Loren is at his core - anincredible story teller. This whole album is a shrine, a mantle atop ablazing fire of life, 
spread with the memorabilia of Loren; all of the painand lust dazzling on unabashed view.This is a songwriter’s album. Loren’s lyrics are all his, and you feel itwith every bright, Maraschino-cherry-
like word that falls from his lips.Like a lover, You scream and I shatter, I hit like a hammer, Loren sings.And we get to feel what Loren feels. We live in his brain, riding hisgenre bending emotions, on 
a wave of modern pop. And the songs lift,they are anthems of belief, Hollywood Blvd, I’m a Slut, Euphemism,Gay Angels, are all odes to triumphing over the corroding powers offear and doubt. And 
on this ride, Loren’s voice is the guard rail, evereager to stretch and transform, belting, talk-singing, multiplying, keepingus safe.Glovemaker slaps and soars. The album is an ecstatic overture to 
loveand loneliness, to dreams and promises, to everything Los Angelesdangles. Buckle up. Loren knows how to craft space, how to move usthrough darkened bars, strobing arenas, beige carpeted 
bungalows andyellow lit highways. How do you like LA? Loren asks. I hope you love it.      

E London Philharmonic Orchestra__Jurowski Conducts Stravinsky Vol. 3 Lpo 5060096760399 $16.98 40 Orchestral & Symphonic
This recording concludes a highly-rated three-volume Stravinsky series recorded by the London Philharmonic Orchestra with then Principal Conductor (now Conductor Emeritus) Vladimir Jurowski. 
This series documents Jurowski’s year-long Stravinsky festival with the LPO in 2018, ‘Changing Faces’. The festival surveyed Stravinsky’s works, programed chronologically alongside his influences 
and those he influenced. Vladimir Jurowski is one of today’s most sought-after conductors. His LPO performances from Stravinsky’s catalog covered his 20-year association with the Orchestra. The 
first volume of the series was a Gramophone Editor’s Choice. Stravinsky’s music in the hands of Jurowski delivers live in concert a focus and clarity that is beautifully preserved and realised on these 
recordings.      

E Lorenzo Sanchez Band__Blue Avenida Diggers Factory 7421095119300 $15.98 50 Blues
Lorenzo Sanchez is a guitarist from the French professional blues scene.His Andalusian origins, his artistic encounters and the strong musical influences of the great blues masters, from Hendrix to 
Ry Cooder to Derek Trucks, have shaped an original Afro-American musical form.Founder of the legendary group Miguel M & The BBB, winner of the 1999 Chesterfield Café national competition (jury: 
Thierry Ardisson, Yvan Le Bolloch and Peter Kingsberry), which led to the recording of the album Live au Chesterfield Café.His live experience has been enriched by collaborations with musicians such 
as Fred Chapellier, Johan Dalgaard (Cali, Gaétan Roussel, Johnny Halliday...), Philippe Brohet (Juliette), Greg Szlap, Mike Greene, Manu CoDJia, Dave Crow & Andrew Balcon (Heymoonshaker).
Combining sensitive, inventive and powerful guitar playing (nominated twice in the 10 best blues guitarists of the year in 2000/2001 - Euroblues), with singing in Spanish and/or English and Spanglish.
He has participated in musical aesthetics mixing French chanson and jazz, with other artists (carte blanche with Dorothée Daniel, Anne Sylvestre, Agnès Bihl, Yves Jamait, Aldebert at the Scène 
Nationale Le Nouveau Relax etc. - residencies with Hélène Labarrière, Hasse Pulsen, at the Château de Faverolles).His music is a blend of blues, soul, jazz and rock, sometimes tinged with Indian 
or Hispanic sounds, sublimated by his slide guitar playing.      

E Lostines__Meet The Lostines Gar Hole Records 762183943221 $14.98 50 Rock
2024 - Four panel digipack with one disc Although recorded in the band’s hometown of New Orleans, Meet The Lostines - the full-length debut from songwriters Casey Jane Reece-Kaigler and 
Camille Wind Weatherford - is an album that charts it’s own geography. This is where the swampland meets the sock hop. Where golden-age rock & roll crosses paths with old-school country. Where 
timeless American roots music drops it’s anchor and climbs skyward, finding some balance between the earthy and the otherworldly. At the center of that sound are the entwined voices of Casey 
Jane and Camille, two longtime friends whose songs explore the uncharted territory between genres. There’s rarely a melody on Meet The Lostines that the two don’t sing together, stacking their 
lush harmonies against a backdrop of baritone guitar, spring reverb, orchestral strings, Cajun fiddle, upright piano, and Theremin. It’s an immersive sound that bridges the gaps between genres.  
    
E Morse,Steve__Major Impacts Magna Carta 889466553127 $10.98 300 Rock
The powerful solo album from Deep Purple/Dixie Dregs/Kansas guitar master, Steve Morse! Originally released in 2000 this unique, all-instrumental album finds Morse exploring some of the artists 
who influenced him the most, from Cream to Jimi Hendrix to The Stones, The Beatles and more! Includes detailed liner notes written by Morse!     
 
E Naylor,Jacqui__Treasures Of The Heart Ruby Star 667811868429 $15.98 50 Jazz
2024 Release. Treasures Of The Heart is the twelfth album from celebrated vocalist and composer Jacqui Naylor. Her signature sound permeates this uplifting fourteen-track album with Naylor’s 
soulful voice, tight band work, and famed, genre-blending arrangements on four covers and ten original compositions. Highlights include an Afro-Cuban-inspired take on the Rodgers and Hart classic 
I Didn’t Know What Time It Was, a sensitive interpretation of Bacharach and David’s iconic This Guy’s In Love With You, the inspiring and funky Naylor and Khu original Treasures Of The Heart, and 
their soulful nod to classic R&B on their composition All That We Could Be. Naylor’s all-star band includes Art Khu on piano, organ, Rhodes, celeste, and guitar; Richie Goods on basses; Ele Howell 
on drums and percussion; and Eric Jekabson on flugelhorn. Together, they create a sensitive, dynamic, and thoroughly captivating album!     
 
E Nugent,Ted / Amboy Dukes__Tooth, Fang & Claw Purple Pyramid 889466537226 $15.98 900 Rock
Reissue of the vicious 1974 album from superstar guitarist Ted Nugent and his razor-sharp backing band, the Amboy Dukes! Nugent has never sounded as off-the-leash as he does here, releasing 
fiery riffs and solos that would pave the way for his meteoric solo career that would be launching just a few years later! Includes exclusive, detailed liner notes from celebrated rock journalist Dave 
Thompson!      

E O’Connor,Mark & Maggie__Life After Life Omac Records 676519000390 $15.98 100 Folk/Americana
Extra booklet with song lyrics. Mark and Maggie O’Connor: A product of America’s rich aural folk tradition as well as classical music, the O’Connor’s creative journey began at the feet of a pair of 
musical giants. The first was the folk fiddler and innovator who created the modern era of American fiddling, Benny Thomasson; the second, French jazz violinist, considered one of the greatest 
improvisers in the history of the violin, Stephane Grappelli. Along the way, between these marvelous musical extremes, Mark O’Connor absorbed knowledge and influence from the multitude of 
musical styles and genres he studied. Now, at age 54, he has melded and shaped these influences into a new American Classical music, and a vision of an entirely American school of string playing. 
As The Los Angeles Times recently noted, he has crossed over so many boundaries, that his style is purely personal.      

E Owen__Falls Of Sioux Polyvinyl Records 644110049025 $14.98 230 Rock
On the new Owen album, The Falls of Sioux, Mike Kinsella (American Football, LIES, Cap’n Jazz) returns with the followup to 2020’s critically acclaimed album, The Avalanche, and delivers the 
most ambitious and varied album of his career. Recorded at Hive Studios in Eau Claire, WI + SHIRK Studios in Chicago, IL and produced by S. Carey, Zach Hanson and Mike Kinsella, The Falls 
of Sioux finds Kinsella taking risks like never before, both lyrically and musically. Featuring lavish string arrangements, vocal contributions from Cacie Dalager (Now, Now), Kinsella’s iconic guitar & 
drumming styles, and even a spoken word vignette, the album is an exciting departure from Kinsella’s previous work, while still retaining what makes Owen albums so fascinating and replayable. Mike 
Kinsella’s work over the years with his various musical endeavors has been nothing short of foundational, from early days with Cap’n Jazz right up until recently with American Football’s unforeseen 
and excellent second act. His music has been heralded in outlets such as Rolling Stone, NPR, The NY Times, and Pitchfork, who called American Football’s debut album the most influential album 
in the genre.      

E Owen,Chuck & Resurgence__Magic Light Origin Records 805558289323 $16.98 30 Jazz
Pianist/composer/arranger Chuck Owen’s multiple Grammy nominations over the last two decades honored his instrumental Jazz Surge Big Band’s achievements. Here, through lyrics he’s written 
for several of his compositions - all beautifully interpreted by Kate McGarry - Owen more directly reveals his music’s intent. His genre-defying sextet of creative improvisors move freely through his 
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expansive compositions - from urban funk to folk music, swing to contemporary classical, in a manner that is not self-conscious but assured, heartfelt, and deeply musical. With Sara Caswell’s lyrical, 
sometimes haunting violin, paired with Corey Christiansen’s blues-drenched guitars or Jack Wilkins’ expansive sax performance, the group deftly embraces the sonic groundwork of drummers Danny 
Gottlieb & Matt Wilson along with bassist Mark Neuenschwander and Owen on piano & keys. Like water, Owen’s music will go everywhere it can: his colors are amazingly diverse. - New York Music 
Daily. Owen opens up the music to the rafters......as yearning becomes these tremendous bursts of dynamic drama, form, and splendor. - Medium.     
 
E Pentagram__Eternal Life Of Madness Listenable Records 3760053847393 $14.98 150 Rock
Iconic death thrash metal band PENTAGRAM (Chile) was formed in Santiago, Chile in 1985. At the time, the country was roiling from political upheaval, but that didn’t stop Anton Reisenegger, 
Juan Pablo Uribe, and (former drummer) Eduardo Topelberg from ingesting and eventually emulating the brutalist, evilest forms of metal from around the world.PENTAGRAM (Chile) now unleash 
their new album ‘ Eternal Life of Madness’ and is comprised of guitarist/vocalist Anton Reisenegger, guitarist Juan Pablo Uribe, drummer Juan Pablo Donoso, and bassist Juan Francisco Cueto. 
PENTAGRAM (Chile) marched forward from their debut ‘the Malefice’ (2013) while preserving the savage DNA that informed Darkthrone, At the Gates, Dismember, Napalm Death, and many others. 
The band ‘s new album ‘Eternal Life of Madness’ feature the crushing heft of Possessor, El Imbunche, The Portal, and Deus Est Machina, » which is a far-off salute to the group’s classic Spell of 
the Pentagram from their 1987 first Demo. PENTAGRAM (Chile) doesn’t exist merely for nostalgia reasons-though supporting Slayer in Santiago in 2019 was a highlight of past accomplishments. 
Their timely resurrection is unadulterated metallic passion.When the pandemic hit, and I was in lockdown at home in Spain, I started writing riffs for a new LOCK UP album, says Reisenegger, who 
plays guitar in grind legends BRUJERIA and Chilean groove-thrash masters CRIMINAL. I realized some of the stuff I wrote had the original Pentagram (Chile) feeling, so I put those ideas aside. 
They started piling up, so when the LOCK UP ‘the Dregs of Hades’ record was done, I began arranging them and working remotely with our drummer, Juan Pablo Donoso. I didn’t even realize I had 
all that material in me, but it was somehow untapped. We had a ‘false start’ a few years before when original guitarist JP Uribe, JP Donoso, and I got together and started jamming on some new 
riffs. ‘the Portal’ came out of those sessions. »Though never explicitly political lyrically, PENTAGRAM (Chile) have issued angst-ridden proclamations throughout their 39-year existence. The relics of 
the waning (and most repressive) years of Augusto Pinochet’s reign have long memories, manifesting via supernatural and horrific lyrics. Previous songs, such as ‘the Apparition’, ‘sacrophobia’ and 
‘Prophetic Tremors’ (all from ‘the Malefice’), have dealt with superstition, mental disorder, and cataclysm. ‘the Eternal Life of Madness’ is no different. Anton Reisenegger brings to bear his favorite 
themes, imbuing them with the world’s weight. From the folkloric ‘El Imbunche’ and the god-challenge of ‘Omniscient Tyrant’ to the horror-themed ‘Possessor’ and the apocalyptic visions of ‘No One 
Shall Survive’ these are some of PENTAGRAM (Chile) ‘s most intense lyrics to date.for fans of Possessed, Dark Angel, Morbid Angel, Slayer     
 
E Pigeons Playing Ping Pong__Day In Time No Coincidence 617308068825 $12.98 250 Rock
Pigeons Playing Ping Pong, a veritable tour de force known for turning heads coast-to-coast with their high-octane live concerts, not only grabs life by the horns, but they harness it’s energy within 
their hypnotic hybrid of funk, rock and psychedelic groove. With a devout fanbase and trail of sold-out tours behind them, the band takes a major step forward on their seventh full-length offering, 
Day In Time. This album is the most cohesive group of songs we’ve ever had in the studio.      

E Porij__Teething Play It Again Sam 5400863151409 $14.98 75 Dance Music
Porij have endured the sharp pains of self-discovery. Every raw nerve, bloody scrape and sprain, have been necessary for that unavoidable thing we must grit our teeth and bare: growing up. Their 
debut album Teething is both a coming-of-age story and a bottling of the particular magic that is unmistakably - and definitively - Porij. Since the beginning, they have self-produced, self-mixed and 
entirely self-made their music. This record was incubated in their bedrooms and flats where they would sit together for hours giving color, shape and texture to this new world. It was only then that 
they enlisted legendary producer David Wrench, famed for his work with era-defining artists including Frank Ocean, FKA Twigs and The XX. His mentorship allowed Teething to transform their music 
from a live-angled proposition to something folded in the arms of pop. It’s between the contradictions and the truths that co-exist rather than cancel each other out, that Porij have found a home. 
Teething proves that change can cut deep, but the propulsion to keep moving is what saves you.      

E Porter,Mackenzie__Nobody’s Born With A Broken Heart Big Loud Records 850055776111 $13.98 525 Country
Dazzling country singer/songwriter Mackenzie Porter proves her star power is undeniable (American Songwriter) with Big Loud debut album Nobody’s Born With A Broken Heart. Pairing deeply 
honest country storytelling with her shimmering vocals, she delivers an emotive 19 song introduction with her all-encompassing heartbreak album. Following global success with six No. 1 singles 
across the U.S., Canada, and Australia, Porter narrates her experience with life’s many types of heartbreak: friendship, career, health, and love.     
 
E Project Pitchfork__Elysium Trisol 4260063948145 $19.98 50 Rock
Everything ends. Eventually. The good and the bad, the pain and the pleasure. This is a pillar of our very existence: mortality defines us, fulfils us, makes us feel, think, and be. Mortality, infinity and 
everything in-between are also what drive Peter Spilles, the ingenious mastermind of Project Pitchfork. For over 30 years he has been studying the human condition and the metaphysics of the cosmos, 
the magic that binds us, the fear that stalks us. With Akkretion and Fragment, he released the first two parts of an interstellar trilogy in 2018 - albums that illuminated the dark electronic universe of 
Project Pitchfork like never before. After a long silence, the final act of this cosmic symphony is upon us: Elysium. And the wait was worth every second. Elysium is nothing less than the soundtrack 
to the stars, transported to earth and translated into huge cathedrals of dark electronic sound. Nothing has been the same since the first two chapters of the ultimate Project Pitchfork triptych were 
released. For Peter Spilles himself, for each of us, indeed for the whole world. Pandemic, war, and a planet increasingly groaning under billions of bacteria slowly bleeding it dry. Therefore, the Peter 
Spilles we meet in Elysium is - and has to be - a very different Peter Spilles. Even if the final act of his trilogy promises the crossing to the island of the blessed, the journey there is fraught with danger. 
To say the very least, Project Pitchfork sound scarred on this album, worn down by the trials we’ve all endured over the past five years. Despite that world-weariness, the music remains intense, 
urgent, and uplifting. In fact, it seems as if Peter Spilles has weaponised the experience, channeling it all into the sheer power of Elysium. This is pure catharsis in electronic form, a glowing monolith 
which effortlessly transcends time and space, pulsating through towering gothic anthems for a broken world. Of course, after almost 20 albums, Peter Spilles understands both the game and theory. 
He knows better than anyone what defines the DNA of Project Pitchfork, a distinctive sound instantly recognisable, gloriously unique. A glimpse into his innermost being has always been a thing of 
terrible beauty but now it grows ever more beguiling. In these new beautifully crafted songs, the things which hold us together inside and drive us apart outside collide in a pitch-black explosion of hard 
beats, iridescent melodies and the unique cosmic aura that only he can achieve. Elysium dares us to escape, travel the stars, be weightless for a moment and forget all that binds us to the ground. 
And that doesn’t mean gravity alone. More than ever, his songs are anthems of resistance, of rebellion. Against stupidity, against apathy, against the destruction of the planet we call home. Against 
the eternal void that awaits us all. Everything ends. So far, so final. Nihilism notwithstanding, this is the battle cry to make every second of our lives count. Peter Spilles shows us how: With Elysium, 
he not only delivers the furious, rousing conclusion to a great trilogy, but perhaps the magnum opus of a stellar, truly idiosyncratic career. Dark electronic music doesn’t get much better than this. 1. 
Limited Edition (2CD+Book)- Opulent hardback picture book with 2 CDs- CD 1: the album ‘Elysium’- CD 2: contains one bonus song and three remixes- Outer wrap printed in colour and featuring 
additional metallic print- Unique, mysterious visual worlds by SilenTView- 80 pages, in a large format worthy of the superb visual imagery (approx 28 x 28 cm)- Contains the entire album lyrics- Fine 
art print on high-quality, glossy coated 150g paper, with additional metallic ink- Black front and rear endpapers- Elaborate black thread stitching- Strictly limited to 2,000 copies worldwideTracklisting 
CD 1: 1. Galaxies 2. Unity 3. Der Tanz 4. Learning to Live 5. Summer Walk 6. Melancholia 7. Isolation 8. Axiom 9. Transformation 10. Memories 11. Blind Mice 12. Final Words Tracklisting CD #2: 1. Is 
It You 2. Unity RMX 3. Der Tanz RMX 4. Transformation RMX2. Standard Edition (Digipak CD) - CD in 6-panel digipak - 28-pages bookletTracklisting: 1. Galaxies 2. Unity 3. Der Tanz 4. Learning to 
Live 5. Summer Walk 6. Melancholia 7. Isolation 8. Axiom 9. Transformation 10. Memories 11. Blind Mice 12. Final Words      

E Reid,Tomeka__3+3 Cuneiform 045775052526 $16.98 80 Jazz
Much has happened to Tomeka Reid, who was already one of jazz’s definitive figures in the 21st century, in the 4½ years since her last album by this all-star quintet. Most notably, she was awarded a 
MacArthur Fellowship in 2022, one of the most prestigious awards in the creative arts field in the USA. The same year, she also won the DownBeat Critics Poll for miscellaneous instrument (despite 
many deserving talents emerging on the instrument, the jazz polls don’t have cello as a category for recognition).She has also performed and recorded with a large number of musicians including 
The Art Ensemble of Chicago, The Fire and Water Quintet and Tomas Fujiwara’s 7 Poets Trio. The group’s previous album, Old New, was a huge seller and topped many ‘Year’s Best’ lists and this 
new release has long been awaited.      

E Shner,Idit & Mhondoro__Ngatibatanei / Let Us Unite Oa2 805552222623 $16.98 30 Jazz
... these five are original... Shner is undoubtedly a John Coltrane disciple, albeit with a personal sound... Together they bring an exciting cocktail that properly tightens the links between Western jazz 
and African traditions. A startling album and one for the year-end lists without a doubt! - Jazz’halo (Belgium).  The Shona, Ngatibatanei, translates to a call for unity and kinship, emphasizing the 
interconnectedness of people - a very appropriate sentiment guiding the second album by MHONDORO. The melding of traditional Zimbabwean music, American jazz, and an unescapable dose of 
the Pacific Northwest, Ngatibatanei celebrates the sounds of it’s diverse roots with tart melodies sailing amongst inspired grooves, creating surprising moments throughout. MHONDORO is Israeli 
saxophonist Idit Shner, Zimbabwean vocalist & percussionist John Mambira, and the Oregon-bred rhythm section of pianist Torrey Newhart, bassist Garrett Baxter, and drummer Ken Mastrogiovanni, 
who discovered their collective sound - both global and hyper-local, truly American in the best sense of the word-during the long days of the pandemic. Meaning the lion spirit in Shona, MHONDORO 
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is full of joy and brimming with the force of life.      

D Sleep Dirt__Serotonin Junkies Vakt Records 4988044098855 $22.98  Rock
2024 release.      

D Stradling,Geoff__Nimble Digits Origin Records 805558289125 $16.98 30 Jazz
... superb. Stradling is a composer of unusual and original melodies and arrangements that are thoughtful, intelligent, and emotive. - Amazon. Los Angeles-based composer/arranger/keyboardist Geoff 
Stradling has spent most of his decades-long career focused on the success of other’s films, TV shows and albums he’s been associated with. All along, his StradBand acted as a workshop for his 
concepts and a collective project for many of his colleagues. With Nimble Digits, the band takes center stage, highlighting the wide breadth of the modern jazz orchestra - from the styles originated 
by Gil Evans, to post-Miles fusion, to Afro-Cuban and Afro-Brazilian influences. He wields his ensemble the way the best bandleaders always have, playing to individual musicians’ strengths while 
maintaining a strong & personal harmonic, contrapuntal, and textural thematic throughout. L.A.’s musical talent pool is dozens deep at every chair, and many of it’s brightest stars are here, with 
thirty-one musicians bringing Stradling’s music to life.      

E Sudano,Bruce__Talkin Ugly Truth Tellin Pretty Lies Purple Heart Rec Co 195269264284 $13.98 50 Rock
Veteran songwriter Bruce Sudano has penned hits for Dolly Parton, Michael & Jermaine Jackson, and his late wife Donna Summer. His 7th studio release dives into every stage of life, from the 
exhilaration of youth through the maze of love, loss, and lessons learned, ending with what it all means and where the journey leads from there. The album marks his first collaboration with Grammy-
winning producer Ken Lewis (Taylor Swift, Lorde, fun.), and features a duet with the legendary Valerie Simpson.      

D Suzzy__Bokuno Shoutai Diwphalanx 4988044098787 $32.98  Rock
2024 release.      

E Ten Great Pianists Of The Twentieth Century / Var__Ten Great Pianists Of The Alto 5055354431425 $44.98 10 Classical Vocals
A rich treasury of pianism styles on display from 10 legendary performers, sampled here for collectors and chosen from the giants of the keyboard     
 
E Todd,Pat & The Rankoutsiders__Keepin’ Chaos At Bay Hound Gawd! Records 4018939544515 $14.98 75 Rock
For decades, Pat Todd has trolled the dark corners and back shelves of the thrift store of Americana and honed an extraordinarily sound. The new album distills everything he’s learned in his career-
long, of all things rock and roll into a genre-scoffing dose of snarling ‘70s punk rock, country, blues, roots rock full of hooks delivered with a brain and a heart. For decades, Pat Todd has trolled the 
dark corners and back shelves of the thrift store of Americana and honed an extraordinarily sound. The new album distills everything he’s learned in his career-long, of all things rock and roll into 
a genre-scoffing dose of snarling ‘70s punk rock, country, blues, roots rock full of hooks delivered with a brain and a heart. While these fundamentals have always been behind the Rankoutsiders’ 
anthemic songs, they come to full fruition on Keepin’ Chaos at Bay in one of the hardest rocking and most soulful albums of Todd’s career and nobody, but nobody, plays it like Pat Todd. Pat Todd 
is the most sincere Rock’n’roll singer/songwriter on the planet. He makes the rest of us look like a bunch of fakers.  is how Blaine Cartwright of Nashville Pussy describes Pat Todd. The lyrics of the 
14-track album bristles with a sense of chaos, dedication, lies & love and mystery. Also a Rankoutsiders constant are the premier-league tunes: songs are filled to bursting point with grandstanding 
melodies, and subtle little hooks. New Originals like Why I Sing, The Company You Keep or Victim Of Dedication reminds of his previous red hot outlaw rock band The Lazy Cowgirls while the country-
folk punker Poison Your Water infiltrate your blood. That Little Bit Of Nothin’ takes the listener through the ups and downs and is full of heartbreak and desire. The cover version of Tower of Song by 
Leonard Cohen shows how well the band can rearrange this song for themselves and turns it as if it were their own. Keepin’ Chaos at Bay was recorded last year at Steady Studios Burbank, California 
by Gavin Ross and was produced and arranged by the Rankoutsiders. Pat Todd is joined again by guitarist and founding member, Nick Alexander; long-time guitarist and vocalist Kevin Keller, who 
also takes over the lead vocals on You’re Gonna Loose It All; Steven Vigh on bass and Walter Phelan on drums, the rhythm section, who are pushing the songs to the next level. KEY SELLING 
POINTS: - Seventh album from Los Angeles Rock’n’roll legends- Features members of Lazy Cowgirls and L. A. Guns- Limited edition colored vinyl for stores- Tour dates forthcoming- Publicity by Fly 
PRTRACKLIST CD/LP: Side 1:1. Why I Sing (3:30)2. Lie’n Money & A Bad Disguise (2:26)3. Big Talk With Guitars (2:27)4. Galavantin’ (3:06)5. Poison Your Water (4:12)6. Lies, Lies And More Lies 
(2:39)7. That Little Bit Of Nuthin’ (4:27)Side 2:1. The Company You Keep (3:29)2. A World Up For Sale (3:16)3. Sold Me Out For The Love Of A Dollar (3:32)4. Just Another Stupid Guy (4:13)5. You’re 
Gonna Lose It All (2:27)6. Victim Of Dedication (2:58)7. Tower Of Song (2:58)LINKS: Web: http://www. Pattodd. netTwitter: https://twitter. #com/rankoutsidersInstagram: https://www. #instagram. com/
pat_todd_rankoutsider/Facebook: https://www. #facebook. com/pattoddrankoutsiders/Wikipedia: https://en. #wikipedia. org/wiki/Pat_Todd_%26_the_RankoutsidersAll Music: https://www. #allmusic. 
com/artist/pat-todd-the-rankoutsiders-mn0000907086/discography      

E Toine Thys ‘Orlando’__Betterlands Hypnote Records 5063292173345 $13.98 50 Jazz
The Franco-Belgian quartet ORLANDO is releasing a new album entitled Betterlands. Saxophonist Toine Thys is backed by Maxime Sanchez on piano, Florent Nisse on double bass and Teun 
Verbruggen on drums. 9 more tracks to add to the 10 from the previous album, which was awarded the Octave de la Musique in 2021. Orlando is here in a new version, with a new drummer and 
music that is even more focused on playing together. Sound and space are explored here rather than cascades of notes and fireworks. Some tracks are serious and solemn, while others are full of 
hope and joy. Toine Thys also uses electronics to sample his saxophone over several tracks, a way of expanding the music into larger spaces.     
 
E Travers,Pat__Live At The Bamboo Room Cleopatra 889466327926 $16.98 800 Rock
Get down and dirty with a true blues rock legend Pat Travers on this epic live concert presented here on both CD and DVD as well as on vinyl for the first time ever! Includes performances of Travers 
best known tunes including Boom Boom Out Go The Lights, Snortin’ Whiskey, Crash And Burn and lost more! Special guest performance by Pete Mars Cowling who played on the original recording 
of Boom Boom! The DVD features an exclusive interview with Travers!      

E Uk Subs__Fear To Go Rarities 1988-2000 New Red Archives 889466495823 $14.98 300 Rock
The legends of British punk dig deep into their vault for this rich and varied compilation of rare gems and little heard classics from throughout the band’s storied career! Includes tracks that have 
previously appeared only on vinyl singles, one-off compilations, and tribute album, compiled together for the first time with rare photos of the band!     
 
D Un Autre Monde / Various__Un Autre Monde / Various Kuroneko 3700398725949 $18.98 10 Rock
This record invites you on an extraordinary journey, in the form of a spatio-temporal and transgenerational sound collage, into the parallel and singular universe of one of the major counter-culture 
movements of the 1960s fantastic realism. A cross between thematic compilation and sound creation, it offers a selection of rarities and nuggets with psychedelic and esoteric tonesby groups from 
the late 60’s - early 70’s French psychedelic scene, such as Haira, Guy Skornnik and Martin Circus, as well as previously unreleased tracks by major current and emerging bands such as The 
Limiñanas, Zombie Zombie featuring Pacôme Thiellement, The Penelopes or Terrains vagues, Rubin et le paradoxe featuring Brigitte Fontaine, Tuxedomoon or Exotourisme (Perez and Dominique 
Gonzalez Foerster). These tracks were created especially for the occasion. All mixed and interspersed with audio archives by Jacques Bergier, Louis Pauwels or Eugène Canseliet and sounds from 
installations designed by visual artists (Veronique Belland, Alexis Chapelain). At once cutting-edge and accessible to the uninitiated, between fantasy and science fiction, esotericism and occultism, 
popular culture and contemporary art, avant-garde and pop music, this disc offers a poetic ode to the Strange, to curiosity, to the capacity for wonder and the desire for knowledge, with a view to re-
enchanting reality. Conceived by Jean-François Sanz (author, director and curator) and Hermione Volt (visual artist), in collaboration with Laurent Paulré (founder of the Contours label and producer 
at Radio France), and with the complicity of Céline Du Chéné (author and journalist), this album, an atypical sound object, is the musical extension of the eponymous group exhibition UN AUTRE 
MONDE ///DANS NOTRE MONDE, which opened at Galerie du Jour in Paris.      

E Vanhemert,Jordan__Deep In The Soil Origin Records 805558289224 $16.98 30 Jazz
The craft is tight, the feeling is refreshing, the sound is quick and precise, and the gestalt brings the individual voices of the musicians into group form. - Robin James, All About Jazz. With an all-star, 
monumentally swinging band in tow, saxophonist Jordan VanHemert returns to his roots on Deep in the Soil, setting aside his usual tenor saxophone for the alto, and revisiting the sounds and life-
force of Charlie Parker, whose music first shaped his playing. With his partners on the front-line - trumpeter Terell Stafford and trombonist/co-producer Michael Dease - and the fleet rhythm section 
of Helen Sung, Rodney Whitaker and Lewis Nash, VanHemert explodes with a set of modern jazz originals, composed by himself, Dease, Stafford, Jimmy Heath and Sharel Cassity, along with an 
effervescent arrangement of Stevie Wonder’s Superwoman. Creative, grounded, and strikingly passionate. - Jazz Sensibilities     
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E Wintersun__Time I Nuclear Blast 4065629714222 $14.98 200 Rock
The 2024 repress of Time I, the sophomore release from Wintersun. LP in gatefold, Clear Blue White Purple Splatter      

E Wixted,Nora__Stories Lost & Found Rabadash Records 801817018017 $14.99 10 Jazz
The album, Stories Lost and Found, by Nora Wixted, is comprised of marvelous melodies with genres ranging from Jazz to RnB/soul. Nora’s timeless vocals decorate tasteful accompaniments, 
creating an immersive listening experience. To describe her style of music, Nora Wixted has been compared to artists such as Bonnie Raitt, Ricky Lee Jones, and Regina Spektor. The songs were 
recorded in the 1980’s when Rabadash Records was initially founded, and were presumed to be lost until the tapes were discovered in 2023. Produced by Tim Ernest and engineered by Stephen 
Boye, this 40 year project has finally come to fruition, and the results speak for themselves!      

E Zo2__Begin Again Kivel Records 798576288396 $24.98 50 Rock
ZO2, the electrifying trio celebrated for their dynamic live performances and acclaimed TV show Z Rock, is making a triumphant return with their latest release, Begin Again, proudly presented by 
Kivel Records in 2023. Breaking free from the shadows of silence, ZO2 emerges into the spotlight with a powerful two-CD set that not only marks their resurgence but also signifies a new era for 
the band under the banner of Kivel Records. Begin Again isn’t just a title; it’s a proclamation of ZO2’s musical rebirth. This expansive 27-song album introduces fresh tracks that showcase the band’s 
evolution, alongside unreleased gems that offer a nostalgic voyage through their musical odyssey. A special live bonus track adds a captivating dimension to this musical anthology, creating the 
perfect blend for both the dedicated fan base and those discovering ZO2 for the first time. The album’s title is more than symbolic; it’s a testament to ZO2’s commitment to turning the page on the 
past.      
      

VINYL CARRYING CASE NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E Five Finger Death Punch__Carry Case Better Noise Music 846070062117 $69.98  Rock
American heavy metal band Five Finger Death Punch, will release on April 5 2024 via Better Noise Music, a unique Vinyl carry case that houses 35 Vinyl that you can complete your collection with. 
The case has special artwork that represents the amazing career that the band has had to date. Five Finger Death Punch vinyl carrying case. 35.5cm wide x 36cm high x 17cm deep. Vinyl not 
included, Carrying Case Only.      
      

SACD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
D Springsteen,Bruce__Wild The Innocent & The E Street Shuffle Mobile Fidelity 196588114625 $40.98  Rock
SACD.      
      

VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
E 45 Grave__Devil’s Possessions - Demos & Live 1980-1983 Cleopatra 889466552915 $23.98 300 Rock
A ghoulish collection from famed death rockers 45 Grave, featuring the band’s best songs! Includes the underground hit Party Time (best known as the song from Return Of The Living Dead), 
Procession, Evil and more! Packaged with liner notes written by drummer Don Bolles!      

E 94 East / Prince__Minneapolis Genius (Iex) Lmlr 3700477837884 $39.98 500 Rock
Minneapolis Genius is 1975 - 1978 Studio Recordings featuring PRINCE on every track. This is the 1st release of 4, 94 EAST studio albums. The first LP has been out of print and unavailable until 
now. The second Bonus LP has never before been released on vinyl. This deluxe package includes double color vinyl, an OBI side spine and printed inner sleeve.     
 
D Aaron,Lee__Tattoo Me Metalville 4250444192403 $26.98 60 Rock
2024 release from the veteran Canadian vocalist. 18 Albums into her career, Aaron has written, recorded and produced music achieving gold and multi-platinum sales. Recognized as one of Canada’s 
top rock vocalists she’s also made forays into jazz, blues, and even opera, receiving numerous awards and accolades and most recently, a 2023 induction into Canada’s Walk of Fame. Taking a 
nostalgic journey, Tattoo Me pays homage to musical trailblazers who helped shape her own artistic path. As a reflection of her eclectic taste, yet in keeping with a profound respect for the greats, 
these 11 tracks are a unique tapestry of influences tending to transcend era and genre.      

E Acker,Chris__Good Kid Gar Hole Records 762183782127 $24.98 40 Rock
Originally released March 6th, 2020 - FIRST VINYL RELEASE. 140 gram black vinyl with lyric page. Chris Acker’s sophomore album, Good Kid, is everything a country singer-songwriter album should 
be. It’s lively, honest, and catchy as hell. Acker’s songs deliver heartbreaking punchlines with cheeky pleasantries; a nod at the kind of old country humor found in staples such as Loretta Lynn’s Fist 
City and storytelling and disposition of a young John Prine. While there are traces of these predecessors, the songs remain authentically Acker. It’s clear he has a good time song writing, yet glimpses 
of darker, more poignant themes emerge in Aloe Vera and Orion’s Gut. Good Kid is a rousing album with a well-balanced dose of pedal steel, bright organ, and infectious rhythm. Ross Farbe (Video 
Age) recorded most of the solo songs in the studio, while Duff Thompson (Mashed Potato Records) took on the full-band numbers in live recordings. Originally released on March 5th, 2020, days 
before the COVID lockdown began in New Orleans and the rest of the country, ‘Good Kid’ is both a record that was swallowed by the world and one that firmly established Acker’s essential role in 
the country music landscape. In advance of new music from Chris coming out later this year, Gar Hole Records is proud to present this first pressing of ‘Good Kid’, an essential release for fans of 
modern alt-country and Americana.At the center of that sound are the entwined voices of Casey Jane and Camille, two longtime friends whose songs explore the uncharted territory between genres. 
There’s rarely a melody on Meet The Lostines that the two don’t sing together, stacking their lush harmonies against a backdrop of baritone guitar, spring reverb, orchestral strings, Cajun fiddle, 
upright piano, and Theremin. It’s an immersive sound that bridges the gaps between genres, created by two songwriters (along with a revolving door of collaborators, coconspirators, and fellow Big 
Easy residents) who’re happy to build their own world.      

E Amber,Canaan__Ca Numero 825764130417 $24.98 25 Rock
Tracked in the decade after Duster went on hiatus, Canaan Amber’s debut solo EP CA demonstrates the California-born guitarist’s affection for San Francisco jangle and Santa Cruz surf. Crawling 
at a banana slug’s pace, Canaan wraps the loneliest one-string guitar solos around a cluster of hollow rhythms and ghostly mumbles. The original 2012 five-song CD has been expanded to include 
seven other demos plundered from the prolific songwriter’s vault. More Wolf Moon than Black Moon, CA continues to explore and map the hidden galaxies that make up the Duster universe.  
    
E Amber,Canaan__Ca Numero 825764130431 $26.98 75 Rock
Tracked in the decade after Duster went on hiatus, Canaan Amber’s debut solo EP CA demonstrates the California-born guitarist’s affection for San Francisco jangle and Santa Cruz surf. Crawling 
at a banana slug’s pace, Canaan wraps the loneliest one-string guitar solos around a cluster of hollow rhythms and ghostly mumbles. The original 2012 five-song CD has been expanded to include 
seven other demos plundered from the prolific songwriter’s vault. More Wolf Moon than Black Moon, CA continues to explore and map the hidden galaxies that make up the Duster universe.  
    
E Another Hair Of The Dog - Tribute To Nazareth /Var__Another Hair Of The Dog - Tribute Deadline Music 889466553219 $19.98 300 Rock
A rousing tribute to the internationally popular hard rock band, Nazareth! Features members of Black Sabbath, Bad Company, Whitesnake, Foreigner, Motorhead, Ozzy Osborne, Deep Purple and 
many, many more! Includes the band’s hit singles Love Hurts, Broken Down Angel and Bad Bad Boy along with fan favorites Piece Of My Heart, Hair Of The Dog and Razamanaz!   
   
D Aoba,Ichiko / Miyake,Jun / Yamamoto,Tatsuhisa__Pneuma P-Vine 4995879080726 $65.98  Jazz
Jun Miyake and Ichiko Aoba’s live sessions held in Tokyo in November 2016 and the following February 2017, valuable recordings that had only been released in high-resolution format for distribution, 
will finally be released in vinyl format as well. The first performance in January featured Tatsuhisa Yamamoto on drums, and the second performance in February featured a quartet formation with 
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the addition of bassist Hitoshi Watanabe. The two talented musicians will give us a glimpse of how the music of Jun Miyake and Ichiko Aoba is being breathed into a new life.   
   
E Ard__Untouched By Fire Prophecy 884388876781 $33.98 20 Rock
With their eagerly awaited sophomore album Untouched by Fire, Arð - the inventors of monastic doom - present another stunning milestone on their fast-rising trajectory. Both musically and lyrically, 
mastermind Mark Deeks has climbed to new heights. Arð continue on their mission to explore the culture, heritage, and identity of the Northern English lands of Northumbria. Musically, Arð stay 
broadly true to their original doom course. The signature ‘monkish’ choirs remain prominently present as is to be expected from a musician who works as a choir arranger and conductor among other 
occupations such as bestselling author, teaching the piano, and playing keyboards in leading UK black metal act WINTERFYLLETH. Yet Deeks has also added new elements for example well-placed 
sprinkles of prog throughout the album. The compositions on Untouched by Fire reflect the gained experience and confidence of their mastermind in the sonic mirror of a more focused songwriting 
and stronger dynamics.      

E Ard__Untouched By Fire - Marble Prophecy 884388876798 $37.98 30 Rock
Marble Vinyl. With their eagerly awaited sophomore album Untouched by Fire, Arð - the inventors of monastic doom - present another stunning milestone on their fast-rising trajectory. Both musically 
and lyrically, mastermind Mark Deeks has climbed to new heights. Arð continue on their mission to explore the culture, heritage, and identity of the Northern English lands of Northumbria. Musically, 
Arð stay broadly true to their original doom course. The signature ‘monkish’ choirs remain prominently present as is to be expected from a musician who works as a choir arranger and conductor 
among other occupations such as bestselling author, teaching the piano, and playing keyboards in leading UK black metal act WINTERFYLLETH. Yet Deeks has also added new elements for example 
well-placed sprinkles of prog throughout the album. The compositions on Untouched by Fire reflect the gained experience and confidence of their mastermind in the sonic mirror of a more focused 
songwriting and stronger dynamics.      

E As Hell Retreats__Volition Bombworks Records 637405143546 $36.98 20 Rock
As Hell Retreats is making a triumphant return with the reissue of their renowned album VOLITION in 2023, courtesy of Bombworks Records. This release is not just any reissue; it comes on stunning 
new yellow vinyl, adding a vibrant visual element to complement the band’s ferocious sound. Originally unleashed on the metal scene, VOLITION remains a quintessential record in the world of 
Christian metalcore. With relentless riffs, bone-crushing breakdowns, and thought-provoking lyrics, the album captures the band’s unapologetic and visceral approach to their craft. Fans of heavy 
music will undoubtedly appreciate this vinyl reissue, allowing them to experience the raw intensity of VOLITION in a new and collectible format.This reissue serves as a testament to the enduring 
influence of As Hell Retreats and their dedication to delivering a powerful message through their music. With it’s striking yellow vinyl edition, it not only provides a nostalgic trip for longtime fans but 
also offers a fresh opportunity for new listeners to discover the band’s impactful discography. VOLITION on vinyl is more than just a physical format; it’s a statement of the band’s legacy, reminding us 
of their unrelenting passion for blending faith, aggression, and musical excellence in the world of heavy music. Whether you’re a longtime fan or new to the band’s work, this reissue is a must-have 
addition to any collection of heavy music vinyl records. Comes with a 12x12 full color lyrics insert. Mastered for vinyl by Rob Colwell (Iwrestledabearonce, In This Moment, Sleeping Giant, Blessed 
By A Broken Heart)      

D Awol__Tear ‘Em To Bits Flatspot Records 843563173466 $36.98  Rock
Limited colored vinyl LP pressing. 2024 release. It’s not hard to listen to Tear ‘Em To Bits and feel like you’re going to get ripped apart. The nine tracks are monstrous, filled with gruff vocals, groove-
driven riffs, and meaty breakdowns. Awol draws from bands like Madball and Biohazard, but also fit right along modern-day acts like King Nine and God’s Hate.     
 
E Baker,Chet__Jazz Pearls Diggers Factory 3760396020972 $29.98 50 Jazz
My Funny Valentine was created for Babes in Arms, a Broadway musical of the 1930s. This song by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart is a classic, and Chet Baker’s interpretations will forever be 
part of musical history. This album features two unique vocal and instrumental interpretations of the same song, magnified by Chet’s fragile voice and gentle trumpet, as well as some great jazz 
standards.      

E Ballistic Brothers__London Hooligan Soul Acid Jazz 676499073056 $36.98 20 Electronic
Cult ‘90s group The Ballistic Brothers - comprising of Darren Rock, Darren House and Ashley Beadle (of XPress 2), alongside David Hill and Uschi Classen - combined their talents on a series of 
mysterious vinyl releases in the heady days of the London club scene. If you were part of any clubbing tribe in the early to mid ‘90s you will have danced to the Ballistic Brothers. Now, in it’s original 
2-LP format, the seminal cult classic London Hooligan Soul is available once more from Acid Jazz.      

E Battle Beast__Circus Of Doom - Purple Nuclear Blast 4065629721879 $35.98 100 Rock
The Finnish heavy metal sextet Battle Beast are once again getting ready to unleash their force upon the world in the shape of their brand-new masterpiece Circus Of Doom. In true Battle Beast 
fashion, the 10 tracks blend true heavy metal with pop and rock-vibes, paired with Noora Louhimo’s unique voice. Circus Of Doom was once again recorded at JKB Studios in Helsinki, Finland and 
produced and mixed by keyboardist Janne Björkroth, while the stunning artwork was created by Jan Yrlund (KORPIKLAANI, MANOWAR etc.), who already took care of Battle Beast’s previous two 
album designs. Circus Of Doom, is overall heavier, but still as catchy as ever with bangers like Masters Of Illusion, Freedom, or the title track Circus Of Doom. Once again, the band stay true to their 
formula of 100% heavy metal - 0% bulls*t!      

E Black Oak Arkansas__Wild Bunch Deadline Music 889466552717 $29.98 300 Rock
The wild boys of Southern Rock keep the party going on this rowdy & raucous collection of old favorites and newer rock anthems! Originally released in 1999, this album kept the BOA flame burning 
as James Jim Dandy Mangrum entered the 21st century and mounted a spectacular comeback! All new artowrk with orignal illustration of the band’s vintage southern rock look!   
   
E Bodega,Sega__Dennis Ambient Tweets 5060644135945 $31.98 50 Electronic
With his first two records Salvador (2020) and Romeo (2021), Sega Bodega introduced a reinvention of dance music driven by a kind of dream-logic which addled the mind but made sense to the 
body. His third longplayer, Dennis, arrived following an experience of mania. During a turbulent time in his personal life, the toll it took manifested itself in spikes of euphoria, sleepless nights and 
surrender to impulse. The difference between ‘reality’ and this mind-altered state felt paper-thin. Dennis is a translation of how this feels. His irreplicable sound has been woven into his producing work 
for pop disruptors including Eartheater; Caroline Polachek; and Shygirl, on her Mercury Prize-nominated record Nymph; and more recently, Björk, on her and Rosalía’s collaborative single Oral.  
    
E Bodega,Sega__Dennis (Iex) Ambient Tweets 5060644135952 $31.98 20 Electronic
White/Grey Marble Vinyl. With his first two records Salvador (2020) and Romeo (2021), Sega Bodega introduced a reinvention of dance music driven by a kind of dream-logic which addled the mind 
but made sense to the body. His third longplayer, Dennis, arrived following an experience of mania. During a turbulent time in his personal life, the toll it took manifested itself in spikes of euphoria, 
sleepless nights and surrender to impulse. The difference between ‘reality’ and this mind-altered state felt paper-thin. Dennis is a translation of how this feels. His irreplicable sound has been woven 
into his producing work for pop disruptors including Eartheater; Caroline Polachek; and Shygirl, on her Mercury Prize-nominated record Nymph; and more recently, Björk, on her and Rosalía’s 
collaborative single Oral.      

E Bullion__Affection Ghostly Int’l 804297842936 $27.98 60 Rock
Bullion is Nathan Jenkins, an enduring cult figure of electronic music. A producer and songwriter quietly to be found connecting artists, genre and UK subculture. His credits range from Carly Rae 
Jepsen, Ben Howard, Nilüfer Yanya and Avalon Emerson’s breakout album & The Charm to records for Westerman and Joviale. Bullion’s celebrated solo releases, meanwhile, have run parallel on 
Young, The Trilogy Tapes, Jagjaguwar and his own DEEK Recordings. It’s a creative red-thread Bullion ties together on his surprise new album, Affection - a warm, occasionally off-kilter and beautifully 
realised pop record that’s bold enough to step from behind-the-scenes and show affection in public. Affection started life upon Nathan’s move back to London from Lisbon, where he relocated in 
2018. Back then, the comfort of the crowd suited him: self-confessedly passive and faltering by nature, the opportunity to exist somewhere without any personal history proved liberating. Returning 
home, Nathan increasingly found himself reflecting on his place in the world, seeking affection in place of cynicism. Bullion’s music has always been difficult to pin down, but entirely distinctive - and 
on Affection, it’s rich pleasures are in hearing how this uncompromising approach is strengthened, in part, by softening. The album wonders-aloud about the meaning of intimacy, in relationship to 
others and the self. Masculinity and other contemporary concerns are punctuated by old-world charms, found in the ‘hat stands and watches’ of World_train. Influences stretch from morning swims to 
adolescent fears and a book of poems his Dad wrote as a young man, in songs that are tender if not always true of Nathan himself. Affection ultimately asks how we understand people, but in being 
more vulnerable at least attempts to care a little less about what they think, too. Taking your own advice is integral to Bullion’s latest album, where Nathan applies what he’s encouraged fellow artists 
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to do in the studio for years: be open to adventure. Affection steps into a more emotionally-present, often playful space, with collaborators Carly Rae Jepsen and Charlotte Adigéry gracing songs that 
prioritise feeling over fixed meaning. Rare, for instance, emerged during sessions for Jepsen’s recent album in Toronto: high energy turning coy to express some- thing ‘deep in the heart’. World_train, 
meanwhile, is an eccentric and brilliantly odd angle on Bullion’s love of pop, it’s locomotive power summoning a lost past amidst the uncertainties of the everyday. ‘I can hardly understand what it 
takes to be a real man’, Bullion sings. ‘... and nobody can’, Adigéry confirms. Still, connections - missed, imagined, or still possible - cocoon much of Affection, with Panda Bear actually met. For Bullion, 
the willingness to allow others into his songwriting process is as much about opening up the world of the album as it is about bettering the work and the person. In blurring the observational with the 
introspective, Affection’s avant-pop touch abandons categorisation. The albums lyrics are as unguarded and devotional as they are inquisitive of alternative ways of being, signing off with ‘being still 
is hard to do’. Nathan has mastered his sound, but life - in it’s expectations, contradictions, impulses and desires - remains impossible to control. Affection is an unassumingly powerful pursuit of a 
more compassionate form of confidence, in which Bullion cements his place in the present-day by entirely surrendering to the future.     
 
E Bullion__Affection Ghostly Int’l 804297842912 $26.98 15 Rock
Bullion is Nathan Jenkins, an enduring cult figure of electronic music. A producer and songwriter quietly to be found connecting artists, genre and UK subculture. His credits range from Carly Rae 
Jepsen, Ben Howard, Nilüfer Yanya and Avalon Emerson’s breakout album & The Charm to records for Westerman and Joviale. Bullion’s celebrated solo releases, meanwhile, have run parallel on 
Young, The Trilogy Tapes, Jagjaguwar and his own DEEK Recordings. It’s a creative red-thread Bullion ties together on his surprise new album, Affection - a warm, occasionally off-kilter and beautifully 
realised pop record that’s bold enough to step from behind-the-scenes and show affection in public. Affection started life upon Nathan’s move back to London from Lisbon, where he relocated in 
2018. Back then, the comfort of the crowd suited him: self-confessedly passive and faltering by nature, the opportunity to exist somewhere without any personal history proved liberating. Returning 
home, Nathan increasingly found himself reflecting on his place in the world, seeking affection in place of cynicism. Bullion’s music has always been difficult to pin down, but entirely distinctive - and 
on Affection, it’s rich pleasures are in hearing how this uncompromising approach is strengthened, in part, by softening. The album wonders-aloud about the meaning of intimacy, in relationship to 
others and the self. Masculinity and other contemporary concerns are punctuated by old-world charms, found in the ‘hat stands and watches’ of World_train. Influences stretch from morning swims to 
adolescent fears and a book of poems his Dad wrote as a young man, in songs that are tender if not always true of Nathan himself. Affection ultimately asks how we understand people, but in being 
more vulnerable at least attempts to care a little less about what they think, too. Taking your own advice is integral to Bullion’s latest album, where Nathan applies what he’s encouraged fellow artists 
to do in the studio for years: be open to adventure. Affection steps into a more emotionally-present, often playful space, with collaborators Carly Rae Jepsen and Charlotte Adigéry gracing songs that 
prioritise feeling over fixed meaning. Rare, for instance, emerged during sessions for Jepsen’s recent album in Toronto: high energy turning coy to express some- thing ‘deep in the heart’. World_train, 
meanwhile, is an eccentric and brilliantly odd angle on Bullion’s love of pop, it’s locomotive power summoning a lost past amidst the uncertainties of the everyday. ‘I can hardly understand what it 
takes to be a real man’, Bullion sings. ‘... and nobody can’, Adigéry confirms. Still, connections - missed, imagined, or still possible - cocoon much of Affection, with Panda Bear actually met. For Bullion, 
the willingness to allow others into his songwriting process is as much about opening up the world of the album as it is about bettering the work and the person. In blurring the observational with the 
introspective, Affection’s avant-pop touch abandons categorisation. The albums lyrics are as unguarded and devotional as they are inquisitive of alternative ways of being, signing off with ‘being still 
is hard to do’. Nathan has mastered his sound, but life - in it’s expectations, contradictions, impulses and desires - remains impossible to control. Affection is an unassumingly powerful pursuit of a 
more compassionate form of confidence, in which Bullion cements his place in the present-day by entirely surrendering to the future.     
 
E Chapellier,Fred__Live In Paris Dixiefrog 7421095119270 $18.98 50 Blues
Straight To The Point is the very quintessence of Fred Chapellier’s musical art. His mastery of the roots thing is simply magnificent, whether it is the most classic blues or a soul that many American 
musicians would not deny. All carried by this warm and addictive voice unique in it’s kind. Certainly his greatest success to date!Throughout his career, Fred Chapellier’s live albums have become 
essential parts of his discography. This Live in Paris is no exception. Recorded at the Jazz Club Etoile, one of the capital’s most famous roots venues, and accompanied by an impeccable horn 
section, Fred Chapellier gives free rein to his distinctive feel. There’s clearly a Chapellier touch to this album.      

E Collins,Judy__Strangers Again - Blue Wildflower 889466492211 $27.98 250 Folk/Americana
A unique and extraordinary duets album featuring the unmistakable voice of folk music icon Judy Collins and an all-star assembly of her superbly talented friends performing an extremely moving 
set of songs! Guests include country legend Willie Nelson, Jackson Browne, Jeff Bridges, Glen Hansard (of The Swell Season), Jimmy Buffett, Michael MCDonald, Don McLean and more!  
    
E Corridor__Mimi - Pink Sub Pop 098787158700 $24.98 400 Rock
Loser Edition on Pink Vinyl. Montreal band Corridor have returned on their fourth album, Mimi, with a sound and style that’s more widescreen and expansive than anything that’s preceded it. The 
follow-up to 2019’s Junior is a huge step forward for the band, as the members themselves have undergone the type of personal changes that accompany the passage of time; even as these eight 
songs reflect a newfound and contemplative maturity, however, Corridor are branching out more than ever with richly detailed music, resulting in a record that feels like a fresh break for a band that’s 
already established themselves as forward-thinkers. Mimi builds on the indie/post-punk of their 2019 Sub Pop debut, Junior, by adding exciting electronic and dance elements to the band’s sound.  
    
E Daneshevskaya__Bury Your Horses Miscellaneous Record 061297791972 $23.98 60 Rock
12 EP - Black Vinyl. Daneshevskaya is the songwriting project of New York City’s Anna Beckerman. Her artist name, also her great-grandmother’s last name, calls back to her Russian-Jewish familial 
roots from her home base in New York. The name conjures a world of romance and unknowns, and as Daneshevskaya, Beckerman crafts artful, haunting songs that only ever reveal themselves 
halfway before she spins the wheel again. Bury Your Horses is Daneshevskaya’s first EP that launched her onto the NYC indie scene. This is the first time the EP will be in retail. Since Bury Your 
Horses, she has also released a full length album in 2023, garnering attention from Rolling Stone, Stereogum, and more.      

E Darkness__Blood On Canvas Massacre 4028466923707 $26.98 50 Rock
Blood On Canvas is the most ferocious album to date from the thrashers DARKNESS from Essen, Germany. The songs are more aggressive and heavier than anything else in The Darkness 
discography to date. Although it is not a concept album, Blood On Canvas is not a mere collection of nine songs created in one period, but a multi-faceted sound painting, painted with the colors of 
wrath. Musically, DARKNESS deliver the uncompromising and fast thrash metal they have been known for since their debut album Death Squad (1987). However, the compositions on this album 
are more complex and detailed than usual, without losing any of the aggression, heaviness and authenticity. The lyrics are no longer just a description of the madness that determines the course of 
this world, but get to the heart of the matter in a straightforward and uncompromising manner.      

D Davis,Miles__On The Corner Mobile Fidelity 194399826416 $77.98  Jazz
Exotic, Streetwise, Futuristic: On the Corner Embraces Miles Davis’ ‘Jungle Sound’ with Percussive Foundations, Trance Loops, and Transformational ArrangementsSourced From the Original Master 
Tapes and Pressed at RTI on MoFi SuperVinyl: Mobile Fidelity’s 180g 33RPM SuperVinyl LP Reveals Multiple Levels of Rhythm, Visceral Bass, and Pioneering Production TechniquesNumbered-
Edition Reissue of 1972 Landmark Features Ultra-Low Noise Floor, Dead-Quiet Surfaces, and Superb Groove DefinitionMiles Davis’ boundlessly influential On the Corner was so far ahead of it’s 
time upon release in 1972, the jazz cognoscenti rejected it’s groundbreaking concoction as middling in nature. Yet time has a way of righting wrongs and shifting views by adding needed context and 
perspective to visionary ideas, music, and approaches - the likes of which fill Davis’ boldest and most controversial - undertaking. Designed to bring the focus back on the groove and bottom-end 
frequencies, the funk-loaded On the Corner revolutionized jazz. It also set new standards for record production, presaging remixing and electronica by more than a decade. And the work has never 
sounded more thrilling thanks to this very special pressing.Sourced from the original master tapes and pressed on MoFi SuperVinyl, Mobile Fidelity’s numbered-edition 180g 33RPM SuperVinyl LP 
of On the Corner exposes the internal mechanisms, free-associated playing, and then-unmatched studio techniques in vivid fashion. The low end, crucial to every composition here, is both heard 
and felt, with locked-in bass lines and low-range percussion conveyed as taut, solid, and visceral passages. You can discern the multiple layers of rhythm Davis employed on complex tracks such 
as ‘Black Satin,’ as On the Corner stands as his first effort to use overdubbing and multiple tape machines. As a pioneer, Davis likely would’ve loved MoFi’s groundbreaking SuperVinyl profile that 
features the lowest-possible analog noise floor as well as pristine transparency, dead-quiet surfaces, and superb groove definition.New degrees of spaciousness and airiness - equally important to 
the musique concrete arrangements - give the impression Davis and Co.’s creations float in space. Instruments are portrayed in three-dimensional manners, rhythmic loops retain tonal purity, and 
horn solos skitter across an extra-wide soundstage that takes listeners into Columbia’s Studio E. Mobile Fidelity’s SuperVinyl LP captures Teo Macero’s innovative production - and the trumpeter’s 
cutting-edge aural collages - in definitive fashion.Heavily inspired by Sly and the Family Stone, On the Corner portrays street vibes and remains Davis’ Blackest-sounding record. The conscious attempt 
to connect with youthful audiences tapped into rock and funk is evident not only on the colorful cartoon cover art depicting hot-pants and zoot-suit revelers, but in the music’s emphasis of recurring 
drum and bass grooves. Distinct from Davis’ earlier fusion experiments, the record’s long-misunderstood set dials back improvisation in favor of beats, loops, and atmospherics that generate trance-
like effects. While Davis utilizes his band for core duties - Chick Corea and Herbie Hancock prominently figure - he also relies on an all-star cast of sidemen for concentrated soloing and additional 
support.With rhythm providing the basic foundation, other notes fall into place, with their positioning steered by Macero and Davis’ editing-room techniques. Looking to the manipulation-based work 
of Karlheinze Stockhausen and teaming with Stockhausen disciple Paul Buckmaster, Davis re-imagines what grooves constituted and could accomplish throughout On the Corner. The shapes of the 
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songs become completely transformed as they progress. Faint melodies, spacey chords, chunky riffs, wah-wah fills, and repeated motifs bounce in and out of a sonic funhouse that wouldn’t be out 
of place at a Harlem block party.Exotic, intrepid, and filled with Davis’ ‘jungle sound,’ On the Corner remains daringly hip more than four decades later.MoFi SuperVinylDeveloped by NEOTECH and 
RTI, MoFi SuperVinyl is the most exacting-to-specification vinyl compound ever devised. Analog lovers have never seen (or heard) anything like it. Extraordinarily expensive and extremely painstaking 
to produce, the special proprietary compound addresses two specific areas of improvement: noise floor reduction and enhanced groove definition. The vinyl composition features a new carbonless 
dye (hold the disc up to the light and see) and produces the world’s quietest surfaces. This high-definition formula also allows for the creation of cleaner grooves that are virtually indistinguishable 
from the original lacquer. MoFi SuperVinyl provides the closest approximation of what the label’s engineers hear in the mastering lab.1/4’ / 15 IPS analog master to DSD 256 to analog console to 
latheNumbered 180g 33RPM SuperVinyl LPNUMBERED SPECIAL EDITIONTracklist:Side One:1. On the Corner2. New York Girl3. Thinkin’ One Thing and Doin’ Another4. Vote for Miles5. Black 
SatinSide Two:1. One and One2. Helen Butte3. Mr. Freedom X      

E Dead Boys__Return Of The Living Dead Boys - Halloween Night Cleopatra 889466515217 $27.98 500 Rock
The reunion concert that brought New York to it’s knees in 1986 - the original Dead Boys, Stiv Bators, Cheetah Chrome, Jimmy Zero, Jeff Magnum and Johnny Blitz on stage at the Ritz! The band 
got together for one more show in thir old stomping ground, starting wih an introduction from long-time supporter, Joey Ramone, to the power riff of Sonic Reducer (played twice!) to an unreal cover 
of The Stooges’ Search & Destroy!      

E Disbelief__Killing Karma Listenable Records 3760053847430 $29.98 75 Rock
Disbelief’s new album’ Killing Karma’ once again underlines the band’s singularity and their persistence to follow an unconventional way for more than 30 years against all resistance.Disbelief have 
grown into a very experienced band that has always kept an open minded spirit, yet remote from any mainstream connection, in order to further sharpen their Death Metal style with implacable 
conviction and dedication.A colossal, destroying, atmospheric, yet subtle wall of sound was conceived with this new album.The band invited two of the most unique singers in the German Metal 
scene on ‘Killing Karma’ : Michelle Darkness (End of green) and Joschi Baschin (Undertow).They perform on some of the album songs : ‘the Scream that slowly disappeared’, ‘Flash of inspiration’ 
and the epic ‘reborn’.Disbelief captivates the listener further with a special rendition of Killing Joke classic ‘millenium’, shaping it into a very memorable remake which will surprise a lot of fans out 
there.Lyric wise, Disbelief vocalist Karsten ‘Jagger’ comments : ‘Killing Karma’ is a declaration of war to desperation, grief and helplessness,an unbelievable musical journey through the human soul 
threatening to break under the weight of life.Disbelief ‘s new album ‘Killing Karma’ is a diversified, captivating, strength giving, crushing Death Metal monster !Disbelief : ‘Killing Karma’ was produced 
and mastered by Kai Stahlenberg at Kohlekeller Studios.Artwork by Stefan Todor of Khaos Diktator design.Photos by Axel Jusseit.     
 
E DJ Krush / Toshinori Kondo__Ki-Oku Memorial Release For The 3Rd Anniversary Of Diggers Factory 3760370267935 $33.98 50 Dance Music
Collaborative project between Japanese jazz trumpeter Toshinori Kondo and Japanese hip-hop producer DJ Krush. Released in 1996.     
 
E Easy Street Records - 40Th Anniversary / Various__Easy Street Records - 40th Easy Street Records 016998263112 $32.98 200 Dance Music
Easy Street Records was launched in 1983, by US music industry executive Michael Gusick. Two of the label’s early tracks by Monyaka and Hot Streak, were released by Polydor Records resulting in 
two UK Top 20 hits, and both tracks’ full length versions feature here, along with a further 12 tracks, on this Vinyl 2LP 40th Anniversary celebration. The back-story is that Hot Streak, which included 
Curtis Hudson and Lisa Stevens, were recommended to Michael Gusick by the DJ Producer, Jellybean. ‘Body Work’ was co-produced by Jellybean and the following year, Hudson and Stevens, had 
a worldwide hit by aspiring Artist, Madonna; the track,...’Holiday’. Meanwhile, ‘Body Work’ found itself as the only independently owned record on the 1984 Breakdance (aka Breakin) soundtrack but 
the song remains relevant today and has been used asthe opening track during Dua Lipa’s tour. Monyaka were signed after a taxi driver gave a passenger - an Easy Street exec - acassette of his 
band’s music!      

D Ellie__90s Baby Urban Discos 4988044097384 $45.98  J-Pop
Ellie (ex. LOVE TAMBOURINES)’s 4th album ‘90s Baby’ is now available on LP!This is a masterpiece with a world view of lyrics overflowing with love and an overwhelming groove. Following the success 
of the previous album ‘NEO BITCHIZM,’ this album, produced by SWING-O, has a soul feel and resonates with a wide range of listeners, including 90s, Shibuya-style, and Acid Jazz fans. Celebrating 
the 30th anniversary of ELLIE’s debut, this album is a return to her roots, filled with her experience and talent. LISTEN:https://open. Spotify. com/album/2PZQ3doYRRlmYDE5cT5UN1Tracklist:A1. 
I’m crazy about youA2. Hey Mr. DJA3. Talk 2 MeA4. Longtime WomanB1. Get EmotionalB2. Feeling BetterB3. Kiss through the maskB4. I’m hungryB5. Very Special Day    
  
D Entertainers__Entertainers P-Vine 4995879080849 $43.98  R&B
JThe Entertainers, a Miami soul band led by singer Earl Dawkins, released their debut single Livin’ For The Summer in 1980, which became a smash hit. The Entertainers’ first album, Livin’ For The 
Summer, was released three years later in 1983, and is being reissued in analog format with a Japanese obi. The album features an exquisite selection of soul-freaks’ favorite covers, including Hot 
On A Thang by Chai Lights, I’m in love with you by Bobby Patterson, and I won’t cry anymore and What are we gonna do by Turley Richards, as well as the aforementioned Livin’ For The Summer, 
The original songs, including the aforementioned Livin’ For The Summer, are also excellent blue-eyed soul music.      

E Enuff Z’Nuff__? - Blue Deadline Music 889466217616 $27.98 300 Rock
Revamped and remastered reissue of the 2004 studio album from melodic rock masters, Enuff Z’nuff Features all new artwork and rare photos from photographer Paul Natkin - and available on vinyl 
for the very first time! It’s no mystery why this album is one of the most popular in EZ’s catalog - it’s jam packed with Beatles-esque melodies, memorable guitar riffs and finely crafted songs!  
    
E Exploited__Beat The Bastards - Trans Red & Black Splatter Nuclear Blast 727361327040 $35.98 300 Rock
The 2024 reissue of the 1996 release Beat the Bastards, gatefold, double LP, trans red and black splatter      

E Exploited__Fuck The System - Clear W Red & Black Splatter Nuclear Blast 727361327170 $35.98 300 Rock
The 2024 reissue of the 2003 release Fuck the System, gatefold, double LP, clear red and black splatter      

E Ferrett__Glamdemic Moribund Records 768586900618 $29.98 10 Rock
Drugs, sex, and rock ‘n’ roll- but don’t tell Jen! Get the Heavy Metal Party Started - Ferrett are back!!! Ferrett is High Energy, Mammoth-Fun, Sex-Fueled Hard Rock-n-Roll !!! Exuding prowess in song 
writing, expect nothing less than sleazy classics comparable to 80’s metal masterpieces such as Guns’n’roses You’re crazy or Dokken’s Bullets to Spare. Don’t allow a ‘glam’ tag to deter listening- 
Ferrett delivers True Rock and Rolling Heavy Metal ala L.A.’s Decade of Decadence with a New York twist. Whether taking down Seattle grunge and commanding Heavy Metal until you die, or 
Thrashing their Horror-Movie based standards Ferrett deliver an album filled with anthemic hit after Mega-hit! Ferrett sharks their way further into the upper echelons of hard rock and heavy metal! 
With Hard-Rocking Hits like Don’t Tell Jen to the anthemic title track Glamdemic and Let It All Hang Out, the classic Metal banger’s House of the Holy and Drinking Beers or the Horror-Movie themed 
monster Farmer Vincent’s Fritters, Glamdemic plays the field, leaving no women untouched and no 80’s Hard Rock cliché intact! And don’t forget the awesome 80’s Glam tinged radio ballad It’s Not 
Hard to Let Go which will flash you back to your favorite 1980’s strip club and MTV Headbanger’s Ball video! Glamdemic is an album chocked-full of fist banging, sex-and-drug fueled hard-rocking 
anthemic Heavy Metal Hits!Pounding beers, Smoking grass, Blasting lines & Getting ass!      

D Gaye,Marvin__Alive In America Renaissance 630428074910 $27.99 120 R&B
When Gaye signed with Tamla, he pursued a career as a performer of jazz music and standards, having no desire to become an R&B performer. Before the release of his first single, Gaye started 
spelling his surname with added e, in the same way as did Sam Cooke. Author David Ritz wrote that Gaye did this to silence rumors of his sexuality, and to put more distance between himself and 
his father. Marvin helped shape the sound of Motown in the 1960s, first as an in-house session player and later as a solo artist with a string of successes, which earned him the nicknames Prince 
of Motown and Prince of Soul.In 1962, Gaye found success as co-writer of the Marvelettes track Beechwood 4-5789, on which he also played drums. His first solo success, Stubborn Kind of Fellow, 
was later released that September, reaching No. 8 on the R&B chart and No. 46 on the Billboard Hot 100. Gaye first reached the pop top 40 with the dance song, Hitch Hike, peaking at No. 30 on the 
Hot 100. Pride and Joy became Gaye’s first top ten single after it’s release in 1963.The three singles and songs from the 1962 sessions were included on Gaye’s second album, That Stubborn Kinda 
Fellow, released on Tamla in January 1963. Starting in October 1962, Gaye performed as part of the Motortown Revue, a series of concert tours headlined at the north and southeastern coasts of 
the United States as part of the Chitlin’ Circuit, a series of rock shows performed at venues that welcomed predominantly black musicians. A filmed performance of Gaye at the Apollo Theater took 
place in June 1963. Later that October, Tamla issued the live album, Marvin Gaye Recorded Live on Stage. Can I Get a Witness became one of Gaye’s early international successes.In 1964, Gaye 
recorded a successful duet album with singer Mary Wells titled Together, which reached No. 42 on the pop album chart. The album’s two-sided single, including Once Upon a Time and ‘What’s the 
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Matter With You Baby, each reached the top 20. Gaye’s next solo success, How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved By You), which Holland-Dozier-Holland wrote for him, reached No. 6 on the Hot 100 and 
reached the top 50 in the UK. Gaye started getting television exposure around this time, on shows such as American Bandstand. Also in 1964, he appeared in the concert film The T.A.M.I. Show. 
Gaye had two number-one R&B singles in 1965 with the Miracles-composed I’ll Be Doggone and Ain’t That Peculiar. Both songs became million-sellers. After this, Gaye returned to jazz-derived 
ballads for a tribute album to the recently-deceased Nat King Cole.After recording It Takes Two with Kim Weston, Gaye began working with Tammi Terrell on a series of duets, mostly composed 
by Ashford & Simpson, including Ain’t No Mountain High Enough, Your Precious Love, Ain’t Nothing Like the Real Thing and You’re All I Need to Get By.In October 1967, Terrell collapsed in Gaye’s 
arms during a performance in Farmville, Virginia. Terrell was subsequently rushed to Farmville’s Southside Community Hospital, where doctors discovered she had a malignant tumor in her brain.
Gaye’s Motown songs include Ain’t That Peculiar, How Sweet It Is (To Be Loved by You), and I Heard It Through the Grapevine. He also recorded duets with Mary Wells, Kim Weston, Tammi Terrell, 
and Diana Ross. During the 1970s, Gaye recorded the albums What’s Going On (1971) and Let’s Get It On (1973) and became one of the first artists in Motown to break away from the reins of a 
production company.His later recordings influenced several R&B subgenres, such as quiet storm and neo soul. Sexual Healing, released in 1982 on the album Midnight Love, won him his first two 
Grammy Awards. Gaye’s last televised appearances were at the 1983 NBA All-Star Game, where he sang The Star-Spangled Banner; and on Motown 25: Yesterday, Today, Forever; and Soul Train. 
This concert recording was made several months before his untimely death.      

E Ghost Club__King Whatever Last Gang Records 634164405762 $32.98 100 Rock
Apple & White splatter color variant. The Ghost Club’s album King Whatever speak an unfiltered truth about the many frustrations of getting by in the modern world: isolation and uncertainty, worn-out 
expectations of masculinity, an all-too-common hostility toward those who ardently chase their dreams. All throughout the LP, the Pittsburgh-bred band brings that truth-telling to a thrilling collision of 
heartland rock and garage punk and new wave, etching each track with plenty of unexpected musical turns. The Ghost Club’s debut release for Last Gang Records, King Whatever ultimately serves 
as a powerful showcase for the band with an element that’s equal parts sharp-tongued commentary, gritty self-reflection, and timelessly fun rock-and-roll romanticism.    
  
E Giffoni,Carlos__Dream Walker Ideologic Organ 647581408032 $24.98 20 Rock
Carlos Giffoni is the creator of the No Fun label and festival in NYC, which originally released Oneotrix Point Never, Emeralds, Wolf Eyes and was a significant foundational supporter of the new wave 
modular and synth renaissance emerging from the US noise and experimental underground in the early 2000s. Carlos here offers his first new album in several years, a beautiful tract and journey 
and synthesis touching on elements of the previously mentioned musical community, and harking to the essence of electronic music revolutionaries of the Editions Mego, and Mego communities of 
the 90s-teens. Vast saturated and melodic emotive themes and spaces of electronics bear sharp and rusty teeth at times, and succumb to a dream at others; Carlos’s poetic discourse and intention 
bring this beautiful work into an artistic sphere, a place where inflexion is not directed or projected, but the implication encourages our spirits to fly and question the mysteries. With pleasure... always 
with a lot of pleasure. -Stephen O’malley, January 2023::::::Dream Walker is an album intended for late nights. For those moments when you are ready to let go of your physical self and transcend 
momentarily into another world. Dream Walker is also an album about someone who can walk between dreams. One who can surpass the boundaries of reality and slip into unseen worlds. A visitor 
who is writing a sonic story with every step he takes. Dream Walker is also a love letter to all the music I love. I set out to make something that sounded good to my ears with no preconceptions or 
limitations, so it wears it’s influences on it’s sleeve. When you listen, if you start to feel like you know, then you know. Every sound was made with hardware, mostly synthesizers, in 2023. It is also 
true that it was made by attempting to enter a trance state while recording each of these tracks and letting the subconscious take control to put a touch of otherness in the mix.And that is that. I 
hope you enjoy this record. It was always intended to end in this form and to find a way into your ears. Believe Walker, believe. -Carlos Giofonni, December 2023::::::About 20 years ago, Carlos 
Giffoni quickly made a name for himself both as a noise guitarist and a laptop noisician upon arriving in New York (via Florida and Venezuela). His expertly curated annual No Fun Festival, as well 
as his No Fun label, further solidified him as a key figure in the international noise scene. The festival’s success proved the formula for experimental and improvised music fests could work with the 
noise underground as well, but it also capitalized on the faster rate of connections being made between geographically disparate artists as a result of the (still relatively nascent) internet. Back then 
Carlos would play his laptop like a pinball machine, in contrast to the static stage presence of most laptop performers, and his solo music, like many others’ at that time, expressed a less dark and 
dour vision of the implications of harsh noise. By the close of the 2000s, he had stopped doing the festival, switched gears musically to playing the lighter No Fun Acid sets, and moved to LA.Now 
he has re-emerged in a big way with Dream Walker, his first full-length since 2018’s Vain (and only his second since 2010). Inspired by the masterful performances and diffusions he heard at the 
February 2023 GRM electronic music festival in Paris, particularly sets by old friends Lasse Marhaug, Jim O’rourke, and Eiko Ishibashi, he began conceptualizing new music of his own in response, 
turning to synthesizers and other hardware to produce a work more firmly in the tradition of European electronic music than anything else he’s done. Intended as a late night listen that evokes the 
edge of consciousness, with Carlos getting as close as possible to a trance state during the actual recording and mixing, each of the eleven tracks transition into one another rather than being 
standalone discrete pieces, forming two side-long suites that proceed like stages of a dream.Unabashedly tonal and repetitive, the glistening opener Now Dream, the droning Sleep Walker, and the 
closing triptych of Lost in Descanso, Sunrise, and The Hidden Path occupy a power electronics-ambient nexus that feels spiritually close to the Mego label. Elsewhere, Ticking Clock is reminiscent 
of Stereolab’s non-easy listening vintage electronic side, while the two-part arpeggiated Euphoria recalls early Oneohtrix Point Never (which Carlos released on No Fun). The contrast between One 
Breath’s crackling opening and it’s remarkably fluid and soaring sustained synthesized chords is a distillation of the album’s lingering tension between electronics’ ability to project mechanical rupture 
as well as the organic and the infinite -or walking between dreams, as Carlos himself puts it.Produced by Lasse Marhaug (who also mastered Carlos’ first solo album, Welcome Home, back in 2005), 
released by Stephen O’malley (who I remember DJing at the No Fun fest), with cover art and photos by personal friends, Carlos considers the album a family affair. But Dream Walker most of all 
heralds a maturation of the artist, and stands as a record that exists out of pure desire, rather than obligation or force of habit; a statement of reconnecting with music not by merely revisiting it, but 
by building on what’s come before, both in his own work and in the music he loves.-Alan Licht, New York, December 2023      

E Gypsy Pistoleros__Duende A Go Go Loco Criminal Records Uk 660111187245 $26.98 25 Rock
Duende A Go Go Loco the new album by Gypsy Pistoleros - hailed as the band’s masterpiece; an album that brings together all facets of this unique mongrel offspring of fiery flamenco passion and 
gritty gutter glam Punk. The Gypsy Pistoleros defy the rules, born roaming somewhere between Zaragoza and Worcester, brought into the world to a soundtrack stack-heeled anthems of sleazy ‘70s 
Glam. The songs span madly in the best rock ‘n’ roll tradition with big hooks, attitude, and sleaze. Yet those flamenco breaks got into your head and refused to leave - this hybrid rocks.   
   
D Hanae__Jyukkai Quiz Universal Japan 4988031629093 $47.98  Rock
This is the third volume in a series of analog recordings of hidden masterpieces by Toshiba EMI. This year’s release features titles released in the 2000s and beyond!Her debut was produced by 
Seiji Kameda in 2011 after a demo she sent to EMI at the age of 14 was accepted. This first album was produced and all songs (except for the bonus tracks) were written and arranged by former 
SOUTAISEIRIRON member Mabe Shuichi, who co-wrote Ano’s ‘Chu, Diversity’ and is now attracting attention as a new artist. Combined with Hanae’s unique worldview, the work is full of originality. 
She has since released a total of three albums on EMI and is now a lingerie and cosmetics producer with a large following among women. (Original release: November 27, 2013)   
   
D Hancock,Herbie__Jammin’ With Herbie Renaissance 630428068810 $27.99 120 Jazz
Hancock started his career with trumpet player Donald Byrd’s group. He recorded his first solo album Takin’ Off for Blue Note Records in 1962. Watermelon Man (from Takin’ Off) was to provide 
Mongo Santamaría with a hit single, but more importantly for Hancock, Takin’ Off caught the attention of Miles Davis, who was at that time assembling a new band. Hancock was introduced to Davis 
by the young drummer Tony Williams, a member of the new band.Hancock received considerable attention when, in May 1963, he joined Davis’s Second Great Quintet. Davis personally sought out 
Hancock, whom he saw as one of the most promising talents in jazz. The rhythm section Davis organized was young but effective, comprising bassist Ron Carter, 17-year-old drummer Williams, 
and Hancock on piano. After George Coleman and Sam Rivers each took a turn at the saxophone spot, the quintet gelled with Wayne Shorter on tenor saxophone. This quintet is often regarded as 
one of the finest jazz ensembles yet. While in Davis’s band, Hancock also found time to record dozens of sessions for the Blue Note label, both under his own name and as a sideman with other 
musiciansHancock also recorded several less well-known but still critically acclaimed albums with larger ensembles - My Point of View (1963), Speak Like a Child (1968) and The Prisoner (1969), 
albums which featured flugelhorn, alto flute and bass trombone in addition to the traditional jazz instrumentation. 1963’s Inventions and Dimensions was an album of almost entirely improvised music, 
teaming Hancock with bassist Paul Chambers and two Latin percussionists, Willie Bobo and Osvaldo Chihuahua Martinez.During this period, Hancock also composed the score to Michelangelo 
Antonioni’s film Blowup (1966), the first of many film soundtracks he recorded in his career. As well as feature film soundtracks, Hancock recorded a number of musical themes used on American 
television commercials for such then well-known products as Pillsbury’s Space Food Sticks, Standard Oil, Tab Diet Cola, and Virginia Slims cigarettes. Hancock also wrote, arranged and conducted 
a spy-type theme for a series of F. William Free commercials for Silva Thins cigarettes. Hancock liked it so much he wished to record it as a song but the ad agency would not let him. He rewrote the 
harmony, tempo and tone and recorded the piece as the track He Who Lives in Fear from The Prisoner (1969).Davis had begun incorporating elements of rock and popular music into his recordings 
by the end of Hancock’s tenure with the band. Despite some initial reluctance, pianist Hancock began doubling on electric keyboards, including the Fender Rhodes electric piano at Davis’s insistence. 
Hancock adapted quickly to the new electronic keyboard instruments, which proved to be important in his future artistic endeavors.Under the pretext that he had returned late from a honeymoon in 
Brazil, Hancock was dismissed from Davis’s band. In the summer of 1968 Hancock formed his own sextet. However, although Davis soon disbanded his quintet to search for a new sound, Hancock, 
despite his departure from the working band, continued to appear on Davis’s records for the next few years. Appearances included In a Silent Way, A Tribute to Jack Johnson and On the Corner. 
Hancock left Blue Note in 1969, signing with Warner Bros. Records. In 1969, Hancock composed the soundtrack for Bill Cosby’s animated prime-time television special Hey, Hey, Hey, It’s Fat Albert. 
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Music from the soundtrack was later included on Fat Albert Rotunda (1969), an R&B-inspired album with strong jazz overtones.Hancock became fascinated with electronic musical instruments. 
Together with the profound influence of Davis’s Bitches Brew (1970), this fascination culminated in a series of album in which electronic instruments were coupled with acoustic instruments. This 
compilation is culled from those 1960s albums and singles.      

D Hanno,Yoshihiro__Angelus Universal Japan 4988031629079 $61.98  J-Pop
This is the third volume in a series of analog recordings of hidden masterpieces by Toshiba EMI. This year’s release features titles released in the 2000s and beyond!An album by Yoshihiro Hanno, 
a healing electronica musician active mainly in Europe. Hanaregumi (SUPER BUTTER DOG), Yoshie Nakano (EGO-WRAPPIN’), Haruomi Hosono, Miu Sakamoto, Ikuko Harada (clammbon) and 
others participated as vocalists. All songs are written and arranged by Hanno. The vocalists’ stretches are more than their respective leader albums. In particular, Hanaregumi’s ‘Dream Smell’ and 
Ikuko Harada’s ‘Blue Moon’ are so well done that one can feel the new possibilities of these two artists. Egorappin’ Yoshie Nakano is also more glamorous than egorappin’. Perhaps Hanno and the 
vocalists were surprised themselves. Unlike the dense musical machine that is ‘Lido, ‘ each of the songs is a live performance of it’s own. (Original release: May 25, 2005)    
  
E Houses Of Heaven__Within/Without - Grey Marble Felte Records 792105762791 $24.98 15 Electronic
Oakland’s Houses of Heaven fuse the grit of early industrialwith dizzying hits of EBM, techno, and drum & bass, all imbuedwith lyrical themes that draw equally from the emotional andthe mechanical. 
Within/Without, their sophomore LP for Felte,delves into a realm of intricate intensity, pushing electronics tothe forefront with the production prowess of Matia Simovich(INHALT), and features top-of-
their-game guest vocals fromDouglas McCarthy (Nitzer Ebb) and Mariana Saldaña(BOAN).While the dub-influenced, shoegaze throb of Silent Places(2020) immersed itself in the paradox of opulence 
against theunsettling backdrop of California’s wildfires, Within/Withoutconfronts social order through the lens of inner strife. Itexplores a contrast between the fantasy worlds and unfilteredtruths 
that define modern survival, and a yearning for genuinehuman connection brought on by the anxiety and isolation oftechnology.On Within/Without, Houses of Heaven truly come into their ownwith 
a distinctive alloy of electronic, industrial, psychedelic andshoegaze elements. They create a dynamic conduit for discordand harmony with a profoundly human essence, bridginginterior lives and 
exterior pressures through visceral songcraftand deft pacing. In a cruel and technologically dominatedworld, emotional gridlock is rampant. Yet, in the propulsiveparanoia of album highlight Flesh 
Techniques, we’rereminded that it’s often best to breathe in / these dreamsagain / shake, shake it off.      

E Intranced__Intranced - Red High Roller 4251267717446 $48.98 50 Rock
Comprised of musicians from the latest wave of classic heavy metal rising on the US East Coast (Fortress and Poisoned Chalice, amongst others) and graced with the pipes of James-Paul Luna 
(formerly of Holy Grail and White Wizzard), Intranced have become a hot commodity within the scene with only one EP and single. And you clearly understand why once you’ve heard the L. A. 
quartet’s six-track debut tape Intranced (2022) and succeeding two-track cassette/12-inch Rogue Warrior (2023), which marry sparkling musicianship with pristine songwriting that basically makes 
their music incorruptible from the get-go. I thought it would be a blast to start an old-school metal project that still had a rock feel behind it, singer Luna explains. That period where hard rock started 
to become metal, yet still had that groove, funk, and boogie to it.  Whether it’s traditional US power metal spiced up with rock’n’roll swagger as in ‘Upside Down’, the punk attitude of the otherwise 
wistful epic ‘Dream Lover’, or the fast-paced band anthem ‘Intranced’ - Intranced set the bar incredibly high with their first eight songs. Crowned by a cover from legendary artist Michael Whelan, the 
EP is now available on vinyl for the very first time, including Rogue Warrior as a bonus to shorten the time until the release of Intranced’s first album later in 2024. 1. Angeles Nocturnos 2. Upside 
Down 3. Dream Lover 4. El Gran Deseo 5. Intranced 6. Danza Macabra 7. Rogue Warrior 8. Fuerza Negra      

E Iron & Wine__Light Verse - Clear W/ Blue Swirl Sub Pop 098787161502 $24.98 3500 Rock
Loser Edition on clear w/ blue swirl vinyl. Light Verse arrives April 26th, and it’s Iron & Wine’s seventh full-length overall and fifth for Sub Pop Records. Fashioned as an album that should be taken 
as a whole, it sounds lovingly handmade and self-assured as a secret handshake. Track by track, it’s equal parts elegy, kaleidoscope, truth, and dare. Light Verse was recorded with engineer and 
mixer Dave Way at his studio Waystation high up in Laurel Canyon (with an additional session at Silent Zoo Studio with a 24-piece orchestra), with a host of talented musicians joining Beam: Tyler 
Chester, Sebastian Steinberg, David Garza, Griffin Goldsmith, Beth Goodfellow, Kyle Crane, and Paul Cartwright. And, Fiona Apple joined Beam on vocals for the duet All In Good Time.  
    
E Kid Colling Cartel__Living On The Wild Side Dixiefrog 7421095119645 $29.98 50 Blues
An orphan born in Bogota (Colombia) and adopted by a Luxembourg family, Kid Colling, a singer-songwriter and modern blues-rock guitarist, grew up in Europe and developed a fascination for 
the magical sounds of blues, rock ‘n roll and big band rhythm from an early age. In 2009, he decided to change his life and move to Paris to study music at the American School of Modern Music 
and L’IMEP, where he discovered jazz under the tutelage of such musical luminaries as Peter Giron, Rick Margitza, Manuel Rocheman and Christopher Culpo. It was also during his studies that 
he recruited three fellow musicians to form his own group, which he named Cartel in reference to his Colombian origins. Taking his first musical steps from 2012, he released a debut EP entitled 
Tomorrow’s Far Away in 2014, followed by his debut album In the devil’s court in 2017, which was a hit with critics and audiences alike.     
 
E Killing Joke__Live At Lokerse Feesten 2003 (Iex) Lmlr 3700477837617 $39.98 300 Rock
This is an April-2024 (4/20/24) Record Store Day release in Europe only. It will be streeting in the US one week after Record Store Day on 4/27/24.     
 
D King,Freddie__Alive In America Renaissance 630428079212 $35.99 120 Blues
Freddie King (September 3, 1934 - December 28, 1976) was an American blues guitarist, singer and songwriter. He is considered one of the Three Kings of the Blues Guitar (along with Albert King 
and B.B. King, none of whom were blood related). Mostly known for his soulful and powerful voice and distinctive guitar playing, King had a major influence on electric blues music and on many later 
blues guitarists.King moved to Chicago when he was a teenager; there he formed his first band the Every Hour Blues Boys with guitarist Jimmie Lee Robinson and drummer Frank Sonny Scott. As 
he was repeatedly being rejected by Chess Records, he got signed to Federal Records, and got his break with single Have You Ever Loved a Woman and instrumental Hide Away, which reached 
number five on the Billboard magazine’s rhythm and blues chart in 1961. It later became a blues standard. King based his guitar style on Texas blues and Chicago blues influences. The album Freddy 
King Sings showcased his singing talents and included the record chart hits You’ve Got to Love Her with a Feeling and I’m Tore Down. He later became involved with producers who were more 
oriented to rhythm and blues and rock and was one of the first bluesmen to have a multiracial backing band at performances.Nearly constant touring took it’s toll on King-he was on the road almost 
300 days out of the year. In 1976 he began suffering from stomach ulcers. His health quickly deteriorated, and he died on December 28 of complications from this illness and acute pancreatitis, 
at the age of 42. According to those who knew him, King’s untimely death was due to stress, a legendary hard-partying lifestyle, and a poor diet of consuming Bloody Marys because as he told a 
journalist, they’ve got food in them.King had an intuitive style, often creating guitar parts with vocal nuances. He achieved this by using the open-string sound associated with Texas blues and the 
raw, screaming tones of West Side, Chicago blues. King’s combination of the Texas and Chicago sounds gave his music a more contemporary feel than that of many Chicago bands who were still 
performing 1950s-style music, and he befriended the younger generation of blues musicians. Recorded live in Denver May 27, 1974 at Ebbets Field.     
 
D Kiyoshi,Ryujin__Best Universal Japan 4988031629062 $61.98  J-Pop
This is the third volume in a series of analog recordings of hidden masterpieces by Toshiba EMI. This year’s release features titles released in the 2000s and beyond!In the winter of 2009, a smoky voice 
over dry acoustic guitar came from a cell phone commercial. It was Kiyoshi Ryujin, a 19-year-old boy at the time, who created the song, which could be mistaken for one from a hidden masterpiece 
of Western music, and sang it in English verse. His unparalleled songwriting sense, his voice that radiates an overwhelming presence, and his musicality that transforms itself with each album, all 
of which are unique in the 21st century J-pop scene, made him a young and isolated artist. The first best album tracing the four and a half year career of Tatsujin Sei from his debut single ‘morning 
Sun’ released on March 8, 2009 to his sixth original album ‘WORK’. This is truly a must-hear piece. (Original release: November 12, 2014)     
 
E Kramer,Loren__Glovemaker Secretly Canadian 656605048413 $24.98 20 Rock
If the Chateau Marmont could sing. This would be it. Loren Kramar’s voice vibrates with the shameless hum of a room after a celebrity exits. Ecstatic aspiration. Doubt. Proximity. Desire. The album 
Glovemaker is about the skins we craft to be seen by the world, and Loren reminds us that we are all in drag. All exposed. No matter what gloves we slip on. I’m a slut for all my dreams, Loren Kramar 
sings with Patti Smith brashness, I’m a whore for them, I’ve got more of them. Loren’s lyrics move like tinsel, shimmering bravely, then just as quickly, curling, fragile under the spotlight. Loren has 
always been obsessed with fame. Not with famous people, but with the electricity that perverts attention - the crushing desire to be truly seen. And all of Loren, and this obsession, is in this album. 
He grew up in the Valley, forced to hide his Barbies from his father, so the closet was a gorgeous Spanish ranch house on a gilded cul-de-sac crawling with celebrities. Naturally this gay boy wanted 
to be a child star so his mother secretly shuttled him to tap and jazz and figure skating lessons. I’ve got hands and feet to put in the concrete, Loren croons, in Hollywood Blvd, a song which clangs 
with brawny bravado. But Gay Angels reminds us that Loren’s infatuation with stardom is inextricably linked with his queerness and his own desire to live outside of fear. To be famous is to be out. To 
be known. To be himself. Glovemaker has become a kind of code for art making itself. A glove as a covering or mask that follows the contours of the life beneath it. As a song and a symbol, this is an 
album about studying and tracing a life - and then sharing what’s there, Loren says. And his desire to share truth feels urgent. To listen to Loren is to understand there is no choice; the songs must 
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tear through the air right now. This very second. I see myself tearing and splitting and becoming a trampoline, he belts in No Man, breaking our hearts right alongside his. Part poet, part theatrical 
diva, Loren loops together the tragedy of breathing on this planet, because like Eartha Kitt or Cat Stevens, Loren is at his core - an incredible story teller. This whole album is a shrine, a mantle atop 
a blazing fire of life, spread with the memorabilia of Loren; all of the pain and lust dazzling on unabashed view. This is a songwriter’s album. Loren’s lyrics are all his, and you feel it with every bright, 
Maraschino-cherry-like word that falls from his lips. Like a lover, You scream and I shatter, I hit like a hammer, Loren sings. And we get to feel what Loren feels. We live in his brain, riding his genre 
bending emotions, on a wave of modern pop. And the songs lift, they are anthems of belief, Hollywood Blvd, I’m a Slut, Euphemism, Gay Angels, are all odes to triumphing over the corroding powers 
of fear and doubt. And on this ride, Loren’s voice is the guard rail, ever eager to stretch and transform, belting, talk-singing, multiplying, keeping us safe. Glovemaker slaps and soars. The album is 
an ecstatic overture to love and loneliness, to dreams and promises, to everything Los Angeles dangles. Buckle up. Loren knows how to craft space, how to move us through darkened bars, strobing 
arenas, beige carpeted bungalows and yellow lit highways. How do you like LA? Loren asks. I hope you love it.      

E Kramer,Loren__Glovemaker - Red Secretly Canadian 656605048437 $25.98 75 Rock
If the Chateau Marmont could sing. This would be it. Loren Kramar’s voice vibrates with the shameless hum of a room after a celebrity exits. Ecstatic aspiration. Doubt. Proximity. Desire. The album 
Glovemaker is about the skins we craft to be seen by the world, and Loren reminds us that we are all in drag. All exposed. No matter what gloves we slip on. I’m a slut for all my dreams, Loren Kramar 
sings with Patti Smith brashness, I’m a whore for them, I’ve got more of them. Loren’s lyrics move like tinsel, shimmering bravely, then just as quickly, curling, fragile under the spotlight. Loren has 
always been obsessed with fame. Not with famous people, but with the electricity that perverts attention - the crushing desire to be truly seen. And all of Loren, and this obsession, is in this album. 
He grew up in the Valley, forced to hide his Barbies from his father, so the closet was a gorgeous Spanish ranch house on a gilded cul-de-sac crawling with celebrities. Naturally this gay boy wanted 
to be a child star so his mother secretly shuttled him to tap and jazz and figure skating lessons. I’ve got hands and feet to put in the concrete, Loren croons, in Hollywood Blvd, a song which clangs 
with brawny bravado. But Gay Angels reminds us that Loren’s infatuation with stardom is inextricably linked with his queerness and his own desire to live outside of fear. To be famous is to be out. To 
be known. To be himself. Glovemaker has become a kind of code for art making itself. A glove as a covering or mask that follows the contours of the life beneath it. As a song and a symbol, this is an 
album about studying and tracing a life - and then sharing what’s there, Loren says. And his desire to share truth feels urgent. To listen to Loren is to understand there is no choice; the songs must 
tear through the air right now. This very second. I see myself tearing and splitting and becoming a trampoline, he belts in No Man, breaking our hearts right alongside his. Part poet, part theatrical 
diva, Loren loops together the tragedy of breathing on this planet, because like Eartha Kitt or Cat Stevens, Loren is at his core - an incredible story teller. This whole album is a shrine, a mantle atop 
a blazing fire of life, spread with the memorabilia of Loren; all of the pain and lust dazzling on unabashed view. This is a songwriter’s album. Loren’s lyrics are all his, and you feel it with every bright, 
Maraschino-cherry-like word that falls from his lips. Like a lover, You scream and I shatter, I hit like a hammer, Loren sings. And we get to feel what Loren feels. We live in his brain, riding his genre 
bending emotions, on a wave of modern pop. And the songs lift, they are anthems of belief, Hollywood Blvd, I’m a Slut, Euphemism, Gay Angels, are all odes to triumphing over the corroding powers 
of fear and doubt. And on this ride, Loren’s voice is the guard rail, ever eager to stretch and transform, belting, talk-singing, multiplying, keeping us safe. Glovemaker slaps and soars. The album is 
an ecstatic overture to love and loneliness, to dreams and promises, to everything Los Angeles dangles. Buckle up. Loren knows how to craft space, how to move us through darkened bars, strobing 
arenas, beige carpeted bungalows and yellow lit highways. How do you like LA? Loren asks. I hope you love it.      

D Lazur,Lois__Half Of A Hand Kuroneko 3700398729978 $34.98 2 Electronic
Autodidact producer based in Marseille, Lois Lazur is a sound artist evolving on the borders of varied musical styles which rub shoulders and sometimes intersect, very gently.This first mini-album 
Half Of A Hand poses as a manifesto, subtly turning towards post-club music, structured around slow grooves where the bass is heavy and the percussions pile up on jerky rhythms.Always rhythmic, 
often very melodic and although sung, his electronic music with Indus, Acid and Dub sounds, illustrates a poetic and metaphysical aim: an invitation to encounter, to the inhibition of gender and class 
barriers on a variegated dancefloor and certainly caring.      

E Lostines__Meet The Lostines Gar Hole Records 762183942026 $24.98 50 Rock
2024 - 140 gram black vinyl with printed innersleeve. Although recorded in the band’s hometown of New Orleans, Meet The Lostines - the full-length debut from songwriters Casey Jane Reece-Kaigler 
and Camille Wind Weatherford - is an album that charts it’s own geography. This is where the swampland meets the sock hop. Where golden-age rock & roll crosses paths with old-school country. 
Where timeless American roots music drops it’s anchor and climbs skyward, finding some balance between the earthy and the otherworldly. At the center of that sound are the entwined voices of 
Casey Jane and Camille, two longtime friends whose songs explore the uncharted territory between genres. There’s rarely a melody on Meet The Lostines that the two don’t sing together, stacking 
their lush harmonies against a backdrop of baritone guitar, spring reverb, orchestral strings, Cajun fiddle, upright piano, and Theremin. It’s an immersive sound.     
 
E Lostines__Meet The Lostines (Iex) Gar Hole Records 762183941227 $24.98 200 Rock
2024 - INDIE RECORD STORE EXCLUSIVE YELLOW VINYL. 140 gram color vinyl with printed inner sleeve and marketing sticker. Although recorded in the band’s hometown of New Orleans, Meet 
The Lostines - the full-length debut from songwriters Casey Jane Reece-Kaigler and Camille Wind Weatherford - is an album that charts it’s own geography. This is where the swampland meets the 
sock hop. Where golden-age rock & roll crosses paths with old-school country. Where timeless American roots music drops it’s anchor and climbs skyward, finding some balance between the earthy 
and the otherworldly. At the center of that sound are the entwined voices of Casey Jane and Camille, two longtime friends whose songs explore the uncharted territory between genres. There’s rarely 
a melody on Meet The Lostines that the two don’t sing together, stacking their lush harmonies against a backdrop of baritone guitar, spring reverb, orchestral strings, Cajun fiddle, upright piano, and 
Theremin. It’s an immersive sound.      

E Love/Hate__Best Of - Re-Cut Deadline Music 889466553011 $21.98 300 Rock
A Los Angeles hard rock institution, Jizzy Pearl’s Love/Hate, revisit their late ‘80s, early ‘90s heyday on this killer studio collection! Includes electrifying re-cut versions of the band’s biggest, best 
loved songs including Blackout In The Red Room, Why Do You Think They Call It Dope, She’s An Angel and more! Jizzy Pearl is such a powerhouse vocalist that he not only sang in Love/Hate but 
also L.A. Guns, Ratt, Quiet Riot, and others!      

D Moers,Michel__As Is Kuroneko 5425023012949 $22.98 4 Electronic
Michel Moers, the legendary Telex artist, makes a grand return with As Is, his second solo album, released 33 years after his debut. This 2024 album features a unique blend of thoughtful electronic 
music and surrealism, marking a significant evolution in Moers’ artistic journey. As Is includes collaborations with Claudia Brücken and Belgian singer Daan Stuyven, adding depth and variety to 
it’s sound. The album, reminiscent of diary entries and influenced by Erik Satie, was recorded largely in transit. It revisits and updates Moers’ classics, reflecting on modern individualism. Moers’ 
involvement in remastering Telex’s catalogue has sharpened his auditory skills, enriching this album. As Is is not just a comeback but a testament to Moers’ enduring creativity and relevance in the 
contemporary music scene.      

D Morse,Steve__Major Impacts Magna Carta 889466553110 $21.98 300 Rock
The powerful solo album from Deep Purple/Dixie Dregs/Kansas guitar master, Steve Morse! Originally released in 2000 this unique, all-instrumental album finds Morse exploring some of the artists 
who influenced him the most, from Cream to Jimi Hendrix to The Stones, The Beatles and more! Includes detailed liner notes written by Morse!     
 
E Newlydeads__Dead End - Purple Cleopatra 889466514210 $27.98 200 Rock
Vinyl reissue of the 2001 album by the gothic-shock-rock-industrial-sleaze masters, The Newlydeads, founded by Faster Pussycat frontman Taime Downe! Includes a truly sick twist on the Missing 
Person’s classic hit Mental Hopscotch plus a killer version of The Damned’s Anything!      

E O’Connor,Mark & Maggie__Life After Life Omac Records 676519000406 $29.98 100 Folk/Americana
Gatefold, colored vinyl, poly-lined sleeve. Mark and Maggie O’Connor: A product of America’s rich aural folk tradition as well as classical music, the O’Connor’s creative journey began at the feet 
of a pair of musical giants. The first was the folk fiddler and innovator who created the modern era of American fiddling, Benny Thomasson; the second, French jazz violinist, considered one of the 
greatest improvisers in the history of the violin, Stephane Grappelli. Along the way, between these marvelous musical extremes, Mark O’Connor absorbed knowledge and influence from the multitude 
of musical styles and genres he studied. Now, at age 54, he has melded and shaped these influences into a new American Classical music, and a vision of an entirely American school of string 
playing. As The Los Angeles Times recently noted, he has crossed over so many boundaries, that his style is purely personal.     
 
E Owen__Falls Of Sioux - Grey Polyvinyl Records 644110049018 $24.98 450 Rock
Grey vinyl w/ download card and 12x12 Insert in standard jacket. On the new Owen album, The Falls of Sioux, Mike Kinsella (American Football, LIES, Cap’n Jazz) returns with the followup to 2020’s 
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critically acclaimed album, The Avalanche, and delivers the most ambitious and varied album of his career. Recorded at Hive Studios in Eau Claire, WI + SHIRK Studios in Chicago, IL and produced 
by S. Carey, Zach Hanson and Mike Kinsella, The Falls of Sioux finds Kinsella taking risks like never before, both lyrically and musically. Featuring lavish string arrangements, vocal contributions 
from Cacie Dalager (Now, Now), Kinsella’s iconic guitar & drumming styles, and even a spoken word vignette, the album is an exciting departure from Kinsella’s previous work, while still retaining 
what makes Owen albums so fascinating and replayable. Mike Kinsella’s work over the years with his various musical endeavors has been nothing short of foundational, from early days with Cap’n 
Jazz right up until recently with American Football’s unforeseen and excellent second act. His music has been heralded in outlets such as Rolling Stone, NPR, The NY Times, and Pitchfork, who 
called American Football’s debut album the most influential album in the genre.      

D Pajamas Soft__Princess Witches - O.S.T. Kaiju Panda 4988044096844 $252.98  Soundtrack
Limited four vinyl LP set.      

D Peire,Lucas__Berlin - O.S.T. Music On Vinyl 8719262034679 $55.98  Soundtrack
Berlin is the Spanish TV series created by Alex Pina and Esther Martinez Lobato for Netflix. It serves as a prequel to Money Heist/La Casa de Papel, focusing on Andres de Fonollosa, aka ‘Berlin’. 
The story goes back his golden age before the events of Money Heist, where Berlin and a masterful gang gather in Paris to plan one of his most ambitious robberies ever. The series features an 
original soundtrack by Lucas Peire and Frank Montasell. The album also contains the main theme ‘Bullets and Flowers’ performed by Francis White and Nikki, and tracks by Samantha Siqueiros, 
Pipo Romero, Pedro Alonso, Tristan Ulloa, GOA, and POL 3. 14. The 2LP Berlin is available as a limited edition of 500 individually numbered copies on turquoise colored vinyl and includes an insert. 
Official website: https://www. netflix. com/title/81586657LISTEN: https://youtu. be/fpeXTzkoT_k* 180 GRAM AUDIOPHILE VINYL* INCLUDES INSERT* 2023 NETFLIX ORIGINAL PREQUEL SERIES 
TO LA CASA DE PAPEL/MONEY HEIST, CREATED BY ALEX PINA AND ESTHER MARTINEZ* ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK BY LUCAS PEIRE & FRANK MONTASELL* FEATURES MAIN THEME 
‘BULLETS AND FLOWERS’ BY FRANCIS WHITE & NIKKI, AND OTHER TRACKS BY POL 3. 14, SAMANTAHA SIQUEIROS, PIPO ROMERO, PEDRO ALONSO, TRISTAN ALLOA, AND GOA* 
LIMITED EDITION OF 500 INDIVIDUALLY NUMBERED COPIES ON TURQUOISE COLORED VINYLTrack listing:SIDE A1. Bullets and Flowers - Main Theme (by Francis White feat. Nikki)2. Berlin 
3. Derniere Chance 4. Suspect No. 1 5. Racing Point6. Cameron 7. No Me Mires (by POL 3. 14) 8. Hotel GiocondaSIDE B1. La Banda 2. Je Suis L’amour 3. Taxi Parisien 4. L’amour (By Samantha 
Siqueiros) 5. Midnight In Chantilly 6. Damian 7. Parkineo8. Champs Elysees 9. The Last Jewel 10. Tout Ou Rien (By Pipo Romero) 11. All AccessSIDE C1. Keila 2. Super Bueno 3. El Plan 4. Late 
Checkout 5. Felicidad (By Pedro Alonso & Tristan Ulloa) 6. Le Chateau 7. Sierra 8. Illusionists9. Commissaire Lavelle 10. Como Yo Te Amo (By Pedro Alonso)11. The Necklaze 12. Inside The Vault 13. 
The CryptSIDE D1. Hot Dog 2. Roi 3. Majorette 4. Murillo 5. The Meaning Of Love6. What A Wonderful World (By Goa) 7. Lulu Le Club 8. Polignac’s Karma 9. Intervention 10. Camille   
   
E Pentagram__Eternal Life Of Madness Listenable Records 3760053847409 $39.98 75 Rock
Iconic death thrash metal band PENTAGRAM (Chile) was formed in Santiago, Chile in 1985. At the time, the country was roiling from political upheaval, but that didn’t stop Anton Reisenegger, 
Juan Pablo Uribe, and (former drummer) Eduardo Topelberg from ingesting and eventually emulating the brutalist, evilest forms of metal from around the world.PENTAGRAM (Chile) now unleash 
their new album ‘ Eternal Life of Madness’ and is comprised of guitarist/vocalist Anton Reisenegger, guitarist Juan Pablo Uribe, drummer Juan Pablo Donoso, and bassist Juan Francisco Cueto. 
PENTAGRAM (Chile) marched forward from their debut ‘the Malefice’ (2013) while preserving the savage DNA that informed Darkthrone, At the Gates, Dismember, Napalm Death, and many others. 
The band ‘s new album ‘Eternal Life of Madness’ feature the crushing heft of Possessor, El Imbunche, The Portal, and Deus Est Machina, » which is a far-off salute to the group’s classic Spell of 
the Pentagram from their 1987 first Demo. PENTAGRAM (Chile) doesn’t exist merely for nostalgia reasons-though supporting Slayer in Santiago in 2019 was a highlight of past accomplishments. 
Their timely resurrection is unadulterated metallic passion.When the pandemic hit, and I was in lockdown at home in Spain, I started writing riffs for a new LOCK UP album, says Reisenegger, who 
plays guitar in grind legends BRUJERIA and Chilean groove-thrash masters CRIMINAL. I realized some of the stuff I wrote had the original Pentagram (Chile) feeling, so I put those ideas aside. 
They started piling up, so when the LOCK UP ‘the Dregs of Hades’ record was done, I began arranging them and working remotely with our drummer, Juan Pablo Donoso. I didn’t even realize I had 
all that material in me, but it was somehow untapped. We had a ‘false start’ a few years before when original guitarist JP Uribe, JP Donoso, and I got together and started jamming on some new 
riffs. ‘the Portal’ came out of those sessions. »Though never explicitly political lyrically, PENTAGRAM (Chile) have issued angst-ridden proclamations throughout their 39-year existence. The relics of 
the waning (and most repressive) years of Augusto Pinochet’s reign have long memories, manifesting via supernatural and horrific lyrics. Previous songs, such as ‘the Apparition’, ‘sacrophobia’ and 
‘Prophetic Tremors’ (all from ‘the Malefice’), have dealt with superstition, mental disorder, and cataclysm. ‘the Eternal Life of Madness’ is no different. Anton Reisenegger brings to bear his favorite 
themes, imbuing them with the world’s weight. From the folkloric ‘El Imbunche’ and the god-challenge of ‘Omniscient Tyrant’ to the horror-themed ‘Possessor’ and the apocalyptic visions of ‘No One 
Shall Survive’ these are some of PENTAGRAM (Chile) ‘s most intense lyrics to date.for fans of Possessed, Dark Angel, Morbid Angel, Slayer     
 
E Pigeons Playing Ping Pong__Day In Time - Black Galaxy No Coincidence 617308068795 $42.98 400 Rock
Pigeons Playing Ping Pong, a veritable tour de force known for turning heads coast-to-coast with their high-octane live concerts, not only grabs life by the horns, but they harness it’s energy within 
their hypnotic hybrid of funk, rock and psychedelic groove. With a devout fanbase and trail of sold-out tours behind them, the band takes a major step forward on their seventh full-length offering, 
Day In Time. This album is the most cohesive group of songs we’ve ever had in the studio.      

D Porij__Teething Play It Again Sam 5400863151393 $27.98 150 Dance Music
Porij have endured the sharp pains of self-discovery. Every raw nerve, bloody scrape and sprain, have been necessary for that unavoidable thing we must grit our teeth and bare: growing up. Their 
debut album Teething is both a coming-of-age story and a bottling of the particular magic that is unmistakably - and definitively - Porij. Since the beginning, they have self-produced, self-mixed and 
entirely self-made their music. This record was incubated in their bedrooms and flats where they would sit together for hours giving color, shape and texture to this new world. It was only then that 
they enlisted legendary producer David Wrench, famed for his work with era-defining artists including Frank Ocean, FKA Twigs and The XX. His mentorship allowed Teething to transform their music 
from a live-angled proposition to something folded in the arms of pop. It’s between the contradictions and the truths that co-exist rather than cancel each other out, that Porij have found a home. 
Teething proves that change can cut deep, but the propulsion to keep moving is what saves you.      

E Porter,Mackenzie__Nobody’s Born With A Broken Heart - Grey/Blue Big Loud Records 850055776104 $32.98 280 Country
Smokey Grey/Blue & White Vinyl. Dazzling country singer/songwriter Mackenzie Porter proves her star power is undeniable (American Songwriter) with Big Loud debut album Nobody’s Born With 
A Broken Heart. Pairing deeply honest country storytelling with her shimmering vocals, she delivers an emotive 19 song introduction with her all-encompassing heartbreak album. Following global 
success with six No. 1 singles across the U.S., Canada, and Australia, Porter narrates her experience with life’s many types of heartbreak: friendship, career, health, and love.   
   
E Psychobilly Goes Pop / Various__Psychobilly Goes Pop / Various Cleopatra 889466523410 $27.98 150 Rock
New vinyl pressing of this monster compilation featuring some of the biggest names in psychobilly demolishing modern pop and rock songs! Features hits by Lady Gaga, Hall & Oats, Duran Duran, 
Metallica and more performed by Nekromantix, The Meteors, The Coffin Caddies, The Van Orsdels and more!      

E Reid,Tomeka__3+3 Cuneiform 045775052519 $29.98 30 Jazz
Much has happened to Tomeka Reid, who was already one of jazz’s definitive figures in the 21st century, in the 4½ years since her last album by this all-star quintet. Most notably, she was awarded a 
MacArthur Fellowship in 2022, one of the most prestigious awards in the creative arts field in the USA. The same year, she also won the DownBeat Critics Poll for miscellaneous instrument (despite 
many deserving talents emerging on the instrument, the jazz polls don’t have cello as a category for recognition).She has also performed and recorded with a large number of musicians including 
The Art Ensemble of Chicago, The Fire and Water Quintet and Tomas Fujiwara’s 7 Poets Trio. The group’s previous album, Old New, was a huge seller and topped many ‘Year’s Best’ lists and this 
new release has long been awaited.      

E Reinhardt,DJango__Golden Classics Diggers Factory 3760396021016 $29.98 50 Jazz
DJango Reinhardt is considered one of the greatest guitarists of all time, and the first European jazz musician to make a major contribution with a jazz guitar. Because of his physical handicap, he 
played mainly with his index and middle fingers, inventing a particular style of jazz guitar. His virtuosity, which incorporated many gypsy influences, was also accompanied by a superb sense of 
melodic invention and general musicality, timing, swing and dynamics. DJango played entirely by ear, as he could neither read nor write music. This Golden Classics swing compilation album includes 
a mix of his best recordings, all carefully remastered, Minor Swing, Nuages, Manoir de mes rêves, Tears, Tea For Two. Many guitarists such as Barney Kessel, Charlie Byrd and Wes Montgomery 
have cited DJango Reinhardt as a major influence. Jeff Beck, Jerry Garcia, Tony Lommi and Willie Nelson have described DJango as by far the most amazing guitarist of all time.   
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E Sabaton__Carolus Rex - Blue Yellow Sunburst Nuclear Blast 4065629643010 $29.98 200 Rock
The sixth studio album from Sweden’s Sabaton. Originally released English and Swedish in 2012 and produced by Peter Tägtgren (Hypocrisy, Pain) in Abyss Studios, Carolus Rex is a concept album 
based on the fall of the Swedish Empire. The album garnered critical and commercial acclaim when it was released and has been certified gold in Poland and quadruple platinum in Sweden.  
    
D Santisteban,Manel__La Casa De Papel (Money Heist) - O.S.T. Music On Vinyl 8719262034358 $55.98  Soundtrack
La Casa de Papel, also known as Money Heist, is the Netflix Original hit series created by Alex Pina. The story follows an unusual group of robbers who attempt to carry out the most perfect robbery 
in Spanish history - stealing two billion euros from the Royal Mint of Spain. The series was initially intended as a limited series to be told in two parts, but due to it’s worldwide success, it was renewed 
and extended to five parts, divided into three seasons. La Casa de Papel received several awards, including the International Emmy Award for Best Drama Series, as the Critics’ Choice Award for 
Best Foreign Language Series. The series is accompanied by an original soundtrack by Manel Santisteban and Ivan M. Lacamara, which contains warm female lead vocals, ethnic percussion, and 
Spanish guitar. Two versions of it’s main theme ‘my Life Is Going On’ are featured on the score, with vocals by Spanish singer Cecilia Krull. La Casa de Papel is available on vinyl for the very first time 
as a limited edition of 750 individually numbered copies on red colored vinyl. The vinyl package includes an insert and special print. Official website: https://www. Netflix. com/nl/title/80192098LISTEN: 
https://youtu. #be/oAOyex3JOBo&t=2s *180 GRAM AUDIOPHILE VINYL* INCLUDES INSERT AND A SPECIAL PRINT* SOUNDTRACK FROM ONE OF THE MOST WATCHED, CRITICALLY 
ACCLAIMED NETFLIX ORIGINAL SERIES LA CASA DE PAPEL, ALSO KNOWN AS MONEY HEIST* RECEIVED SEVERAL AWARDS, INCLUDING THE INTERNATIONAL EMMY AWARD FOR 
BEST DRAMA SERIES* MUSIC BY MANEL SANTISTEBAN AND IVAN M. LACAMARA* CONTAINS TWO VERSIONS OF THE MAIN THEME ‘mY LIFE IS GOING ON’ FEATURING CECILIA 
KRULL* LIMITED EDITION OF 750 INDIVIDUALLY NUMBERED COPIES ON RED COLORED VINYLTrack listing:SIDE A1. My Life Is Going On (Trailer Version)2. Asalto Al Camion (End Credits)3. 
La Fabrica de Moneda y Timbre4. Inspectora y Su Hija5. Berlin Psicopata6. Raquel y Sergio Juntos7. My Life Is Going On (Rock Version)SIDE B1. Medley Accion2. Numero de Ilusionismo3. La 
Camara Secreta4. La Traicion5. Otra Vida6. No Me Lo Pongas Mas Dificil SIDE C 1. Operacion Banco de Espana2. No Matamos Prisioneros3. Tango de Berlin4. No Nos Vamos A Esconder5. My 
Life Low MoodSIDE D1. El Plan Del Profesor2. Es El Final Del Camino3. Miguitas de Pan4. El Re-Encuentro5. Es El Fin (End Credits)     
 
D Shankar,Ravi__Shankar Family & Friends (Iex) Mobile Fidelity 821797152211 $53.98  Folk/Americana
‘Out of Print for Nearly Five Decades, a Lost Classic Returns: Ravi Shankar and George Harrison’s Shankar Family & Friends Weds Eastern and Western Music. Sourced from the Original Master 
Tapes and Limited to 3,000 Numbered Copies: Mobile Fidelity’s 180g Vinyl LP of 1974 Album Features Remarkable Tonalities, Airiness, and Aura. 1/4’ / 15 IPS analog master to DSD 256 to analog 
console to lathe. Out of print as a standalone release for decades since it’s original 1974 release, and produced by George Harrison, Shankar Family & Friends is an almost-forgotten masterwork 
- an emotional and sonic pact on which two like-minded souls unite musical styles, cultures, and sounds in wondrous fashion. It’s also the second album Harrison’s Dark Horse Records released, 
setting the tone for the label and precedent for a friendship that lasted the remainder of Harrison’s life. Sourced from the original analog tapes, pressed at RTI, and limited to 3,000 numbered copies, 
Mobile Fidelity’s 180g LP presents the album in restored sound that illustrates the beauty of the playing, compositions, and chemistry. This reissue makes available on vinyl a title that hasn’t been 
on LP since 1975. Yet it does so much more in the transparent way it showcases the textures, spiritualism, and breadth of compositions primarily recorded by Harrison, Shankar, and an array of 
distinguished guests at A&M Studios. The inviting aura, generous spaciousness, and well-defined tonalities on this pressing combine to take the music to transcendent heights. Then there’s the brilliant 
playing itself. Memorable contributions from an A-list of American and English musicians - Ringo Starr (drums), David Bromberg (electric guitar), Billy Preston (organ), Nicky Hopkins (piano), Jim 
Keltner (drums), Klaus Voorman (bass), Robert Margouleff (Moog), Malcolm Cecil (Moog), Tom Scott (saxophone) included - add to the richness of a set that melds Eastern and Western traditions. 
These ‘names’ mesh with a host of Indian virtuosos - Alla Rakha, Ashish Khan, Kamala Chakravarty, Hariprasad Chaurasia included - who turn Shankar Family & Friends into a journey laced with 
percussive, string, and vocal components that aren’t soon forgotten.      

D Springsteen,Bruce__Wild The Innocent & The E Street Shuffle Mobile Fidelity 196588114816 $139.98  Rock
Limited 180gm vinyl LP pressing.      

E Stars__Heart Last Gang Records 634164406622 $32.98 200 Rock
Available on 140 gram Opaque Pink Blue Vinyl. Includes a new original poem from Torquil Campbell, plus new words from Amy Millan. Also includes Origami Heart (with instructions) inside. There 
is a limited press of 750 worldwide.Stars’ breakthrough sophomore album Heart was recorded in the bedroom of keyboard player Chris Seligman on Avenue Mont-Royal in Montreal and released in 
2003. A description at the time pinned the band as more New Order and Saint Etienne than Smiths, and with male and female vocals, the band comes across as an electro-pop Belle & Sebastian. 
The New York Times praised the album as: Lovely. Romantic. Devastating... words often used to describe the soothing sounds of Stars. ADJectives aside, one thing is for certain: Stars have a knack 
for writing gently devastating pop songs.      

E Sudano,Bruce__Talkin Ugly Truth Tellin Pretty Lies Purple Heart Rec Co 198342075395 $24.98 60 Rock
Veteran songwriter Bruce Sudano has penned hits for Dolly Parton, Michael & Jermaine Jackson, and his late wife Donna Summer. His 7th studio release dives into every stage of life, from the 
exhilaration of youth through the maze of love, loss, and lessons learned, ending with what it all means and where the journey leads from there. The album marks his first collaboration with Grammy-
winning producer Ken Lewis (Taylor Swift, Lorde, fun.), and features a duet with the legendary Valerie Simpson.      

E Testament__Legacy - Purple W Yellow Splatter Nuclear Blast 4065629711313 $26.98 700 Rock
The debut record from Testament, reissued on Nuclear Blast in 2024, Purple w Yellow Splatter LP      

E Testament__New Order - Cyanide Blue W Black Splatter Nuclear Blast 4065629711412 $26.98 700 Rock
The sophomore record from Testament, reissued on Nuclear Blast in 2024. Cyanide Blue w Black Splatter LP      

E Thee Image__Thee Image - Purple Marble Cleopatra 889466517617 $27.98 210 Rock
A gem of the classic AOR rock era - the 1975 debut album from the band formed by Iron Butterfly/Alice Cooper/Blues Image guitarist Mike Pinera! This album has not been reissued on vinyl since 
it’s original release, so demand is at an all-time for this release!      

E Third World__Under The Magic Sun - Coke Bottle Green Cleopatra 889466372513 $27.98 200 Reggae
One of the biggest crossover successes in reggae music celebrate the hits of our time on this superb studio album!  The album bursts with exquisite four-part harmonies and reggae grooves on such 
classic songs as Bread’s Everything I Own, REO Speedwagon’s I Can’t Fight This Feeling Anymore, CCR’s Have You Ever Seen The Rain, and revisitation to the band’s own hit 1865 (96 Degrees 
In The Shade)!      

E Todd,Pat & The Rankoutsiders__Keepin’ Chaos At Bay Hound Gawd! Records 4018939544492 $18.98 75 Rock
For decades, Pat Todd has trolled the dark corners and back shelves of the thrift store of Americana and honed an extraordinarily sound. The new album distills everything he’s learned in his career-
long, of all things rock and roll into a genre-scoffing dose of snarling ‘70s punk rock, country, blues, roots rock full of hooks delivered with a brain and a heart. For decades, Pat Todd has trolled the 
dark corners and back shelves of the thrift store of Americana and honed an extraordinarily sound. The new album distills everything he’s learned in his career-long, of all things rock and roll into 
a genre-scoffing dose of snarling ‘70s punk rock, country, blues, roots rock full of hooks delivered with a brain and a heart. While these fundamentals have always been behind the Rankoutsiders’ 
anthemic songs, they come to full fruition on Keepin’ Chaos at Bay in one of the hardest rocking and most soulful albums of Todd’s career and nobody, but nobody, plays it like Pat Todd. Pat Todd 
is the most sincere Rock’n’roll singer/songwriter on the planet. He makes the rest of us look like a bunch of fakers.  is how Blaine Cartwright of Nashville Pussy describes Pat Todd. The lyrics of the 
14-track album bristles with a sense of chaos, dedication, lies & love and mystery. Also a Rankoutsiders constant are the premier-league tunes: songs are filled to bursting point with grandstanding 
melodies, and subtle little hooks. New Originals like Why I Sing, The Company You Keep or Victim Of Dedication reminds of his previous red hot outlaw rock band The Lazy Cowgirls while the country-
folk punker Poison Your Water infiltrate your blood. That Little Bit Of Nothin’ takes the listener through the ups and downs and is full of heartbreak and desire. The cover version of Tower of Song by 
Leonard Cohen shows how well the band can rearrange this song for themselves and turns it as if it were their own. Keepin’ Chaos at Bay was recorded last year at Steady Studios Burbank, California 
by Gavin Ross and was produced and arranged by the Rankoutsiders. Pat Todd is joined again by guitarist and founding member, Nick Alexander; long-time guitarist and vocalist Kevin Keller, who 
also takes over the lead vocals on You’re Gonna Loose It All; Steven Vigh on bass and Walter Phelan on drums, the rhythm section, who are pushing the songs to the next level. KEY SELLING 
POINTS: - Seventh album from Los Angeles Rock’n’roll legends- Features members of Lazy Cowgirls and L. A. Guns- Limited edition colored vinyl for stores- Tour dates forthcoming- Publicity by Fly 
PRTRACKLIST CD/LP: Side 1:1. Why I Sing (3:30)2. Lie’n Money & A Bad Disguise (2:26)3. Big Talk With Guitars (2:27)4. Galavantin’ (3:06)5. Poison Your Water (4:12)6. Lies, Lies And More Lies 
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(2:39)7. That Little Bit Of Nuthin’ (4:27)Side 2:1. The Company You Keep (3:29)2. A World Up For Sale (3:16)3. Sold Me Out For The Love Of A Dollar (3:32)4. Just Another Stupid Guy (4:13)5. You’re 
Gonna Lose It All (2:27)6. Victim Of Dedication (2:58)7. Tower Of Song (2:58)LINKS: Web: http://www. Pattodd. netTwitter: https://twitter. #com/rankoutsidersInstagram: https://www. #instagram. com/
pat_todd_rankoutsider/Facebook: https://www. #facebook. com/pattoddrankoutsiders/Wikipedia: https://en. #wikipedia. org/wiki/Pat_Todd_%26_the_RankoutsidersAll Music: https://www. #allmusic. 
com/artist/pat-todd-the-rankoutsiders-mn0000907086/discography      

D Toradora Best Album Happyend - O.S.T.__Toradora Best Album Happyend - O.S.T. Kaiju Panda 4988044096837 $144.98  Soundtrack
Yuyuko Takemiya’s masterpiece light novel Toradora! has been published by Dengeki Bunko since 2006 and remains a milestone in adolescent romantic comedies. The long-awaited LP version of 
the best album CD √HAPPYEND, consisting of songs from anime, games, radio, and character song albums, is now available after a lapse of about 10 years!!     
 
E Travers,Pat__Live At The Bamboo Room - Pink Cleopatra 889466327919 $27.98 200 Rock
Get down and dirty with a true blues rock legend Pat Travers on this epic live concert presented here on both CD and DVD as well as on vinyl for the first time ever! Includes performances of Travers 
best known tunes including Boom Boom Out Go The Lights, Snortin’ Whiskey, Crash And Burn and lost more! Special guest performance by Pete Mars Cowling who played on the original recording 
of Boom Boom! The DVD features an exclusive interview with Travers!      

E Uk Subs__Fear To Go Rarities 1988-2000 - Pink New Red Archives 889466495816 $27.98 300 Rock
The legends of British punk dig deep into their vault for this rich and varied compilation of rare gems and little heard classics from throughout the band’s storied career! Includes tracks that have 
previously appeared only on vinyl singles, one-off compilations, and tribute album, compiled together for the first time with rare photos of the band!     
 
E Ultimate Led Zeppelin Tribute / Various__Ultimate Led Zeppelin Tribute / Various Deadline Music 889466552816 $29.98 300 Rock
An epic gathering of rock and metal icons pay tribute to the monolithic Led Zeppelin! Featuring members of Blue Öyster Cult, Thin Lizzy, Jethro Tull, Deep Purple, King Crimson, Great White, Nazareth, 
Toto, ELP, Yes, and more!      

D Un Autre Monde / Various__Un Autre Monde / Various Kuroneko 3700398725956 $33.98 5 Rock
This record invites you on an extraordinary journey, in the form of a spatio-temporal and transgenerational sound collage, into the parallel and singular universe of one of the major counter-culture 
movements of the 1960s fantastic realism. A cross between thematic compilation and sound creation, it offers a selection of rarities and nuggets with psychedelic and esoteric tonesby groups from 
the late 60’s - early 70’s French psychedelic scene, such as Haira, Guy Skornnik and Martin Circus, as well as previously unreleased tracks by major current and emerging bands such as The 
Limiñanas, Zombie Zombie featuring Pacôme Thiellement, The Penelopes or Terrains vagues, Rubin et le paradoxe featuring Brigitte Fontaine, Tuxedomoon or Exotourisme (Perez and Dominique 
Gonzalez Foerster). These tracks were created especially for the occasion. All mixed and interspersed with audio archives by Jacques Bergier, Louis Pauwels or Eugène Canseliet and sounds from 
installations designed by visual artists (Veronique Belland, Alexis Chapelain). At once cutting-edge and accessible to the uninitiated, between fantasy and science fiction, esotericism and occultism, 
popular culture and contemporary art, avant-garde and pop music, this disc offers a poetic ode to the Strange, to curiosity, to the capacity for wonder and the desire for knowledge, with a view to re-
enchanting reality. Conceived by Jean-François Sanz (author, director and curator) and Hermione Volt (visual artist), in collaboration with Laurent Paulré (founder of the Contours label and producer 
at Radio France), and with the complicity of Céline Du Chéné (author and journalist), this album, an atypical sound object, is the musical extension of the eponymous group exhibition UN AUTRE 
MONDE ///DANS NOTRE MONDE, which opened at Galerie du Jour in Paris.      

E Wailers__Best Of The Wailers (Iex) Lmlr 3700477837501 $29.98 300 Reggae
This is an April-2024 (4/20/24) Record Store Day release in Europe only. It will be streeting in the US one week after Record Store Day on 4/27/24.     
 
E Wintersun__Forest Seasons - Clear Green Splatter Nuclear Blast 4065629714017 $35.98 300 Rock
The 2024 repress of The Forest Season, the third release from Wintersun. Double LP in gatefold, clear green splatter      

E Wintersun__Time I - Clear Blue White Purple Splatter Nuclear Blast 4065629714215 $29.98 300 Rock
The 2024 repress of Time I, the sophomore release from Wintersun. LP in gatefold, Clear Blue White Purple Splatter      

E Writhing Squares__Mythology Trouble In Mind 769293392475 $19.98 10 Rock
In many ways, the music of Writhing Squares could have only originated in Philadelphia; the city itself a microcosm of creatives, go-getters, freaks & weirdos that have coalesced into a supportive & 
boundary-pushing crew. Former Purling Hiss bassist Daniel Provenzano & Ecstatic Vision sax-player & vocalist Kevin Nickles’ first musical missive was shot forth in 2013 (the self-released CDR Live 
In Space) & various singles, split releases, albums (and a double-album) later we arrive at the duo’s fourth full-length Mythology, their third for Chicago-based Trouble In Mind Records.Mythology 
picks up the pieces left shattered by their previous double-album Chart For The Solution and reconnects the broken shards together like Kintsugi, the ancient Japanese technique for mending 
broken ceramics, infusing the breaks with powdered gold. The Squares themselves are like mad-scientists, taking the ruined detritus populating junk shops & surplus outlets & constructing their 
own sonic laboratories in their New Jersey basements to record, mix & tweak Mythologys eight tracks. Their new location allowed the band to regroup, reassess & reconstruct their sound from 
the ground up, shearing away the cosmic excess of 2021’s Chart For The Solution to a sharper point.Tracks like ‘Barbarians’ & ‘LEM’ are classic Squares; brutal, aggressive, unwavering assault of 
Motorhead/Stooges-inflected sci-fi punk scree, while others like ‘Chromatophage’s mutant funk & ‘Cerberus’s techno-slink owe a serious debt to electric-era Miles Davis & show that the group has 
more to offer than bludgeoning you with sonic force. Provenzano’s bass & electronics are like a tank rolling across the terrain - a gnarly construct of Hawkwind-ian headiness & ‘vincebus Eruptum’s 
snarl - uncaring of what gets in the way. Nickles’ brass vacillates between Stooges-influenced sleaze, jazzy no-wave stabs, & cacophonous sonic storms, strafing the listener into oblivion. The duo 
are joined on Mythology by drummer John Schoemaker - who contributed drums to Chart For The Solutions epic closing track ‘Epilogue’ - whose percussive pulse adds an organic swing to The 
Square’s sonics, particularly on album closer The Damned Things cosmic strut.Mythology tackles a multitude of themes, from fantastical tales of hellhound ‘Cerberus’ or the comic-inspired Eternity 
to ‘Chromatophage’s colorful/evil yarn about animals that eat colors (or a Magic: The Gathering card) to the true-life influenced ‘Acid Rain’ that deals with the uncertainty of consuming drinking water 
after a chemical spill in the Delaware River. Elsewhere, ‘Ferrell’ is an homage to the late, great Ferrell Pharaoh Sanders & ‘the Damned Thing’ by a short horror story penned by Ambrose Bierce about 
an animal whose coloring is invisible to the naked eye.Writhing Squares are in a transitional phase, mapping out a new sonic mythology for themselves after crossing the event horizon into unknown 
space. Mythology is streaming on most DSPs & released on black vinyl & limited fluorescent green vinyl (while supplies last) on April 26th, 2024.     
 
E Writhing Squares__Mythology - Green Trouble In Mind 785034136238 $20.98 25 Rock
In many ways, the music of Writhing Squares could have only originated in Philadelphia; the city itself a microcosm of creatives, go-getters, freaks & weirdos that have coalesced into a supportive & 
boundary-pushing crew. Former Purling Hiss bassist Daniel Provenzano & Ecstatic Vision sax-player & vocalist Kevin Nickles’ first musical missive was shot forth in 2013 (the self-released CDR Live 
In Space) & various singles, split releases, albums (and a double-album) later we arrive at the duo’s fourth full-length Mythology, their third for Chicago-based Trouble In Mind Records.Mythology 
picks up the pieces left shattered by their previous double-album Chart For The Solution and reconnects the broken shards together like Kintsugi, the ancient Japanese technique for mending 
broken ceramics, infusing the breaks with powdered gold. The Squares themselves are like mad-scientists, taking the ruined detritus populating junk shops & surplus outlets & constructing their 
own sonic laboratories in their New Jersey basements to record, mix & tweak Mythologys eight tracks. Their new location allowed the band to regroup, reassess & reconstruct their sound from 
the ground up, shearing away the cosmic excess of 2021’s Chart For The Solution to a sharper point.Tracks like ‘Barbarians’ & ‘LEM’ are classic Squares; brutal, aggressive, unwavering assault of 
Motorhead/Stooges-inflected sci-fi punk scree, while others like ‘Chromatophage’s mutant funk & ‘Cerberus’s techno-slink owe a serious debt to electric-era Miles Davis & show that the group has 
more to offer than bludgeoning you with sonic force. Provenzano’s bass & electronics are like a tank rolling across the terrain - a gnarly construct of Hawkwind-ian headiness & ‘vincebus Eruptum’s 
snarl - uncaring of what gets in the way. Nickles’ brass vacillates between Stooges-influenced sleaze, jazzy no-wave stabs, & cacophonous sonic storms, strafing the listener into oblivion. The duo 
are joined on Mythology by drummer John Schoemaker - who contributed drums to Chart For The Solutions epic closing track ‘Epilogue’ - whose percussive pulse adds an organic swing to The 
Square’s sonics, particularly on album closer The Damned Things cosmic strut.Mythology tackles a multitude of themes, from fantastical tales of hellhound ‘Cerberus’ or the comic-inspired Eternity 
to ‘Chromatophage’s colorful/evil yarn about animals that eat colors (or a Magic: The Gathering card) to the true-life influenced ‘Acid Rain’ that deals with the uncertainty of consuming drinking water 
after a chemical spill in the Delaware River. Elsewhere, ‘Ferrell’ is an homage to the late, great Ferrell Pharaoh Sanders & ‘the Damned Thing’ by a short horror story penned by Ambrose Bierce about 
an animal whose coloring is invisible to the naked eye.Writhing Squares are in a transitional phase, mapping out a new sonic mythology for themselves after crossing the event horizon into unknown 
space. Mythology is streaming on most DSPs & released on black vinyl & limited fluorescent green vinyl (while supplies last) on April 26th, 2024.     
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D Yamamoto,Tsuyoshi__Sweet For K Somethin’Cool 4988044096936 $53.98  Jazz
The legendary TBN tag team, Tsuyoshi Yamamoto Trio and Yoshihiko Kannari, have revived and newly recorded this superb Erroll Garner album.Tsuyoshi Yamamoto and Yoshihiko Kannari, a former 
engineer for the TBM label, reunited on their last album ‘Blues for K’ (SCOL-1062).The duo have also produced numerous world-class recordings from Japan, including ‘midnight Sugar’ and ‘misty’.
Then in 2023, Yoshihiko Kaminari made his return to the ONKIO HAUS in Tokyo!They will once again be at this iconic studio, where the TBM label used to do recordings.The songs for this album 
are a collection of ballads, mainly by Erroll Garner, whom Tsuyoshi Yamamoto has always admired and loved.The result is a return to their roots and a challenging work for both of them.Personnel: 
Tsuyoshi Yamamoto (p) Hiroshi Kagawa (b) Hisao Osumi (ds)Engineer: Yoshihiko KaminariRecorded at Onkyo HouseTrack ListSide A01. Night Wind (Erroll Garner)02. Paris Bounce (Erroll Garner)03. 
When Paris Cries (Erroll Garner)04. Dreamy (Erroll Garner)05. Mood Island (Erroll Garner)06. Solitaire (Erroll Garner)Side B07. Daahoud (Clifford Brown)08. Polka Dots and Moonbeams (Jimmy 
Van Heusen)09. Sweet for K10. Laura (David Raksin)11. Garner Talk      

D Yukawa,Shione__Yukawasione Universal Japan 4988031629086 $47.98  Rock
This is the third volume in a series of analog recordings of hidden masterpieces by Toshiba EMI. This year’s release features titles released in the 2000s and beyond!The first major album by Shione 
Yukawa, a migratory bird with a guitar. Ten songs are included, including ‘Green Arch’ provided by Takashi Nagazumi of Hanaregumi, ‘the King of Naked’ provided by Shigeru Kishida of Kururi, and 
‘Light a Candle’ produced by James Iha of the Smashing Pumpkins. Produced by Soichiro Suzuki of World Standard, who has worked with Hanaregumi and others. Mixed by ZAK, who was in charge 
of Fishmans and Buffalo Daughter. The lyrics may be too cliched to call her a ‘quality singer-songwriter, ‘ but the lyrics, which evoke a certain ‘cruelty’ and ‘bold perspective’ peculiar to women, will 
make you feel a sense of excitement, and I guarantee you will be struck by her voice, which is her greatest charm. Her beautiful soprano voice is used to warm up the music. As a young girl, she 
played the soprano part in the Tokyo Boys and Girls Choir, but later shifted to the pop music field. The voice is fragile and beautiful, but ‘thorns’ appear here and there. The same is true of the lyrics. 
Don’t be fooled by their soft and gentle appearance... The sound spun simply with traditional instruments is a true English folk worldview. (Original release: January 25, 2006)

12” VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
D Dbridge__Vemodalen Exit Records 197190884272 $31.98  Electronic
Twelve inch vinyl single pressing.      

E Fernando__I Got, She’s Got Dfa Records 829732000412 $15.98 25 Dance Music
Fernando Pulichino’s slinky, syrupy dance floor records - all of which sit in a triple frontier death zone between rock, funk, and electronic sounds - have been cycling through DFA DJ bags for years, 
so it was only a matter of time until he made an official appearance on company letterhead.The original version of I Got, She’s Got, which appears here on B2, is a romping, scuzzed-out, howl-at-
the-moon burner, but it’s the remix (a little more clarity of purpose, a lot more arpeggios) that really goes and notched the A1 placement cut at 45RPM. Sandwiched between the two is another 
innocuous bomb, She’s Playing With Fire. Three tracks, all weapons, trust us.Written, produced, and performed by Fernando Pulichino in Buenos Aires. Saxophone on She’s Playing With Fire by 
Gustavo Buchiniz. Mastered and cut by Bob Weston at Chicago Mastering Service. Pressed by Furnace Record Pressing in Alexandria, VA.     
 
D Matsubara,Miki__Mayonaka No Door (Stay With Me) (2023 Mix) Pony Canyon 4524135171092 $31.98  J-Pop
The masterpiece of city pop was tracked down by renowned engineer Tamotsu Yoshida using the latest digital technology from the multi-tapes of the time. The 2023 mix, mastered with vintage analog 
equipment, will be released in analog format for the first time. Including karaoke of 2023 mix. Analog cutting: Piccolo Audio Works, Shinya Matsushita [45 rpm, 180g weight vinyl specs]. LISTEN: 
https://youtu. Be/nuU2YHtxMikTracklist:Side A: Mayonaka no Door (stay with me) (2023 mix)Side B: Mayonaka no Door (stay with me) (2023 mix KARAOKE)     
 
D Okada,Yukiko__Summer Beach Pony Canyon 4524135171108 $29.98  J-Pop
Summer Beach lyrics by Ami Ozaki, arrangement by Masataka Matsutoya ‘Kuchibiru Network’ lyrics by Seiko, music by Ryuichi Sakamoto, arrangement by Tetsuro KashibuchiBoth songs are now 
available on 12’ for the first time! Analog cutting: Shinya Matsushita, Piccolo Audio Works45rpm, illustrated jacket planned. LISTEN: https://youtu. Be/gr4PsbZ2YDwTracklist:Side A: Summer BeachSide 
B: Kuchibiru Network      

D Takahashi,Hiro__Unbalance Na Kiss Wo Shite / Taiyo Ga Mata Pony Canyon 4524135171085 $31.98  J-Pop
Singer-songwriter Hiro Takahashi, known for ‘Unbalance na Kiss wo Shite’ and ‘taiyo ga Mata Kagayaku Toki, ‘ the ending theme for the anime series ‘Yu Yu Hakusho, ‘ took his first professional steps 
in 1987 when he joined Tulip. After the breakup of the group (which later reunited), Takahashi made his solo debut on November 19, 1993, with the simultaneous release of the single ‘Itsumo Jokigen’ 
and the album ‘Kimi ja nakerya imi nai ne’. ‘taiyo Ga Mata Kagayaku Toki’ became a big hit, reaching the top 10 of the hit charts. The song is still loved today and has been covered by popular voice 
actors and young artists. Hiro Takahashi (real name: Hiroyuki Takahashi) passed away on November 4, 2005. He was 41 years old. His untimely death has been regretted by many, who feel that his 
great talent has been lost. LISTEN:Unbalance Na Kiss Wo Shite:https://youtu. Be/S1L4SyehvsI Taiyo Ga Mata Kagayakutoki:https://youtu. Be/tfvVrfsbizk Tracklist:Side single mix01. Unbalance Na 
Kiss Wo Shite (single mix)02. Taiyo Ga Mata Kagayakutoki (single mix)Side album mix01. Unbalance Na Kiss Wo Shite (album mix)02. Taiyo Ga Mata Kagayakutoki (album mix)

7” VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
D Evening Cinema__Infatuation Goes On / Only Time Will Tell Monchent Records 4988044097988 $22.98  J-Pop
Evening Cinema has been attracting attention from Asia and the world as a leading artist in the Japanese pop music scene in recent years, and their brand-new 7inch is on it’s way!!In 2019, ‘summertime’, 
a collaboration with cinnamons, triggered a huge buzz in Asian countries, and the following year he became the first Japanese artist to be selected as the official theme song of Shenzhen Fringe 
Festival 2020, one of the world’s largest art festivals, held in Shenzhen, China.In addition to this, he has provided songs to Thai and Chinese artists, collaborated with Indonesian YouTuber Rainych 
Ran, and has been attracting attention and support from around the world, especially in the Asian region.Tracklist:A1. Let it swellB1.While the time is ticking     
 
D Fox Capture Plan__Fukashigi No Karte / Instrumental Urban Discos 4988044097391 $22.98  Soundtrack
The long-awaited 7inch release of Fox Capture Plan’s self-cover of ‘Fukashigi no Karte’, the ending theme of the TV anime series ‘rascal Does Not Dream (Seishun Buta Yaro)’, in an English vocal 
version featuring Chihiro Sings and the original mix!The release coincides with the release of the latest film in the series, ‘rascal Does Not Dream of a Girl with a Leather Backpack’. The rich sound 
of the jazzy hip-hop rhythm, layered with strings and horns, expresses the original softness of the instruments in this new version, with English lyrics and singing by Chihiro Sings. LISTEN:https://
open. spotify. com/playlist/7idGonwrMLNPCDWalNkhEyTracklist:A1. Mysterious Medical Record feat. Chihiro SingsB1. Mysterious Medical Record - Instrumental     
 
E Museum Of Love__After Us / Look Of Disgust Dfa Records 829732000399 $14.98 25 Rock
James Murphy calls LCD Soundsystem drummer Pat Mahoney the best lyricist in the group, though it’s in Museum of Love - Pat’s band with Dennis McNany - where he actually steps out in front. 
This 7 is the MOLove’s first material on DFA since their debut album in 2014.After Us is a simple, buyoant pop song heavily tempered by warnings of a bleak future. The old sugar with the medicine 
approach.Look Of Disgust is it’s perfect foil, a notty, almost industrial sounding wind up that ends just like a slap in the face.      

D Mvten__Feel / True School (Fake Love Ass Remix? Astrollage 4988044098589 $22.98  Rap & Hip-Hop
Mvten, the frontman of ONENESS, a crew that has gained support from core hip-hop fans in Japan, and Boogie Mason, a leading Japanese beat maker from Shizuoka, have collaborated on the 
long-awaited 7inch release of a new song!!From the collaboration works of the two artists based in Tokyo and Shizuoka, respectively, the new song ‘Feel’, which was released digitally in 2023 and 
received high acclaim, and their signature song ‘true School’ have been newly remixed by BOOGIE MASON himself (only on 7inch) for a physical release on 7inch for club use!BOOGIE MASON, 
who has experienced worldwide releases on the US label ‘No Sabes’, has an outstanding sense of melody. LISTEN:https://open. Spotify. com/track/5BwQx1gi2PUFM3R0jfudxATracklist:side A: Feel 
_side B: True School (Fake Love Ass Remix)      

E Withers,Bill / Studio Rio__Lovely Day Mr Bongo 7119691294575 $20.98 75 Int’l & World Music
7inch vinyl with spot varnish cover. As mood changers go, this track is up there with the best. Last year whilst DJing with miche at Shapes festival in the snow-capped mountains of Switzerland, 
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a breathtaking yet ominous Alpine sky suddenly became a picture postcard moment. The clouds parted and a double rainbow formed, as miche dropped Studio Rio’s bossa nova remake of Bill 
Withers’ all-time classic ‘Lovely Day’. From there, the dancefloor shifted gears and morphed into full-swing feel-good vibes, in a beautiful, spontaneous moment nobody could have planned for. Mr 
Bongo now proudly presents a reissue of this brilliant, bossa-channelling Bill Withers reinterpretation from Studio Rio’s 2014 release ‘the Brazil Connection’. Masterminded by the German Grammy 
award-winning Berman Brothers, the project was born out of their deep love of Brazilian music. Our goal was to bring the Brazilian joie de vivre to iconic performances by well-known artists. What 
would these classic songs sound like had they been recorded in the studios of Rio de Janeiro in the first place, with the best Brazilian musicians and arrangers? the brothers reflect. Capturing 
the life force of Brazil, the beating heart that is it’s music, they set out to find the musicians who would fit best with their concept. Landing in Rio in 2013 a series of coincidences led to them being 
introduced to their idols Marcos Valle and Roberto Menescal, who both agreed to come on board. The Berman Brothers also wanted to find some of the musicians who recorded with one of Brazil’s 
most influential composers Tom Jobim. Fifty years after Jobim made the music that really defines bossa nova, we found that many of his sidemen were still active, including Paulo Braga of Jobim’s 
famed rhythm section. It was magic; everything just fell into place.      
      

BLU-RAY NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Bill Nighy: Their Finest / Limehouse Golem__Bill Nighy: Their Finest / Limehouse Via Vision 9337369040684 $37.99  Mystery / Suspense / 
Thriller
Their Finest1940, London, the Blitz. With the county’s morale at stake, Catrin (Gemma Arterton), an untried screenwriter, works under fire with a makeshift cast and crew to make a film to lift the 
nation’s flagging spirits, and inspire America to join the war.Catrin and a fellow writer, Buckley (Sam Claflin), reluctantly join forces with a fading matinee idol Ambrose Hilliard (Bill Nighy) on a movie 
to warm the hearts of the nation and capture the imagination of the American public.The Limehouse GolemVictorian London is gripped with fear as a serial killer - dubbed The Limehouse Golem - is 
on the loose and leaving cryptic messages written in his victims’ blood. With few leads and increasing public pressure, Scotland Yard assigns the case to Inspector Kildare(Bill Nighy) - a seasoned 
detective with a troubled past and a sneaking suspicion he’s being set up to fail. Faced with a list of suspects, including music hall star Dan Leno (Douglas Booth), Kildare must discover which one is 
the killer before the Golem strikes again.LivingIn a career-defining performance, Bill Nighy plays Williams, 1050s London civil servant who struggles to maintain order under mountains of paperwork. 
Overwhelmed at work and lovely at home, his life takes a heartbreaking turn when a medical diagnosistells him time is short. Influenced by a local decadent (Tom Burke) and the vibrant Maragret 
(Aimee Lou Wood), Williams continues to search for meaning until a simple revelation gives him the purpose to create a legacy for the next generation.     
 
I Body Parts__Body Parts Imprint 9337369040035 $29.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
Body Parts is a bone-chilling tale about a medical experiment gone wrong. After a crime psychologist (Fahey) loses his arm and nearly his life in a grisly car accident, he undergoes a daring medical 
operation to have a donor arm grafted onto his body. But after the operation, the arm starts to take on a violent life of it’s own, striking out against Bill’s wife and children. Bill is driven to learn about 
the donor’s identity - a horrifying discovery that delivers him into a world of unimaginable terror.Eric Red’s underrated 90s horror macabre is overdue for reappraisal.Special Features and Technical 
Specs:1080p high-definition transfer by Paramount PicturesAudio Commentary by director/co-writer Eric RedAudio Commentary with film historian Lee Gambin (2021)Interview with director/co-writer 
Eric RedInterview with editor Anthony RedmanInterview with actor Paul Ben-VictorInterview with actor Peter MurnikDeleted Footage (with optional audio commentary by director Eric Red)Theatrical 
TrailerOriginal aspect ratio 2.35:1DTS HD 5.1 Surround / LPCM 2.0 StereoOptional English subtitles      

I Brotherhood Of Satan__Brotherhood Of Satan Imprint 9337369040066 $29.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
While driving through the Southwest with his daughter and girlfriend, a man stumbles upon a small town plagued by the disappearance of several children and the murders of their parents. He stays 
on to assist the local sheriff, his deputy, the local priest, and a physician as they try to solve the mystery.Bernard McEveety and L.Q. Jones’ 1971 satanic occult classic is overdue for reappraisal with 
this new 2K scan special edition.Special Features and Technical Specs:1080p presentation from a 2K scan from the original negativeAudio Commentary by author Troy Howarth and Mondo Digital’s 
Nathaniel Thompson (2021)THE DEVIL YOU KNOW Inside LQ/Jaf Productions with author/film historian Justin Humphreys (2021)LPCM 2.0 MonoOptional English subtitlesTheatrical Trailer  
    
I Coffy__Coffy Umbrella 9344256028182 $44.99  Action / Adventure
Hailed as one of the most groundbreaking works of the Blaxploitation genre, Coffy has been described as a favourite by Quentin Tarantino.Director Jack Hill’s gritty portrayal of urban decay, intense 
action sequences, and unapologetic approach to addressing societal issues of the time, is celebrated as a classic.Coffy (Pam Grier) is a dedicated and passionate nurse who seeks revenge on the 
drug dealers who have devastated her community. When her younger sister becomes a victim of the drug trade, Coffy takes matters into her own hands, going undercover as a vigilante to dismantle 
the criminal underworld. As Coffy infiltrates the narcotics ring, she uses her intelligence, beauty, and martial arts skills to navigate a dangerous and corrupt world. Along the way, she forms alliances 
with both law enforcement and the criminal elements, blurring the lines between justice and revenge.Extras:Audio Commentary with writer/director Jack Hill - A Taste of Coffy interview with Jack 
Hill (18:49)The Baddest Chick in Town! interview with Pam Grier on Coffy and it’s follow-up Foxy Brown (17:38)’Baadasssss Cinema’ feature length documentary by Larry Cohen (58:00)NEW! Pam 
Grier trailer compilation      

I Grandview U.S.A.__Grandview U.S.A. Via Vision 9337369040158 $22.99  Drama
Grandview U.S.A. joins together unforgettable stars in a quirky romantic comedy set in a town like no other. Jamie Lee Curtis (Halloween) is Michelle ‘mike’ Cody, proprietor of a demolition derby. 
Patrick Swayze (Road House) is her star driver ‘slam’ Webster, who’s just as fast as he is reckless. Everything changes when high school graduate Tim Pearson (C. Thomas Howell - The Hitcher) 
crashes into their lives, leading to an unlikely romantic triangle with hilarious and heart-wrenching consequences. Randal Kleiser, the director of Grease and The Blue Lagoon, unites a brilliant cast 
of familiar faces including Jennifer Jason Leigh (Rush), M. Emmet Walsh (Blood Simple), Troy Donahue (Cry-Baby), John Cusack (Better Off Dead ?) and Joan Cusack (My Bodyguard). Together 
they make Grandview, U.S.A. The kind of place you never want to leave.      

I Half Light__Half Light Via Vision 9337369040080 $22.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
The dark 2006 thriller starring Demi Moore and written and directed by Craig Rosenberg (The Boys, Gen V).After the tragic drowning of her 5 year old son, best selling thriller novelist Rachel Carlson 
(Demi Moore) moves to a remote cottage on the Scottish coast to begin writing again. But Rachel’s demons have followed her as loneliness and paranoia leave her not knowing what’s real and what 
is just imagination in the fight to save her life.Special Features and Technical Specs:1080p High-definition presentation on Blu-ray’making Of featuretteInterviews with CastB-RollTrailerAudio DTS 
HD 5.1 Surround / LPCM 2.0 StereoOptional English HOH SubtitlesAspect Ratio 2.35:1Housed in a glossy slipcover      

I Jacob’s Ladder__Jacob’s Ladder Imprint 9337369040042 $29.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
Divorced Vietnam veteran turned postman Jacob Singer (Tim Robbins) is disturbed when he begins to be plagued by bizarre and violent hallucinations, both of the family he has abandoned and a 
bloody battle he could not previously remember. So strong are the images that the line between past and present, real and unreal, begins to dissolve. Desperate for help, Jacob turns to his ex-wife, 
Sarah, and chiropractor Louis (Danny Aiello).From visionary director Adrian Lyne, Jacob’s Ladder is a terrifying psychological horror.Starring Tim Robbins, Elizabeth Pena, Danny Aiello & Jason 
Alexander.Special Features and Technical Specs:1080p High-definition presentation on Blu-rayAudio commentary by director Adrian LyneAudio Commentary by film historian and host of The Projection 
Booth Mike WhiteBuilding Jacob’s Ladder - featurette3 Additional Scenes (with optional commentary by director Adrian Lyne)Archival interviews with director Adrian Lyne, actor Tim Robbins and 
actress Elizabeth PenaPrepare the Way - interview with screenwriter Bruce Joel RubinWhere is the Ladder? - the locations of Jacob’s LadderHidden in Plain Sight: Spirituality in Jacob’s Ladder - 
video essay by film historian Alexandra Heller-NicholasSomething’s Wrong With My Head: Vietnam War Trauma and Jacob’s Ladder - video essay by film historian Josh NelsonTeaser and Theatrical 
TrailersOriginal Aspect Ratio 1:85:1Audio English DTS-HD 5.1 Surround + LPCM 2.0 StereoOptional English HOH subtitles      

I Judi Dench: Tea With The Dames / Red Joan__Judi Dench: Tea With The Dames / Red Via Vision 9337369040707 $37.99  Documentary
Tea With The DamesTea With The Dames is a unique celebration of the lives and careers of four of our most iconic actresses; Dame Eileen Atkins, Dame Judi Dench, Dame Joan Plowright and 
Dame Maggie Smith. All four have gone from being fledgling actresses in the 1950s to acting royalty. They’ve watched each other’s careers grow and bloom and have celebrated life’s ups and downs 
together.You’re invited to spend time with these acting legends as they talk about their lives and their professional experiences across theatre, television and film. Candid, funny, caustic, irreverent, 
poignant and utterly engrossing, this unmissable release is proof that there is truly nothing like a Dame.Red JoanJoan Stanley (Judi Dench) is a widow living out a quiet retirement in the suburbs when 
the British Secret Service places her under arrest. The charge: providing classified scientific information - including details on the building of the atomic bomb - to the Soviet government for decades. 
As she is interrogated, Joan relives the dramatic events that shaped her life and beliefs; her student days at Cambridge, where she excelled at physics while challenging deep-seated sexism; her 
tumultuous love affair with a dashing political radical (Tom Hughes); and the devastation of WWII, which inspired her to risk everything in pursuit of peace.Six Minutes To MidnightIn the summer of 
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1939, school teacher Thomas Miller (Eddie Izzard) takes a last minute role teaching English at the Augusta-Victoria College, Bexhill-on-Sea, a finishing school on the south coast of England. Despite 
the political storm clouds forming across Europe, daughters of influential families in Nazi Germany learn deportment, Shakespeare and how to be faithful members of Hitler’s League of German 
Girls.Under the watchful eye of their headmistress Miss Rocholl (Judi Dench), the girls practice their English and learn how to represent the ideal of German womanhood. When the body of a former 
teacher is discovered, it triggers a sequence of deadly events where the girls and Miss Rocholl discover a world where loyalty is more important than truth.     
 
I Kate Winslet: Reader / Little Chaos / Ammonite__Kate Winslet: Reader / Little Chaos  Via Vision 9337369040097 $37.99  Drama
The ReaderBringing to life the celebrated international novel, Kate Winslet is riveting as Hanna Schmitz - a lonely, working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage 
boy. Years later they meet again: Hanna now a defendant in a notorious case and her ex-lover, now a law student, holding the secret to her salvation.A Little ChaosKate Winslet stars in this romantic 
drama as Sabine, a strong-willed and talented landscape designer, who is chosen to build one of the main gardens at the new palace at Versailles in the court of King Louis XIV (Alan Rickman). 
In her new position of power, she challenges gender, and class barriers while also becoming professionally and romantically entangled with the court’s renowned landscape artist Andr Le N tre 
(Matthias Schoenaerts).AmmoniteIn 1800’s England, acclaimed but unrecognized fossil hunter Mary Anning (Kate Winslet) works alone on the rugged Southern coastline. With the days of her 
famed discoveries behind her, she now searches for common fossils to sell to tourists to support herself and her ailing mother. When a wealthy visitor entrusts Mary with the care of his wife Charlotte 
Murchison (Saoirse Ronan), she cannot afford to turn his offer down. Proud and relentlessly passionate about her work, Mary initially clashes with her unwelcome guest, but despite the distance 
between their social class and personalities, an intense bond begins to develop, compelling the two women to determine the true nature of their relationship.     
 
I Let’s Scare Jessica To Death__Let’s Scare Jessica To Death Imprint 9337369040059 $29.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
Finally released from an institution after suffering a nervous breakdown, Jessica seeks the tranquillity of a secluded home in Connecticut to help make her recovery complete. But instead of a restful 
recuperation with her husband Duncan and a close friend in the New England countryside, Jessica soon finds herself falling into a swirling vortex of madness and the supernatural.Director John D. 
Hancock’s independent horror masterpiece is finally here in this new special edition.Special Features and Technical Specs:1080p high-definition transfer by Paramount PicturesAudio commentary 
with director John Hancock and producer Bill Badalato (2020)Audio commentary by Kat Ellinger, author and editor-in-chief of Diabolique Magazine (2021)Audio commentary by film critic Kim Newman 
and film director Prano Bailey-Bond (2021)Art Saved My Life - interview with composer Orville StoeberScare Tactics: Reflections on a Seventies Horror Classic - interview with film historian Kim 
NewmanShe Walks These Hills: Let’s Scare Jessica to Death Locations, Then and Now - featuretteTheatrical TrailerTV Spot and Radio SpotsPhoto GalleryAspect Ratio 1.85:1LPCM 2.0 MonoOptional 
English subtitles      

I Mary Magdalene__Mary Magdalene Via Vision 9337369040745 $20.99  Drama
Mary Magdalene is an authentic and humanistic portrait of one of the most enigmatic and misunderstood spiritual figures in history. The biblical biopic tells the story of Mary (Rooney Mara), a young 
woman in search of a new way of living. Constricted by the hierarchies of the day, Mary defies her traditional family to join a new social movement led by the charismatic Jesus of Nazareth (Joaquin 
Phoenix). She soon finds a place for herself within the movement and at the heart of a journey that will lead to Jerusalem.      

I Masters Of The Universe__Masters Of The Universe Umbrella 9344256028168 $44.99  Action / Adventure
Mattel’s 1980s toy line phenomenon explodes onto the big screen in this fantasy blockbuster.Boasting jaw-dropping visual effects courtesy of four-time Oscar winner Richard Edlund (STAR WARS, 
GHOSTBUSTERS) and featuring non-stop laser-gun action, a memorably menacing villain, and future FRIENDS star Courteney Cox in a plucky early role, MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE is a 
unique blend of comic book pulp and out-of-this-world thrills.YOU now have the power!The Castle of Grayskull on the peaceful planet of Eternia is under threat from the power-crazed supervillain 
Skeletor (scene-stealing Frank Langella). Eternia’s only hope of survival is a ragtag band of freedom fighters led by the heroic He-Man (Dolph Lundgren). When the brilliant troll Gwildor (Billy Barty) 
accidentally transports the epic fight to Earth via his Cosmic Key - a musical device that can open a portal to any location in the universe - the interstellar forces of good and evil are soon battling for 
ultimate supremacy in 1980s America!Extras:NEW! MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE 2 - tales of the sequel that never was with filmmaker Albert Pyun and othersAudio commentary with director Gary 
GoddardELECTRIC BOOGALOO extended interviews with actor Dolph Lundgren, director Gary Goddard, producer Ed Pressman, co-writer Stephen Tolkin, production designer William Stout and 
special effects supervisor Richard EdlundBEHIND THE LEGEND archival featuretteCannon Films Sci-Fi and Fantasy trailer reelStills and poster galleryOriginal theatrical trailerTeaser trailersEaster 
Egg      

I Mothman Prophecies__Mothman Prophecies Imprint 9337369040073 $29.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
After his wife dies in a bizarre car crash, a newspaper reporter finds himself in a small town, where a series of strange events may be linked to a mysterious creature.Special Features and Technical 
Specs:1080p high definition presentationAudio Commentary by Director Mark PellingtonNINETY-NINE WILL DIE: DIRECTING THE MOTHMAN PROPHECIES - interview with director Mark 
PellingtonNOCTURNAL BUTTERFLY: EDITING THE MOTHMAN PROPHECIES - interview with editor Brian Berdan (2020)DON’t BE AFRAID: COMPOSING THE MOTHMAN PROPHECIES - 
interview with composers Tomandandy (2020)WHAT DO YOU SEE?: DESIGNING THE MOTHMAN PROPHECIES - interview with production designer Richard Hoover (2020)Making Of featuretteHalf 
Light music video by LowSearch for the Mothman DocumentaryDay By Day - A Director’s Journey PT 1: The Road In documentaryDay By Day - A Director’s Journey PT 2: The Road Home 
documentaryTheatrical trailerEnglish DTS HD 5.1 surroundEnglish LPCM 2.0 StereoOptional English subtitles      

I Nicole Kidman: Strangerland / Queen Of Desert__Nicole Kidman: Strangerland  Via Vision 9337369040721 $37.99  Mystery / Suspense
StrangerlandThe Parkers - Catherine (Nicole Kidman), Matthew (Joseph Fiennes) and their teenage children Lily and Tommy - arrive in the remote Australian outback town of Nathgari, hiding a 
secret from the past. Yet their lives are flung back into turmoil when Tommy and Lily disappear in the dark of night, just as Nathgari is hit by a massive dust storm. With temperatures rising and the 
chances of survival plummeting with each passing day, Catherine and Matthew find themselves pushed to the brink as they confront the mystery of their children’s fate.Queen of the DesertNicole 
Kidman and director Werner Herzog (Aguirre, The Wrath of God) bring to life the extraordinary story of a trailblazing woman who found freedom in the faraway world of the Middle East. In turn-of-
the-century England, Gertrude Bell (Kidman) rebels against the stifling rigidity of life, leaving it behind for a chance to travel to Tehran. There, she begins a lifelong adventure across the Arab world, 
a journey marked by danger, a passionate affair with a British officer (James Franco), and an encounter with the legendary T.E. Lawrence (Robert Pattinson). Stunningly shot on location in Morocco 
and Jordan, Queen of the Desert reveals how an ahead-of-her-time woman shaped the course of history.LionA five year old boy named Saroo gets lost on a train which takes him thousands of 
kilometers across India, away from his home and family. He must learn to survive alone in Kolkata, before ultimately being adopted by an Australian couple.Twenty five years later, armed with only 
a handful of memories, his unwavering determination, and a revolutionary technology known as Google Earth, Saroo sets out to find his lost family and finally return to his first home.   
   
I Ransom__Ransom Umbrella 9344256028656 $44.99  Mystery / Suspense
Push it to the limit with Sean Connery in RANSOM, a riveting action-thriller where Nils Tahlvik (Connery), a tough-as-nails security chief, must save the British Ambassador from ruthless terrorists 
in a hijacked plane. Co-starring Ian McShane (Deadwood), this hidden gem takes us on an adventure to Scandinavia where stakes are sky-high.Tensions flare as a gang of ruthless hijackers led by 
Ray Petrie (Ian McShane, Deadwood) seize a British plane as it is landing in Scandinavia. Tough as nails Head of Security Nils Tahlvik (Academy Award winner Sean Connery, The Untouchables, 
Goldfinger) is tasked with meeting demands from the terrorists, but is distracted by another simultaneous event - the British ambassador has been taken hostage in his own residence and held for 
ransom.With time running out and a string of life or death decisions to be made, it is up to Colonel Tahlvik and his team of expert soldiers to free the ambassador and ensure that no one falls victim 
to the diabolical demands of the enemy.Also known as The Terrorists, Ransom is an intelligent action/thriller in the gripping 1970s tradition of The Taking of Pelham One Two Three and Who Dares 
Wins.Extras:NEW! Feature-Length Audio Commentary with Lee Pfeiffer, editor of Cinema Retro Magazine, along with Film Historians Paul Scrabo and Tony LatinoNEW! Kim Newman Talks Sean 
Connery in The 70sNEW! Sean Connery 70s Trailer ReelAlternate Title SequenceTrailerTeaser      

I Tank Girl__Tank Girl Umbrella 9344256027499 $44.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
BOOM! Shoot off into the world of TANK GIRL. Set tracks to a futuristic Australia, loaded with wild adventure and armed to the teeth with the antics of Lori Petty, Malcolm MCDowell, Naomi Watts, 
and Ice-T as a f*king Kangaroo! We’ve bolstered this bad boy with all NEW interviews and video essays with Actor Doug Jones and Alex Heller-Nicholas.The year is 2033 and since a humongous 
meteor hit the earth, the world just hasn’t been the same. No movies, no cable television, no water! A mega-villain, Kesslee (Malcolm MCDowell), the leader of Water & Power, holds the world in 
his grasp since he controls all the water... or so he thinks. Two colossal enemies stand in his way: (1) The Rippers - an army of half-men/half-kangaroo people whose sole purpose is to bring down 
Water & Power and (2) a chick with a tank and tons of attitude - aka Tank Girl (Lori Petty). Kesslee had better get a grip on reality and his water jugs because not even a run in her stockings is going 
to stop her from saving the world!Extras:NEW! The Shape of Ripper - An Interview with Actor Doug JonesNEW! (Tank) Girl Power - A Video Essay by Alexandra Heller-NicholasAudio Commentary 
with Director Rachel Talalay and Actress Lori PettyThe Revolution Will Be Ahead Of It’s Time - An Interview with Director Rachel TalalayI Am Tank Girl - An Interview with Lori PettyAnarchy From The 
UK - An Interview With Production Designer Catherine HardwickeArchival Making Of FeaturetteTheatrical Trailer      
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I Time Addicts__Time Addicts Umbrella 9344256027994 $32.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
The second release in our line highlighting up and coming unique Aussie filmmakers is Time Addicts! Getting special treatment with a Limited and numbered Collector’s Edition coming with a 
slipcase...Get intoxicated with the darkly comedic, sci-fi mind-melt TIME ADDICTS! Geek out with two best friends, Denise and Johnny, as they heist a bag of time-travelling crystal in this hilarious, 
far-out, fiend-filled, f*ked-up fairytale. This new Australian release marks our continued promise to promote the absolute best of local and independent filmmakers!A drug-fuelled sci-fi romp hailed 
as a trailblazing, time-warping debut from writer and director Sam Odlum. Drug-dependent best-friends Denise and Johnny owe their unpredictable dealer. In a desperate attempt to clear their debt 
they agree to a dodgy heist in an old house, inadvertently coming into possession of a bag of time-travelling drugs. The pair find themselves trapped in the house on diverging timelines. As Johnny 
travels through time, Denise grapples with isolation, confronting her personal history, the true identity of their dealer Kane, and the very essence of her existence. Both hilarious and vulnerable, 
Time Addicts delivers an enjoyable twist on the sci-fi genre.Extras:Audio commentary with Director Sam OdlumFantastic Film Festival Australia Screening Q&A with Festival Artistic Director Hudson 
Sowada and Director Sam Odlum - December 2023Out-takes      

I Umbrella Academy: Season Three__Umbrella Academy: Season Three Via Vision 9337369040585 $36.99  Horror / Sci-Fi / Fantasy
Back at the Academy, the Umbrellas clash with a new squad of Hargreeves siblings as a mysterious force begins to wreak havoc on the city.     
 
I Welcome Home Roxy Carmichael__Welcome Home Roxy Carmichael Via Vision 9337369038162 $23.99  Comedies
WORLDWIDE FIRST ON BLU-RAY!The cult classic 90’s comedy starring Winona Ryder (Edward Scissorhands, Stranger Things) and Jeff Daniels (Dumb and Dumber) is coming to Blu-ray for the 
first time worldwide!The imminent homecoming of rock star Roxy Carmichael sends the good folks of her small Ohio hometown into a frenzy of preparation. Among those anxiously anticipating 
this joyous reunion are Denton, Roxy’s old boyfriend (Jeff Daniels) and Dinky (Winona Ryder), a troubled teen who is obsessed with the notion that Roxy is her natural mother. The town fathers 
are preparing a welcome. The town mothers are trying to spruce up. The high school band is practicing a fanfare, and Dinky’s getting ready to leave.Directed by Jim Abrahams (Airplane!).Special 
Features and Technical Specs:1080p high-definition presentation on Blu-rayNEW Interview with Director Jim AbrahamsNEW Interview with Screenwriter Karen Leigh HopkinsNEW Video Essay by 
writer and podcaster Suzanne BoleynAudio LCPM 2.0Aspect Ratio 1.78:1Housed in a glossy slipcase      
      

IMPORT CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Baumann,Peter__Phase By Phase: The Virgin Albums Esoteric 5013929487147 $30.99  Electronic
New 3CD Clamshell Box Set Featuring All Of The Albums Recorded For Virgin Records Between 1976 And 1981 By Former Tangerine Dream Member Peter Baumann. Featuring The Albums 
‘romance’ 76’, ‘trans Harmonic Nights’ And ‘repeat Repeat’. With An Illustrated Booklet Featuring A New Essay. As a key member of Tangerine Dream, Peter Baumann’s contribution was felt on the 
classic albums released by Virgin Records issued between 1974 and 1976, ‘Phaedra’, ‘rubicon’, ‘ricochet’ and ‘stratosphere’. In 1976 he embarked on a solo career with his classic work ‘romance 
‘76’, recorded in July and August that year in Berlin and Munich. The result was a remarkable album that is now held in huge esteem by aficionados of German electronic music. His next work as a 
solo artist was the equally remarkable and ground-breaking album ‘trans Harmonic Nights’, recorded in Berlin between July 1978 and January 1979, a release which pre-empted and influenced the 
protagonists of synthesiser-based music that would burst forth in the 1980s. His third and final album for Virgin Records was ‘repeat Repeat’, which saw him adopt a more song-based approach to his 
writing, stylistically akin with the prevailing mood of the early 1980s. Recorded in New York and at Compass Point studios in Nassau in the Bahamas, ‘repeat Repeat’ was co-produced by Baumann 
and Robert Palmer. ‘Phase By Phase’ is the first time all of Peter Baumann’s solo works issued by Virgin Records have been gathered together in one collection.     
 
I King,Freddie__Getting Ready / Texas Cannonball / Woman Across Beat Goes On Records 5017261215185 $16.99  Blues
Blues guitar legend Freddie King’s three albums for Shelter Records, dating from 1971, 1972 and 1973. Leon Russell produced the first two with the distinction of introducing King to a commercial 
rock audience. All three were critically acclaimed with ‘Woman Across The River’ making the US Top 200 Albums chart. King sadly passed away at the young age of 42, but his influence and music 
live on. Digitally remastered and slipcased, and with new notes.      

I Mattea,Kathy__Kathy Mattea / From My Heart / Walk The / Untasted Beat Goes On Records 5017261215130 $16.99  Country
Kathy Mattea’s first four Mercury albums, dating from 1984, 1985, 1986 and 1987. All four were US Country Top 50 albums with ‘Goin’ Gone’ and ‘Eighteen Wheels And A Dozen Roses’ US Country 
No. 1 singles. Other big Country hits from this package include ‘Untold Stories’, ‘train Of Memories’, ‘Life As We Knew It’ and ‘Love At The Five & Dime’. Mattea continues to gig and record. Digitally 
remastered and slipcased With extensive new notes      

I Renaissance__Tuscany - Expanded Esoteric 5013929487048 $34.99  Rock
New Expanded 3CD Edition Of The 2001 Album By Renaissance. Includes Two Bonus CDs Of ‘In The Land Of The Rising Sun - Live In Japan 2001’ With An Illustrated Booklet. The album saw a 
reunion of the band with Annie Haslam, Michael Dunford and Terence Sullivan coming together to record this album at Astra Studios in Kent. The sessions also featured an appearance by keyboard 
player John Tout on ‘Pearls of Wisdom’, ‘Dear Landseer’ and ‘Dolphins Prayer’, the latter two songs also featuring guest Roy Wood (who also appeared on ‘Life in Brazil’). The band was further 
augmented by keyboard player Mickey Simmonds. Following the release of the album, in March 2001, Renaissance travelled to Japan to perform three concerts with a band which featured Annie 
Haslam, Michael Dunford, Terence Sullivan along with Rave Tesar (piano and additional keyboards), Mickey Simmonds (keyboards) and David Keyes (bass guitar). A concert in Tokyo on 16th March 
was recorded and later issued as the double CD set ‘In the Land of the Rising Sun - Live in Japan 2001’.This new edition of ‘tuscany’ features both the classic studio album and ‘In the Land of the 
Rising Sun’.      

I Rodriguez,Johnny__Just Get Up & Close / Love Put A Song / Reflectin Beat Goes On Records 5017261215222 $16.99  Country
Four Johnny Rodriguez Mercury albums, dating from 1975, 1976 and 1977, all US Country Top 20 hits. This package contains the US Country Number Ones ‘Just Get Up And Close The Door’ and 
‘Love Put A Song In My Heart’ plus the Top 10 Country hits ‘Desperado’, ‘Hillbilly Heart’, ‘I Couldn’t Be Me Without You’ and ‘I Wonder If I Ever Said Goodbye’ Rodriguez has had a long and varied 
career, and still continues to gig and record. Digitally remastered and slipcased, and with extensive new notes      

I Stackridge__Fobirdden City: Live Edition Esoteric 5013929486942 $38.99  Rock
New 2CD / NTSCO Multi Region DVD. Clamshell Boxed Set Of The Live Album And DVD Video By Stackridge Filmed And Recorded In 2007. With An Illustrated Booklet And Essay. Recorded And 
Filmed At The Rondo Theatre In Bath On 1st April 2007, This Live Album Saw Original Stackridge Members Andy Davis (Guitar, Keyboards, Vocals), James Warren (Rhythm Guitar, Vocals), Mutter 
Slater (Flute And Vocals) And Crun Walter (Bass) Reunite For A Very Special Concert Which Was Recorded In Both Audio And Video Formats. On Stage Stackridge Was Augmented By Glenn Tommey 
(Keyboards), Nigel Newton (Lead Guitar), Rachel Hall (Violin), Sarah Mitchell (2nd Violin And Vocals) And Andy Marsden (Drums). The Set That Evening Comprised Many Stackridge Classic Tracks, 
Along With A Selection Of Material By Davis And Warren’s Later Band The Korgis. Originally Issued In 2007 As Both A Live 2CD Set And A DVD And Out Of Print For Some Years, This New Edition 
Of ‘the Forbidden City’ Gathers Together Both CD And DVD Releases In One Clamshell Boxed Set, Giving Stackridge Aficionados The Chance To Relive This Magical Concert Once Again.  
    
I T.Rex__Tanx Edsel 740155739331 $34.99  Rock
March 2023 marked the 50th anniversary of the release of the T. Rex album Tanx. Recorded at the height of Bolanmania, and produced by Tony Visconti, the album was preceded by the huge hit 
singles Children Of The Revolution, Solid Gold Easy Action and 20th Century Boy, all of which have been added to CD1, along with their B-sides. • In this special 2CD set, CD2 contains The Alternate 
Tanx: Left Hand Luke, a bonus disc of 23 fascinating ‘work-in-progress’ versions and demos, which (as far as possible) mirrors the original album’s running order. • The two CDs are presented in 
brand new seven-inch deluxe gatefold packaging, with an 8- page booklet which includes the lyrics, plus annotation about the bonus disc.     
 
I UK Subs__Albums 1979-1982 Captain Oi! 5013929610309 $44.99  Rock
5CD 111-track clam shell box set covers the most commercially successful years of Punk legends the UK Subs. Disc 1 is debut album ‘Another Kind Of Blues’ which reached No.21 in the National 
Charts. Amongst the nine bonus tracks are the hit singles ‘stranglehold’ (No.26) and ‘tomorrows Girls’ (No.28). The second disc is the No.18 charting album ‘Brand New Age’ which now comes with 
ten bonus tracks including the hit singles ‘she’s Not There’ (No.36), ‘Warhead’ (No.30) and ‘teenage’ (No.32). Disc 3 is the In Concert ‘Crash Course’ album which reached No. 8 in the winter of 1980. 
The fourth disc is the No.18 charting ‘Diminished Responsibility’ album. Among it’s ten bonus tracks are the hit singles ‘Party In Paris’ (No. 32) and ‘Keep On Running (Till You Burn)’ (No.41) plus the 
first two solo 45’s by vocalist Charlie Harper. Disc 5 is 1982s ‘Endangered Species’ album which reached No. 11 in the Independent Chart and featured the song ‘Down On The Farm’ which was later 
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covered by Guns n’ Roses on their million selling ‘spaghetti Incident’ album. The booklet contains detailed notes on the whole era plus pictures of all relevant releases.    
  
I Warhorse__Recordings 1970-1972 Esoteric 5013929486843 $20.99  Rock
New Remastered 2CD Set Of The Recordings By Warhorse Released On The Vertigo Label Between 1970 And 1972. Featuring Deep Purple Member Nick Simper. Includes An Illustrated Booklet 
With A New Essay. Formed in early 1970 by former Deep Purple bassist Nick Simper, the band began life as backing band for singer Marsha Hunt. The group also initially featured Rick Wakeman, 
but he departed the band in April 1970 to join Strawbs. Signing a licensing contract with Vertigo Records, the band’s self-titled debut album was released in November 1970. The release was 
followed by touring, but the band’s line-up evolved further before the recording of their second album, ‘red Sea’, issued in June 1972. Soon after this, drummer Mac Poole departed join Gong and 
was replaced by Barney James. Warhorse would continue until 1974, but vocalist Ashley Holt and Barney James would depart to join Rick Wakeman in his band The English Rock Ensemble. The 
two albums recorded by Warhirse are fine examples of Progressive Hard Rock of the era. They are both featured in this collection, along with eleven further bonus tracks comprising demos and live 
recordings.      

I Waysted__Won’t Get Out Alive: Waysted Volume 1 (1983-1986) Hne 5013929927223 $39.99  Rock
Three studio albums, one live and mini-album from the early 80s. When Pete Way passed away in August 2020, the music world lost a true legend, a much- loved musician and influential songwriter, 
inspiring many hard rock and metal bands, from Iron Maiden to Metallica. Pete Way first came to prominence as the bass guitarist in UFO. Through various highs and lows, from forming in 1968, 
through the peak years of the 1970s and into the early 1980s, Pete eventually quit UFO in 1982, forming Waysted in 1983. Teaming up with singer Fin Muir, Waysted was completed by Ronnie Kayfield 
on lead guitar, Frank Noon on drums and Pete’s former UFO band-mate, Paul Raymond, on rhythm guitar and keyboards. Waysted’s well received debut for Chrysalis Records, the self-explanatory 
‘vices’ (CD1) kicks off with the stage favourite and the band’s calling card, ‘Love Loaded’, followed by ‘Women In Chains’ and ‘sleazy’. That debut here is expanded with six alternative versions. ‘vices’ 
was followed by a mini-album, the self-titled ‘Waysted’ (CD2) in 1984, featuring ‘Won’t Get Out Alive’ and ‘the Price You Pay’. While on tour in 1984 supporting the mini- album, the band were captured 
on stage in Cardiff on ‘You Won’t Get Out Alive’ (CD2). With a set that includes covers of UFO’s ‘Only You Can Rock Me’ and ‘too Hot To Handle’, as well as songs from their first two releases, Waysted 
now featured three former members of UFO, with Paul Tonka Chapman on lead guitar, and Andy Parker on drums. It was the trio of Paul Chapman, Pete Way and Fin, joined by Humble Pie’s Jerry 
Shirley on drums, that recorded ‘the Good Bad And The Waysted’ (CD3) in 1985. As well as ‘Hang ‘Em High’ and ‘manuel’, the album features the original version of ‘Heaven Tonight’. Sealing a new 
deal with EMI’s Parlophone Records, Waysted released ‘save Your Prayers’ (CD4) in 1986. With Way and Chapman now joined by Danny Vaughn on vocals and John Ditedoro on drums, they re-
recorded ‘Heaven Tonight’ for single release. Waysted initially called it a day following the release ‘save Your Prayers’, but the next chapter in the Waysted story is captured on the HNE Recordings 
release ‘Heroes Die Young: Waysted Volume Two 2000-2007’.      
      

JAPANESE-ONLY SHM-CD NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Jamal,Ahmad__Ahmad Jamal’s Alhambra Universal 4988031631119 $20.99  Jazz
I Jamal,Ahmad__All Of You Universal 4988031631126 $20.99  Jazz
I Jamal,Ahmad__Count Em 88 Universal 4988031631041 $20.99  Jazz
I Jamal,Ahmad__Happy Moods Universal 4988031631089 $20.99  Jazz
I Jamal,Ahmad__Jamal At The Penthouse Universal 4988031631072 $20.99  Jazz
I Jamal,Ahmad__Listen To The Ahmad Jamal Quintet Universal 4988031631102 $20.99  Jazz
I Jamal,Ahmad__Portfolio Of Ahmad Jamal Universal 4988031631065 $20.99  Jazz
I Jamal,Ahmad__Volume 4 Universal 4988031631058 $20.99  Jazz
I Yuki Saori__Yuki Saori Best Of Best Universal 4988031630945 $50.99  J-Pop

IMPORT VINYL LP NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Siffre,Labi__For The Children Demon 5014797911482 $38.99  Rock
Released in 1973, Labi’s fourth album (the album of which I am proudest) includes two epic songs in Children Of Children and Let’s Pretend, songs he says he was provoked into writing. • This 
half-speed master edition is presented in it’s original gatefold sleeve, pressed on 180 gram heavyweight black vinyl, featuring an obi strip, and housed in a poly-lined inner sleeve. The 4-page insert 
includes all the lyrics and photos of the original tape boxes. • This new edition has been expertly mastered by Barry Grint at AIR Mastering from the original stereo tapes using precision half-speed 
mastering. Half-speed mastering is a vinyl cutting technique that improves groove accuracy and transient information creating an incredibly detailed stereo image with a natural high frequency 
response.      
      

ALSO RECOMMENDED IMPORT NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Blue Lab Beats__Blue Eclipse Decca 602458943184 $22.99  Rock
I Status Quo__Frantic Four’s Final Fling: Live In Dublin Earmusic 4029759095514 $16.99  Rock

ALSO RECOMMENDED IMPORT VINYL NEW RELEASE STREET DATE: 04.26.2024 • ORDERS DUE 03.29.2024
C Artist/Title Label UPC List Price I/S Genre
I Blue Lab Beats__Blue Eclipse Decca 602458943191 $39.99  Rock
I Blue Lab Beats__Blue Eclipse Decca 602458943238 $39.99  Rock
I Folterkammer__Weibermacht Sony 196588698415 $46.99  Rock
I Teskey Brothers__Circle Session Decca 602465069686 $33.99  Rock
I Triana__Un Encuentro Warner 5054197591655 $46.99  Latin Pop
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